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POTATOES HOLD
TOUGH PRICES
Aratsteok •Seems to Have
More Stock Thao
Elsewhere

The third floor of the French block
now undergoing repairs. A crew ol‘
rkmen under the direction of
Contractor Chadwick are hustling to
make ready for the occupancy of A. E.
Klein, who expects to move in about
! the middle of May.
I The many friends of Mr. and Mrs.
j E. V. Perkins will be very glad to
|know that he has been engaged as
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SOME RACE IN PROSPECT

DAM GIVES WAY

A dispatch from Sherman Mills.
April l(i says. “ Weakened by tons of ire
and pulp wood leaning against it
walls, abut 75 feet of the dam aero:;
the Molunkous stream i" this to\vT’
gave away early yesterday morning.
The rush of water through the streets
carried with it a small building occupi
ed by a harness maker part of another
|Principal of Houlton High for anothei founding and caused damage estimated
year. Mr. Perkins has not only been at ^9 ooo.

The American

Horse

Breeder

of

•ecent date says:
A match race

for

$1,000

a

side

act ween The Problem, 2.04 VL>. and Zom
Q.. 2.oit11. may

feature

the

program at the Houlton (Me.)
week of August 31.

racing
Fair,

During a recent

visit to Houlton on a business trip Ira
1). Carpenter, Pattern, Men, spokesman

Theta- will be a special meeting of
N. E. O. P. on Tuesday evening, Apr.
27th, at Sineock Hall, at which time
there will he work. All members of
the order, and especially the degree
teams, are urged to be present.
Morris Dunphv, a member of the
famous Yankee Division, was taken
ill Friday and was taken to the Aroos
took hospital for treatment. All day
Friday he was in convulsions. The
physicians have not diagnosed his
case as yet, hut his friends hope for a
speedy recovery.
Andrew L. Caswell, deputy sheriff
and Bangor & Aroostook railroad de
tective, has resigned his position with
the railroad, following the case brought
against him by the federal prohibition
officers who accosted him at the
bridge at Van Buren some weeks ago,
Caswell being arraigned here before
United States Commissions* Reid and
held for the action of the grand jury

AROOSTOOK
A p ril

TIMES

13,. 1860
To

Decem ber 27, 1916

No. 16

TRUNK LINE ROAD
FOR AROOSTOOK
Twenty-three Miles to Be
Built This Coming
Season

i'e.r The* Preiblom fore*os. issued a tenta
very successful in his school work,
Workman today are engaged in rig
but both he and Mrs. Perkins have ging a boom across the broken dam in tive challenge to race
the Harry
Plans and specifications for the
Local buyers are offering from $9.00 ma(je many friends among the townsan effort to cheek the heavy flow ol Movers pacer. Now comes word that
Trunk Line Highway that will be
t© $10.00 per barrel and while this ; pe0ple, who will have the pleasure of
ice in the river.
built during the coming season have
Nevers 1ms accepted the1 challenge,
was offered earlier in the month f o r : jiv in g them with us another year,
The greatest danger confronting the conditioning the acceptance- that the
been made, and bids asked for the
some lota, this price is the highest j Houlton Battery Service Company,
town at present is that undermined
sections west of Houlton.
race take- place at the- Houltem Foir.
that the market at leading stations j j^ g been organized at Houlton with
houses situated on the bank of the
The section starts on the Golden
Since the above was written it is
has ever offered in the history of tfye! capital stock of $10,000; all common ;
river may be swept away, carrying
Ridge road, coming this way about
said the Problem has been purchased
crop. W hat special lots will sell for, i nothing paid in;
par value, $100;
with them the iron footbridge in the
five miles from the fork of the road
by B. D. Tingley of this town.
in Ik® next three weeks is a specula* 1shares subscribed, 3 6. President, center of the town.
and goes as far as the brook the other
tion, it depending entirely how badly |Ernest J. Nickerson, Houlton; treasurside of Island Falls, a disance of 5.87
the purchaser wants them.
er, Maurice A. Gellerson,
Houlton;
HEYWOOD THEATRE
STATE
CHAMBER
at
the
June
term
of
the
United
States
I
miles’
and then starting on toP of the
The car shortage Is over now and clerk, William A. Gellerson, Houlton;
hill at the top of the sharp hill this
district
court.—
Bangor
News.
buyers report that they are fully directors, the above.
OF
COMMERCE
Purposes, a
More or less comment has been
The Express Advertiser, Portland side of Island Falls, it comes this way
supplied. The embargo that was put general automobile business, in all its
Closer relationship between mer
made
that
the
Hey
wood
theatre
is
not
says: “ Miss Eugenia Murray is to 3.69 miles which brings it through the
•n last week still exists to a greater branches. Approved April 14.
chants and the public, more home
safe
for
large
numbers
of
people,
but
appear in the production of Alice in Dyer Brook woods so called, about
or leas extent, although the cars that coached by M t s . W . L. Arnold.
trade and improved transportation
to
those
who
have
lived
in
Houlton
are going out now are shipped mostly
Wonderland for the Bryn Mawr three fourths of a mile this side of the
Sam Wilson, son of Mrs. Matthew facilities are among the benefits ex
to New England and Harlem River W ilson of this town, left last week pected to result through the Com and know what the original construe College fund Saturday afternoon and woods.
With the large amount of state aid
points, from the latter point they are for Boston, where he has entered the mercial Directorate of the new State tion of the building is, there is no evening, at the H. H. S. auditorium.
road
on the Silver Ridge road, a.-> well
question
about
its
being
stronger
She is the daughter of Mrs. Rosalinda
carried In vessels to destination, which j Allen Military school, and shortly Chamber of Commerce and Agricul
than
any
building
in
tintown.
as
through
Island
Falls and
the
.Murray of Houlton, and has been in
•f course. Is a small part of the ship- j after his arrival at the school he tural I.eague. Directors representing
excellent
built
roads
in
Dyer
Brook,
'Hie
timbers
in
this
building
are
all
Portland for the- past two years while1
■Rents, that would go if the embargo : received a commission and was placed each of the 16 counties of Maine werKing this will very much improve the entire
was not on.
j on the Mflitay school staff, having had named today by Henry F. Merrill of hewn and the floor tmbors are much studying with Mi’s. Jennie
mileage
between
Aroostook
A Boston paper says;
as much military experience as any Portland, Chairman of the Commercial larger and stronger than are put in Bragdon. Miss Murray is very popular road
Potatoes sold for $8.60 to $6.65 a hun- j nlan who was with A. E. F. Sam w;: - Directorate and Chairman of the pro- buildings today, end in addition to the socially and is an unusually talented county and Bangor.
general stability of the construction girl. Sin- is to spend next winter i
The piece of Trunk line which will
- died pounds In 100-bag lots, a record j captain of the H .H. S. nine and lia< osed
State
Pier Commission, t o
the
trio
ses
that
were
put
in
when
tin
be
built north of Houlton will be
high mark, at the Charlestown ware- j already become a member of the ball represent the leading commercial
New York, where she will continue
Dream theatre was made, are strong lier mu.-iral studies."
approximately
12 miles in length, be
house yesterday. The price will con-1 njne of the A iien school.
activities of the State of Maine.
enough to support more weight than
tween Houlton and Monticello, and
tfoue to soar for mix weeks, until the j
---------------------Through the Commercial Directorate
could possibly be put on the floor.
ule-n this piece is completed there
new crop begins to arrive, it was
working with the Labor Directorate,
Building
Inspector
J.
G.
Chadwick
will
be an improved road between
predicted.
the Home Directorate, the Industrial
when asked about the safety of it said:
Sherman
and Mars Hill, with the
The bureau of maV&ets of the depart
Directorate, and
the
Agricultural
“ They say tho floor springs with
exception of the section through
ment of agriculture scouted the possiDirectorate, it is expected that tinthe weight, and especially wh-n
Smyrna, hut in this sectio the roads
hOlty of a drop, and bureau officials
Commencing Sunday, May 2, sleep program outlined by the new State
April term, 192u. being held at
dancing is going on. That is true
are above the average of country
said a close survey of the potato mar ing car service between Boston and Chamber of Commerce for a greater
Houlton, April 20, 1920.
of any floor, hut do not be afraid,
roads with quite a lot of State aid.
ket revealed there was a small Greenville will be resumed as follows: and more prosperous State will be
HON. A LBE RT M SPEAR, Justice so that with the completion of the
for
this
building
and
floor
is
per
quantity anywhere except in Northern
First car to leave Boston May 2, at successful.
Presiding.
fectly safe. 1 know just what the
work this year the traveling in and
Haiue. In that locality but 309 cars 9 p. m„ daily except Saturday, to con
The directors of the Commercial
construction is in every detail,
out of the county will be very much
Michael
M.
Clark,
Clerk.
are left for shipment
nect at Bangor with train No. 3-121 Directorate appointed by Chairman
for 1 superintended the building
pleasanter than heretofore.
Walter B. Clark, Deputy Clerk.
The Produce New s says:
and arrive at Greenville at 11.25 a. m., Merrill follow:
over of this building into the
In the northern part of the county
The market was sensitive this week, where connection is made with the
Rev. Dwight F. Mowery. Chaplain.
Aroostook, Charles H. Fogg of Houl
Dream Theatre, and I know what
there will not be any Trunk line work
William H. Cornforth, Reporter.
due to extremely light arrivals, and Coburn Steamboat company to all ton; Androscoggin, E. \V. Penley of
it will stand. It will spring more
this season, on account of the labor*
William R. Roix, County Attorney.
the abnormal traffic conditions. Only points on Moosehead lake as soon as Auburn; Cumberland, Henry F. Merrill
or less, but it won't break down.
shortage, but with the work which will
Charles
E.
Dunn,
Sheriff.
three cars arrived Monday on the New navigation is open.
of
Portland, Chairman;
Franklin,
The timber in this floor are 7 x 7
be done by Presque Isle, Fort Fairfield
York Central and sold readily at $14®
John Q. Adams, Deputy Sheriff.
f ir s t car to leave Greenville, Mon Whiting L. Butler of Farmington;
and only 12 inches apart, resting
and Limestone who have taken advan
18 hag, while four afore offered Tues day, May 3, at 3.30 p. m. on train Hancock, F. C. Lyman of Bar Harbor;
James D. Ross, Deputy Sheriff.
day went at $12.60013 biff, some clean No. 124 daily except Sunday and is Kennebec, W alter S. Wyman of, on girts at both ends, and then
John H. Cosseboom, Deputy Sheriff. tage of the “3 times” act, there will
be almost as much new constructio*
ing up the following day at slightly attached at Northern Maine Jet. to Augusta; Knox, Henry’ B. Bird of. reinforced by 8 x 14 inch hard
George W. Estes, Deputy Sheriff.
pine with truss braces tied to
there as in the southern part.
lower prices. The arrivals of over train for Boston.
Victor
E.
Peters,
Deputy
Sheriff.
Rockland; Lincoln, George D Pastorias
gether with 114 inch iron
rods
*,000 1 1 peck sacks of Danish pota
Kendall S. Jackins, Deputy Sheriff.
Commencing on Monday, May 3, j of Damariscotta; Oxford. George W.
extending the whole width of the
toes the first of the week was a wel- dining cars will be operated as fo l-; Morton of South Paris; Penobscot, Dr.
Herbert Hall, Deputy Sheriff.
TRIMMED AGAIN
mtm addition to the short supply and tows: Bangor to MHUnocket, train |E. E- Patten of Bangor; Piscataquis,; floor, and pasing through these 8
Merrill F. Leavitt, Deputy Sheriff.
-Dux" Bowlers Beaten by Mooseleuk:
seme sales were made at 911 bag. No. 3; Millinocket to Bangor, train j Lyman K. Lee of Foxcroft; Sagadahoc, j x 14 timbers with a heavy cast
George B. Barnes, Messenger.
Club, who in turn, Entertain
while others were contracted tor an No. 2; Bangor to Derby, train No. 7; j John J. Desmond of Bath; Somerset.; iron plate washer with double
Grand Jurors
Lavishly
nuts on each end of the rods; the
advance of $808.50 bbl.
Derby to Bangor, train No. 124.
j Hon. Frank H. Holley of North Anson;
Oscar Crane
Littleton
bottom end of the timbers are set
The Department of Justice became
The event of the visit of the mem
Breakfast will be served in the din-j Waldo. M. L. Slugg of Belfast; W a s h -:
Goorge P. Dennett
Mapleton
in cement. I will guarantee it’s
Interested end is investigating the lng car immediately upon departure of j ington, Alfred K. Ames of Machias;
bers of the Meduxnekeag club to
Noah Dubois
Frenchville
seat o f the Imported potatoes, laid train from Bangor at 7.10 a. m. S e r -! York, Elliott Rogers of Kennebunk.
- safety."
Presque Isle as guests of the MooeeEd Field
Crystal
dawn here and thw price which Im vice a la carte.
leuk club on Tuesday, April 13, wae________________
Lee Goodrich
Fort Fairfield
porters have realised and there are
an occasion of much pleasure to thoseBox lunches will be served from
William
H.
Grant
Glenwood PI.
rumors that lndlctihents are liable to dining car and conductors and train
who attended.
The young people of the Christian Roland Hemphill
Presque Isle
he found for profiteering, as in some men will order lunches for passengers
A wedding of much interest to the
Members numbering about 30, left
Endeavor Societies of the Congrega Edwin Libby
Marsardis
cases, it is alleged, the selling price from dining car when practicable.
younger set in town took place Thurshere Tuesday afternoon in a cartional and Free Baptist churches will William Lincoln
Blaine
; day, April 15th. at the home of the
was close to 100 per cent over the cost
attached to a fast freight, a matter o f
Detailed Information of the resump
present the Biblical play and Lecture, A. W. MoGary
Houlton
laid down here duty paid. W ith con tion Monday, April 19 of prewar ser bride’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. Clarence “ Ben Hur" by Lew Wallace. If you
courtesy from the B. Sc A. R. R„ of
John J. McManus
Amity
tinued light receipts of native stock, vice on the B. & A. to Caribou and i A. Dow, Bangor street, when their
which
Hie club is deeply appreciative.
have read the book you w ll remember
Smyrna
later in the week, the market ruled pointy beyond as announced in last daughter. Frances Elizabeth became that Ivew Wallace was asked to write ' Clair B. Noyes
Upon arrival of the train in Presque
New Sweden
strong, with everything arriving being week’s TIM E S follows:
the bride of Mr. Frank Johnson of New a story against the Christians at the j August Peterson
Isle, they were met by a delegation
Washburn
taken promptly, but an easement of . Train No. 3. W ill be f xtended from York, who is now connected with the time of Rome, and while writing the 1Richard Porter
from the Mooseleuk club and escorted
Perham
the conditions now existing will result Houlton through to Caribou and will Radio Unit and has been stationed story he was converted. This fact Hiram O. Russell
to their commodius rooms on Main
Fred
Soiicy
Grami
Isle
in releasing a considerable accumula
here
since
last
Fall.
street, where supper awaited and such
leave Houlton at 1.05 p. m., Bridgealone should reveal to the people who Walter Tilley
Van Buren
tion of potatoes that are held in track
a
supper, the tables fairly groaned, so
Rev.
Henry
('.
Speed
officiated,
the
water 2.01 p. m.. Mars Hill. 2.20 p. in.,
have not as yet seen the the lecture, W E. Watts
Easton
between Albany and New York.
lavish was the supply provided by the
arriving Phair 2.41 p. m, Presqu - wedding being a quiet on-', only the that they should not miss a rare treat
Thee was an easier feeling this
Traverse Jurors
good ladies, wives of the members.
Isle, 3.02 p. m„ and Caribou 3.35 p. family and a few intimate friends be of such a high recommendation
morning on Bermudas, the price bePcrlcy
E.
Ackcrson
ing
present.
A Jazz orchestra furnished music
Mars Hill
m. Connections are made at Phair
The young peopl e of the Houlton
ing Z.
$24025 for No. Is;> _____
No. 2s brought
.
. ,
E.
A.
Adam-;
during
the evening for those who
0 ,i for
trajn to p ort Fairfield arriving
at
Lir.neus
After the ceremony a Ambling High School and Ki cker Classical
922023, and No. 3s. $19020. The P°* 3 25 p. m., and at Caribu with train
Fritz
A.
Anderson
desired
to dance, while others went
Stockholm
luncheon was served, followed by a institute have kindly consented to sell
tato market was a little easier than
to
Haynes vi l l e down to the alleys when* a man
for Limestone arriving at 4.29 p. in.
knou what these two Guy Anderson
reception, which was attended by Mckels. and
Thursday.
Keiniiold Anderson
N e w Swe d e n man howling contest had been arrang
schools
attempt
will
go
"
o
v
e
r
tintop."
many
friends.
Train No. 4. W ill leave Caribou at
Bermuda second coop potatoes are
Moro ed.
Boost the lri lure, purchase tickets C F Bates
The wedding gifts we-.. nune-roii11.20 a. m., Presque Isle 11.54 a. m .
working out at $16024, while a few
Twenty-six men from each club
William
Belanger
Frenchville
oiii the young p e o p l e under
whose
and useful, consistng of <nt alas>.
aew Bermuda potatoes arrived on the Mars Hill 12.29 p. m, Bridgewater
•I
c
.
ii
him
Bouehard
faced
each other on the alleys, the
St.
Agatha
iU-pjecs
the
l
ecture
IS
given
Tile
silver, linen and china.
market and sold at $280 30 barrel on 12.47 p. m., arriving Houlton at 1.36 p.
L i d o r e Bourgoin
contest lasting way late into the night,
Fort
Kent
lecture
will
be
;•
i
\
•
•
is
the
Cnngr
ega
Mrs.
Johnson
for
somyearha
the No. Is. Sweet potatoes have ruled m., and will arrive Bangor 7.25 p. in.,
Dyer Brook it lie ing nearly 12 o’clock when the
been employed at Wool wort h'-, where tinnal church.. April 21. W e d n e s d a y , A. G. Bryantun
extremely high owing to the shortage same time as at present. Connections
Martin
Burns
Bancroft hist ball was thrown.
she was highly respected
at 7.45 P AI. ' Pickets 25
cents
for
and the high cost 0$ laying the stock from Limestone and Fort Fairfield
Walter
T
Chun
hill
The contest was disasterous for the
Fort
Fairfield
The you n r couple will live on Hiuh adults. 15 mts for ohildn-u
down here as the receipts were will be made with this train leaving
Remi
N
Daigle
"Dux.”
The contestants were selected
Aladawaska
street
until
June,
when
Air
Johnson's
brought here in auto trucks from j Limestone 10.05 a. m., and Fort Fair
A.
W.
Dickinson
by
lot
and
nobody knew who his
Perham
term
of
service
expires,
when
they
▼Ineland, and sold at $5 basket, borne 1 field 11.15 a. m.

PRONOUNCED SAFE

Supreme Judicial Court
Now in Session

[Sleeping and Dining Car
Service on B. & A.

JOHNSON-DOW

u

Delaware sweets located on the tracks 1 Trains 23 and 24 now stopping at
at New ark were hauled here and sold j Squa Pan will be extended and run
through to Ashland and will be known
3604.50 basket.
on
the Ashland Branch as trains Nos.
Fear a Potato Famine
|
207 and 208. Train 207 will arrive
Potato prices which have been ad- j
at Ashland at 12.55 p. m. Train 208
vanclng rapidly recently, have reached
will leave Ashland at 1.40 p. m. This
an almost unprecedented figure for
arrangement will eliminate the
lay
tbla^lme of year. One reason is, of |
over at Squa Pan and will be of great
eonrse, the embargo caused by the
benefit to passenger to and from Ash
strike, and the other is the extreme land.

shortage of old potatoes in nearly
ewmy producing section. This shortage la so acute that many receivers
art predicting a famine shortly. The
lateness of the new potato crop,, caus
a l by unfavorablo weather in nearly
all sections to also another disturbing
■torn imt
Normally . ^Hastings pota
toes would be moving fo the next
week or 10 dnys, but.lt now looks as
thuogh there would hg.no heavy move
ment from that district until the
middle of May. Other early sections
art also late.
Shippers in all sections are taking
advantage of the conditions in New
York and prices have advanced to
record figures. State shippers are
now Quoting $8 cwt. or $1$ for 150
lb. sacks. They refuse to sell for
torn. There are not mgny potatoes
toft in the State and shippers say there
are so many auto truck*
around
to the various farms buying ffom the
ftomtrs for Interior pntpto, -that if
tho embargo against New
*V>t
rotoai shortly thee w,fft bg . go potatow deft to be shipped here,. The
padeee offered to th£ fanner Have
bona ao attractive tl^ l many have
aalf fin stock they uspglly reserve for
•a il purposes. 8ome farmers have
igatfvui as Ugh as
wfcqa the
gaqtoal Price has begg #30$,6O f o.
a,
bgyer to pay lot the labor of

will go to New York. The best wi.-bes
of a host of friends is extended.

BANGOR & AROOSTOOK
HAVE PLENTY OF FUEL
One of the results of the present
Railroad strike has been that in some
sections freight
trains have been
cancelled, which has made a shortage
of many commodities, in the case of

‘BEN HUR’ BY LEW WALLACE

POPULAR FREDERICTON
DRIVER AND TRAINER
TO GO TO PRESQUE ISLE

C. W. Donley
M. A. Dudley
Frank Du repo
Ralph W Emercon
Walter F. Foote
H. ('. Foss
William F. Gass
Hurry W. Gilman
Charles Haggerty. 2nd.
A Idea Hall

According to advices from Frederic
ton, N. B., William Sliaren, one of the
best of the .Maritime training con
tingent and formerly identified with
the li ('. Jewett stable, of Fredericton,
is to take over the training activities
of the George AI. Colbath stable of
Presque Isle, Me., tin- stable consist George Lowery
ing in the main of a score of young C. S. McArthur
sters by The Northern Man,. 2.0614, j Louis Martin
which the Maine “ Potato
King” M. E. Melville
purchased during the past two years A. M. Morse
through the agency of the late George Otho I). Noble
Jere O ’Roake
W. Leavitt, of Readville, Mass.
Another all-age member of the Willie F. Paradis

Morrill
Castle Hill
Limestone
Island falls
Washburn
Chapman
Glenwood PI.
Blaine
Littleton
Amity

opponent was to be until his turn
came, to bowl.
Out of the 26 games rolled, the“ Dux" captured only 7 of them. Thetotal pinfall as scored showed the
Mooseleuk club 2199 pins, the “Dux”

2064.
Below we show how the men bowl

ed:
“ Dux"

Mooseleuk
W addell 79
Monticello Fullerton 77
Barton 77
DeWitt 76
Hersey
bituininus coal many manufacturing
Connor • Roben 88
Steele f t
plants have been obliged to shut down
sorting and assume the loss. Grow
! Cressy 85
Higgins 91
Presque
Isle
on account of it. The Boston &■ Maine
ers who sold their seed say they
Franklin 77
Easton |Kelso 89
railroad art- taking coal billed to
would rather sell at these prices and
1Estabrooke 76
White 78
Westfield
private parties, in order that they may
plant something else next year, when
Blake 78
Haskell 81
Sherman
have enough to continue passenger
potato prices are liable to drop to $1
Thompson 91
Van Buren McGary 77
trains, and other roads are as hard hit
bu. or less.
H.
N.
Pipes
Parsons 87’
New Limerick Hassell 85
stable
will
be
the
Stirling
S.
pacing
and unless the strike is ended soon
Maine Shippers Ask $7 Cwt.
Grant
87
Guy
C.
Porter
Fairbanks
79
Houlton
a number of other roads will be in the mare, Baby Doll, 2.10,4, owned by Mr. j
Maine shippers have also gone
Porter
75
Charles
H.
Ricker
Fisher
73
Caribou
I
same fix.
' Colbath.
crazy on potato prices. They are
M. S. Rideout
Barto 83
Bridgewater Carter 89
The
Colbath-Sharen
campaigning
J
The Bangor and Aroostook, with the j
asking $7 cwt. bulk, delivered in New
M. L. Rollins
Hayes 93
Weston Mitchell 95
same
foresight in this as in other; route for the 1920 season will be
York. W hen the embargo was de
W
hite
72
W.
P.
Sherman
Patrick
96
Hodgdon
through the recently organized Mari
clared against N ew York, Maine ship things, have a good supply even i f 1
Brldgham
70
Joseph
Smart
Wood
98
Eagle
Lake
time and Maine Short Ship Circuit,
pers did not discontinue shipping, b u t ; they do not get any more for some j
Elbridge Sncw
Kilpatrick 81
Masardis Doherty 75
months, and will continue the same i which will give meetings th rough
have quite a number of cars in tran.
,T ,
*
,
, „ .
,
Florent Soucy
Seaborn 108
Grand Isle Howe 67
sit for New York and other markets, I 8chedule
drains as is in operation |July* Au^ lst and September.
Anton Storm
Hardy 78
Westmanland PI. Chadwick 76
most of which have been sold on this ; at the Present time.
Fred W . Sylvester
O'Donnell 81
Ashland Rideout 69
B. AND A. EMPLOYEE
basis. There is no difficulty in sell- j ------------ - - - - : .
Stephen Taylor
Brown 88
Ludlow Brown 95
ing potatoes at almost any price un- Island ran out of potatoes entirely
Abe White
Hone 78
Crystal Wilkins 81
der present conditions. Maine stock |this week and being unable to secure
Purinton 73
Jaquee 84
Howard Stone, an employee of the
Is pretty well cleaned up, being lower, any Long Island stock has been try B. & A. R. R., was painfully injured
Lnnt 82
Olsen 108
CATES-HULL
shippers say, than normal at this time ing to get State potatoes, but is hav- at Phair one day last week, being
Curtis 62
Smart 7k
The marriage of Mrs. Pauline Hull Moir 80
of year.
ing difficulty because of the embargo. struck by a post that was close to the
McKinley 88
Long Island has ceased to be a fac- There are cars in . the yards of the track while on a moving
freight ’ and Gilbert Cates, both of this town, Stantial 84
Crandall 76
fy f in ihe potato game. There may Brie at Truxton, but these cannot be ! train,
took place in Fredericton, N. B. Satur
Total: “Dux* 2064; Mooseleuk 2199.
be a fqw potatoes on the Island, but placed on the team tracks because it 1 He was brought to Houlton
lm- day, April 10,
The members of the Mooseleuk club
the qimnUty is . negligible. The few is impossible to get switchmen to j mediately and taken to the Aroostook
Both Mr: and Mrs. Cates are proved themselves to be mighty fine
belpg offered are quoted around $15 move them,
•
.
j hospital for
treatment, where his extremely popular among a large hosts. Nothlng was left undone that
hbL< Brokera aay handlers on the
circle of friends who will extend would in Shy % ay add to the pleasure
The first arrival of Bermuda pota- friends hope for a speedy recovery.
Bnshwick market who normally han toes this week came on a bare, sensicongratulations.
Mr. Cates is an1 Of the visitors, and the entire evening
________________:.
dle nothing but .Long Island potatoes tive and abnormal market and sold • Miss Xxttk Gray, who has been employee of the B. & A. R. R.,
Whs one round of entertainment after
ara taking stock, .fxpm other sections &a high as $28030 bbl., which is equiv- spend ing.j the winter in Bangor* arThe. young couple are receiving their another, an evening that will long be
fepesuse tfrey iftnnpt' gs& ..Long Island -alent to 19c lb., the highest price ever rived in town Tuesday fo r a few? weeks friends at their h om e 1 on- Florence TWrthmbei'ed by guests and hosts
potatoes. One
hospital on Long known, and retailed.at 85c !b.
alike. u -"i' - ” •
'
-q ;...j visit with relatives and friends.
•

v
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C O S T OF LIVING UP TO YOU

It makes no difference what your
’work is, the cost of living is up to
you— just as much up to you as it is

to any one else.
110 other men, and in fairness In*
ing cause.
You may do any one of a hundred
ought to be supported, not ht'caus**
different Jobs in a factory or office or j
you like him, or admire his writings,
A GREAT CHURCH MOVEMENT
store or home. You may be working j
When before in the history of the j hut because the local paper is tin*
for one of the railways or any other j
|best investment a community can
public corporation.
You may be j Protestant church in this country
I make. It may not he brilliantly edited
operating a machine or you may be have thirty denominations united in
lor crowded with thought, hut linancial
operating a desk, or a home.
order to “ put over" an enterprise of j ly it is of more benefit to the com
Whatever you are doing, you can’t j dimensions big enough to challenge
|munity than the preacher or teacher,
•gdt away from the fact that a certain |
j
the attention even of the "big busi Understand me, I do not mean mental
part o f the cost of living depends up- 1

ness" managers who are

accustomed i ly, and yet on moral

questions

you

on your work.
j
I will find mo.-t of the papers on th-*
W e are all In the same boat. There j to think in terms of tens of thou
I right side. Today the editor of tin*
uwre no bosses and workers when I t ! sands of men and tens of millions of
|local paper does tin* most for tin* least
comes to the cost of living. Every-1 money?
money of any person on earth."
body is a partner; everybody is a

Just that thing is

.worker.
!
Just as soon as we all get together 1what is well called

being

the

done

by

Interchurch

and make up our mind to deliver more World Movement of North America.
real work during every working hour The
movement
contemplates
the
o f the
day. Just
.
. ,
w
uteuHjr.
JU* that soon will prices I needs and opportunities
not of one
hegin to fall.
The cost of living can’t come down

land but of the worl(l- 11 enlists the

until production goes up. And pro service of men of affairs whose time
isworth a large sum, even
for
an
duction can’t go up until each one of
hour of conference, yet who for this
us makes every minute c o u n t.
cause join a party which covers tie*
Plenty of goods mean low prices; i
United States in an itinerary that
few goods mean high prices. Make
includes the cities of St. Louis. Chi
more goods, do more work, for what
cago. Washington, Baltimore,
Pitt ever you do has an Influence on pro

burgh, Detroit. Cleveland, M inneapolis, Kansas City, Cincinnati, Buffalo,
New York and Philadelphia, with
1
Boston coming next before New York
city, rt spends money to attract the*
attention of the public, buying pages
j
and half-pages, frr instance, in th
newspapers and periodicals of tin*
j
country. And it figures its enormous
j
j budget down to a dollar, making th**
I
total $336,777,572.
This means that the churches have
•TEW T O Y S FOR Y O U N G AMERICA
; been learning the value of* co-onemAmerican toy manufacturers are
Jtion as taught by our experience in
sowing the seed of a practical busi
i the war. For this movement in no
ness education that will be of inest
|sense submerges or merges in any
im able value. The two toy fairs re
I manner the denominational bounda
cently held demonstrate that managers
ries as they now exist. The Baptists
.and buyers of department stores, hard
' stav Bantists and tin* Methodists
ware and drug stores and specialty
stay Methodists, and the Pn*sbyt*>
r^hops are awake to the possibilities of
|riant; of several varieties, tin* '.'ta
a well-managed and thoroughly up-to
kers, the Mennonites. the Congrega•date toy department, says the Dry
tionalists, the Lutherans, the Disci
•Goods Economist.
ples of Christ, and all the others in
There is an unusual degree of in
the list of thirty retain their denomi
terest evident also in certain kinds of
nationalism intact
It is an int *r
toys that are so cleverly devised that
church movement intended to saw*
" ‘dad and the boys” alike find them in
the loss of efficiency due to overlap
teresting and educational.
j
ping and duplication and to obtain
The toy salesman often remarks
the momentum induced by united
upon the keen enjoyment “dad” gets j
effort.
duction.
tt’a all so simple and so easy. If we
w ill only get together and work. And
don’t forget this, we will all make
more money if we do more work. W e
will make more money because prices
will come down, and when prices
come down your money buys more, is
worth more— and you have more and
nave more.

•out of the railroad trains, airships,
-automobiles and wireless apparatus. |
a s they are shown and demonstrated j
in the toy department, under the ini- j
pression that he is buying toys “for {
the kids.” “Dad” Is often a very good I
customer and toy department sales-!
men look forward to his coming and
make the most of him.
Toys of educational nature, particu
larly the larger sets, including saw,
hammer, nails, spring, rivets, bo lts ;
blocks of soft wood, paints and written j
and Illustrated plans for building a j
miscellaneous assortment of things, j
.airships, animals and jointed wooden |
men appeal to both “dad" and the boy. 1
The smaller sets have fewer imple
ments and materials.
I
A tool chest that includes in its j
equipment a blue-print and sufficient j
material, including soft wood and ini- j
itation tiles, for a house— and there j
are several different models to choose i
from— also sold well at the fairs.
!

person, of man developing sensitiveness to- community should apply the acid test
conn- wards suffering and trouble, putting to any stork certificate* offered to them
makes for me a surprise and usually a himself in the other fellow's place*, before parting with a dollar of their
pleasant one. Never expect, anything, considering his problems. And the go- hard earned money. The fakir is a
getter marches on with his eyes fixe*d man with a ve*ry smooth tongue, and
my hoy, and you can’t he disappoint
; on the far horizon and neither sees he knows only too well how to use it
ed," The sentiment seemed cynical and
I the* suppliant along the way nor the
_______________________
forced as he put it, because it gave dreamer by the* hearth.
tin* impression that he was a man who
Ami tin* average' man, who Is neither
generally looked for the worst and was
all elreanior nor benevolence nor driver
ready to lx* convinced: but after all
.experts flu* go-getter to be* considerate*
bis position is one that will stand
K e e p y o u r b o d y w e ll
! of othe*rs feedings, and the dreamer to
consideration and might be well to
i amass much material or mone.*y, and n o u ris h e d a n d strong and
follow to a limited degree by many of
they both are* disappointed because? the th e re is little danger.
I t ’s
us.
philanthropist is neither a dreamer essential that you keep up
Is it not true that generally speak nor a driver. None of them seems to
T h ere are
ing we expect ton much, and find dis- think and re*alize that tin* ve*ry attri your resistance.
appoitment not because things are butes which have shaped his own thousands c f fa m ilie s w h o
really unworthy, but because we have course are lacking in the makeup of would not d r e a m o f b e in g
expected them to he too big and fine; the others, and that the very fact of
without the protection that
beyond the average*, which most things : his own method of living excludes
are? Is it not a fact that we get our him from entering into the sentiments
biggest disappointments in people' us . of the others to any large degree. And
ually be*cause* we* have allowed our the average man and women who j
se*lve*s te> e*xpe*ct more than averagu leans not to the one way or the I
human nature can offer in one- peg-son 7 other expects from all three the same
\Y<* fail to take* into consideration the sympathy and understanding.
fact that all persons are* not alike-, by
T h e right idea is to
We do not expect figs from thistles, affords.
t<-mpe*rame*nt or training, and that
we have learned that much of economy start in the fall with S cott’s
what is natural to one pe-rson must he
but we do still expect both figs and Emulsion and be protected
cultivated by another, or ne*ver pos
thistles
and a few other things be
sessed.
for a strenuous winter.
sides to grow side by side and in har
Then** is a man who is a dean of mony on the same human bush. We It’s Scott's yon ask for.
things; a go-ge-ttei- as his be*st friends
Norwegian co<i~iiver oil used
expect too much, and that is why we in The
Scott'* Emulsion is super-refined
call him. who knows what he wants,
get our saddest disappointments. We tin our own American Laboratories.
aims straight for it and takes it. lie expect a creative mind to be a busi Its purity and quality is unsurpassed.Scott St Bowue. BUxmtiekLNJ,
19-23
is a man who puts big tilings through,
ness mind as well; we expect a student
or om show others how to elo so; a to be a social body, a money getter to
man who make's up his mine! quickly, be a spender, a frivolous nature to BANGOR & AROOSTOOK R. R
and marches straight, toward the* goal respond to religious appeal and an
TIM E T A B L E
of his ieb'als, whether in his business untrained mind to appreciate the
Corrected to April 19, 1920
or his pleasures. And the*re* is another
Trains Daily Except Sunday
finer shades of sentiment. In short j
From HOULTON
man. who is a thinker anel a dreamer
we expect the impossible and mourn | 8.28 a. m.— For Fort Fairfield, Caribou
who e-one-eives gre*at things, e>r beau
Limestone and Van Euren.
when we do not get it. Better to ex- j
9.23 a. m.— For Bangor, Portland and
tiful things. e>r friendly things, and
pect nothing, and be agreeably sur- '
Boston.
studies the*m out and pe*rhaps put • prised
11130 a. m.— For Ashland, St. Francis, Ft
Kent, Washburn, Presque Isle, Van
them an canvas or on paper. And then*
Buren, via Squa Pan and Mapleton '
is another peFum who tills his lie1.05 p. m.— For Ft.
Fairfield, Caribou,
and Limestone.
with tin* pleasure's of beeping oth**r-.
For many years this country has
1.40 p. m.—For Gree** vlile, Bangor,
or considering those less fortunate or been flooded with fake or shady
Portland and Boston.
1**ss happy, and after knowing them concerns in which stock has been sold 6.26 p. m.— For Bangor, Portland and
Boston, Buffett Sleeping Car Van
-pends liL days anel his thoughts i : to a gullible public, generally to the
Buren to Boston
remedying e*vils or helping unhappy small investor who can ill afford to 8.02 p. m.—For Fort Fairfield, Van Buren
pen-sons to find their more- complet** lose his savings. Since the supreme
Due H OULTON
existence*. And the* eireame-r sits in his court has ruled that incomes from 8.19 a. m.— From Boston, Portland, Ban
gor. Buffet Sleeping Car Bosten t<*
otfice* or his home* and studies and stocks are not subject to taxation it
Van Buren
thinks and works: he* a vends people is possible that a great many more of 9.19 a. m.— From Van Buren, Caribou, Ft
in genera! bemuse the*y e!is!ra<i hi* these fakes will spring into existence, 12.57Fairfield
p. m.— From Boston. Portland, Ban
thoughts, (>)■ take* up his time. And on the theory that the public will rush
gor and Greenville
tin* philanthropist spends his days in top place its surplus funds in stocks. 1.36 p. m.— From Limestone, Caribou and
Fort Fairfield.
studying into the* thoughts and rare.- If this be the ease tin* people of our

tolerable enough under the impetus W H A T THE COUNTRY W E E K L Y IS
The old joke, "The doctor buries
of an approaching adventure overseas,
did not impress him as something that his mistakes, the editor’s are advertis
every young American should be call ed,” will always remain young. The
ed upon to undergo in time of peace. editor does not mind, for he is acu.'tomed to being slammed. He un
Nor do these former soldiers warm
up to the plan of giving the regular derstands btitter than any other, the
officers of the army any expanded weaknesses of human nature, and
scope or the exercise of their au goes blithely on his wav when the
kickers kick and the grouchers grouch.
thority.
The farmers, too, are almost united
But the editor, especially of th *
ly arrayed against any scheme of country weekly, is appreciated by
universal service. They believe, and those wlio know of his work, and by
doubtless with good reason, that any those who an* workers themselves.
thing of the sort would accentual* Therefore he can pass over the shirrs
the labor shortage, which is now on* of the thoughtless and vicious.
Decently ex-Governor Francis of
of their chief worries. Women voters
everywhere generally look upon the Missouri, had the following to say of
plan with disfavor, as is not altogether the country editor.
"Each year tin* local editor gives
unnatural. Add to all these elements
the people who are pacifists by bun finm $500 to $1,(100 in free lines to the
perament. and you have a formidable . >ommunity in which he is located. No
array of opponents. At any rate tin* ] other agenev can or will do this. The
1
two great political parties are fight I editor, in proportion to his means,
ing shy of what appears to he a h ! does more for his own town than any '

The editor o f
the
-'American
Economist” agrees with tin* »*x-Govccnor’s opinion, hut thinks he leaves
much unsaid, therefore adding the
following:
"Admirably stated, hut tin (hi\*
might bav** adde*i that f’v* ernntvv
press is 'inn! I ; 1\ *;ir •ep.LUivc of
*he e<
un i' y .’.an is tin* : ; " r g .'
itan press, no maiii-r how man,,' p.,g*'s
of alleged "funny matter" the latter
may contain or how ably prepared may
In* the editorial matter. Tin* editor of
a great city paper very ambitiously
attempts to mould public opinion,
while tin* editor (and In* may be
compositor, proof reader, pressman
and "devil" besides)
reflect-' tin*
views of his ronstit item v, It is not
that in* is a "noil parro'." but that,
mingling wth his read* i : as in* doe-,
he absorbs th- ir idea a n d t h**y Iwni b
his, so that fin* paper* really n*pt.*<»mPthe commtnii- -a \le* . pew■>>;■ u> the
country press'
The editor ef i "■ IP--* ■.*.
*:
view.-" a o In ■ a
r .; e : : a • - ■ : ■
the count ry v.
•• i*;.* •:.. ■ *a a i
ter from aunt her an g 1** lb*
y-:
" ( ’oun f ry w« *k ’ i
.■r•• :'.*<■m; m■ t
~I p e n I e !
tin* hnnit pa|"*r
They nr.i <i
hrakein* ■II In !
to horn, -S wilt
' |.*n
duty a- w-11

anything, good or ill. of any
and therefore whatever

does

Needed Protection

SC0TT5
EMULSION
t

2.54 p. m.—rFrom St. Francis, Ft. Kent.
Van Buren, Washburn. Presque Isle,
via Squa Pan.
6.21 p. m.— From Van Buren, Limestone

Caribou, Fort Fairfield
7.59 p. m.— From Boston, Portland, Ban
gor.
Time tallies giving complete informa
tion mav be obtained at ticket offices
GEO M HOTTIHTOX, Genera* Passenger
Agent, Bangor. Me.

P R O F E S S IO N A L C A R D S

MISS MARY BURPEE
SOPRANO

Teacher of Singing
Studio Room 27. Mansur Blk., Houfton

t l c i r peculiar

Telephone 292-J

inn medium

E x p r c j Tier-:
"Wt-il, what did
!l;!
one man of armffi*
pressed some surpri- •* o\ • r a trivia!
incident, "I did’f really e\pe<-i any
thing; I make it a rub* n -u*r to expect

L o s in g p a y

SHOBESTEFORPOLISHES
HOME SHINES
SAVE THE LEATHER
THE BIG VALUE PACKAGES

DR. JOHN 0. WILLEY
O ste o pa thic P h y sic ia n

Phone 244
New

AND LIQUIDS

Land

PASTES
For Black, Tan.^Ox^Bloocb^Dark Brown
THE F. F. DALLEY CORPORATIONS LTD.,
BUFFALO. N. Y.

Lum ber

C. L WILLIAMS, M. D.
OFFICE AT RESIDENCE
129 Main SL

Full weight of tea in
every package

Houlton, Me.

Ransford W. Shaw

SHAW

&

Seth S. Thorn too

THORNTON

ATTORNEYS
Prompt attention to all business
Houlton,
Main*
Probate matters have Special
Attention

REDROSE

DR. F. 0. 0RCUTT

T E A ’i s g o o d t e a

DENTIST
Fogg Block

DR. W. B. R0BEN
PHYSICIAN

S u i t e 13 & 14 M a n s u r B l o c k

121

Tel. 156

H o u l t o n , Maine

German Potash
ONE

POUND

O NLY

THE

H IG H E S T G R A D E

F . L . JONES CO.
0

pic-mc

9

,\( ) \Y ! <■r t s I !'i ■rl i 11/.

i i \<■<l 1 in t
11.in;

■tnc

71-73 PICKERING SQUARE
M A U V E

IN CRACKER

F . L . Jonee Co.,

Cracker bakers /00 year's.

(S20)

The expense of plowing,

harrowing, seed, planting,

cultivating

and

digging should be backed by investing in

ro of

NHW UNGLAND HIGH

vi ill*

GRADE

F E R TIL

IZERS containing the right kind of Potash.
Write for our illustrated book “ Profitable

IXKUS made from Hon;*, Blood

and

Moat

Crops"

with essential chemicals.

will

grow

section for a record of your own crops.

continuously,

and

quickly
show

and

They

their

profitable

value.

showing results and containing a

Use NEW ENGLAND 4-8-4 this

F E R T IL IZE R

COM PANY

Branch of the Consolidated Rendering Co

T.

/,.

season,

and place your order at once.

Boston, Mass.

BAKING

Bangor, Me.

standi formation.

'In* linn* i-

NEW ENGLAND

Free from sweetness of some crackers. No sugar used. Wholesome.
Nutritious. Really you better taste these crispy golden brown crackers.
Order today.
Dealers supplied by wholesale grocers at
Presque Isle, Bangor or Pordapd, Me.

Tops.

;! a 1 I.

Use NK\Y ENGLAND A NIM AL FKUTIL-

Zv B u l k , I f Y o u P r e f e r

AN ACHIEVEMENT

man i a a ,i b

ply.

results will

r

the size and quality of your crops and h*dp

in 11 i i>111:i i n;:

should

■t ;111<1

potatoes

O

I’ot

hi;* b* -1 gr mic G

x! t:

M A N----U F.Ai Ct T U R E D A T

B A .IS IG O & ,

'i ou i an do all this by using Now UNGLAND
ANIM AL FKRTILIZLHS which will increase

();;r

i!;i M :

SODAMAI)

Surveyor

Eagle Lake, Maine

OSTEOPATHIC

A TRUE LETTER

’| w n a t t j r Laxatlvs and W orm Expeller

and

Sold only in sealed packages

it.

1 oan now do a day’s housework and
•at mind It, and your Dr. True’s Elixir
la ' always bandy—I don’t know of a
b etter laxative—I give It to my children
with wonderful results—It relieves them
a f worms."
•
MR*. HEIyEN WOODFORD.
__
n Lamson St., E. Boston.
Theprescrtption, D R TRU E'S E L IX IR

HOULTON

Candidate for County Commissioner

&RKB

on account of colds and disorders that could be avoided.
Lots o f time and money are lost because of needless ills. Whenever you
are out in wet weather, or have headaches, or are at all eonstipated, a
good dose o f “L .F .” Atw ood’s Medicine taken immediately, will safe
guard your health and prevent serious illness from develop
ing. Don’t wait until you begin to notice bad effects but
use it whenever there is the slightest symptom o f trouble.
I t can’t do any harm, and w ill aid your digestion at all
times.
A fte r a short time you w ill be pleasantly surprised with
your general condition. W ith your stomach, liver and other
organs working properly all the time, you will take a greater
interest in your work, your blood will be purer, and you will
be less tired at night after a hard day’s work.
Start using this well-known old standby, today. Get a
bottle from your dealer, 50c fo r 60 teaspoonful doses. “ L.F .”
Medicine Co., Portland, Maine.

the army bill now pending. A y e a r ;
a g o one could not be sure of this; ]
but today the question is practically
settled. W hatever the benefits of
any such plan might be. the countrv I
as a whole does not want It, and
'Congress will be governed according !
ly. The proposal has now taken the j
form of optional service with provision j
for the training of those who desire (

Hast Boston. Mass.
The
following
: tetter may bring advice to other sugerers;
"Dr. J. F. True & Co: Having heard
that your medicine. Dr. True's Elixir,
had been on the market for years and !
years. I thought possibly my ailments
wauld be helped If I tried it. I have spent
many dollars In trying to get a Laxative
which would agree with me—be pleasant
ta take and yet effective. At last I have
Ih—Dr.
True'*
Elixir.
The
Family
Laxative and Worm Expeller.
For year* 1 have had a poor appetite—
aay rich food* disagreed with me, and
m y headaehes were frightful.
I was
Weubled with tired feelings,
nervous
- depressions, weakness, spots before my
•apaa, bbad hreath, sleeplessness, Irrltabllltj^dlssin eas and many other signs of

Bldg.

JOHN M. BROWN

NO COMPULSORY SERVICE
j
Congress will make no provision
tor compulsory military
service in

|
W hat is the reason for this swing j
ir. popular sentiment? Several thi
no doubt, have contributed to it. The.
farmer service man, who was counted
r.non by the proponents of comtuilso^y
t.-Rning to be a missionary in its be
half, has failed to show any enthusi
aTm. He is in most cases either luke
warm or altogether opposed. His
axperlence at the cantonments, while

Hours: 9 to 12-2 t o 5

M ason ic

M arshall, General Agent, Fort Fairfield
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AMERICA FACES

that ‘a drop of gasoline was worth in communities which have lacked library seven times as many lire in Italy.

exports from the foreign countries to secured paper currency, and a d
A somewhat similar
statement
service, adjuncts to the library of the
the United States, but also a drastic adequate gold reserve to back up all
This extension o f might be made in regard to Great
“ The number and variety of uses of nearest city
OIL SHORTAGE
service is encouraged by the American Britain. Even were these monetary retirement of immense sums of un- that is left outstanding.
petroleum and its products are conWljjr are we worried about oil?
but even more ' library Association, in its “ Books For units all gold pieces, the vast increase
O ur future oil supply is a question tinually increasing,
Everybody" movement, now under in their number would, in accord with
j striking is our increased dependence
wfcich Is troubling captains of industry
way throughout the nation and it has the law of supply and demand, cheapen
upon a few of the products of the oil
and scientists, yet the reasons for this I refinery, notably gasoline, kerosene, met general approval. The Enlarged their value. But the newly issued
eoncern are not generally understood ! the many types of lubricating oils, Program of t he Association purposes currency in each country consists
to spread the doctrine of self-educa mainly of paper, and the larger the
the average citizen. George Otis ami fuel oil.
tion through libraries by opening aggregate of this, the less propor
“ There are said to be GOO or more
Smith, director of the United States
avenues of opportunity heretofore tionately is the gold reserve tha*
products of petroleum, each with its
geological survey, explains in a com
closed 1o a large percentage of tho stands behind it, to redeem it. and
j own use. Some of these products
munication to the National Geographic
people. It is estimated that GO.OOO.Onn consequently the less reliable it is.
serve merely our convenience, such as
persons
in the United States today |The governments of France1, Germany
Society:
I the artificial ‘vanilla’ flavoring or the
have
inadequate
library service and to ) and Italy .are not raising enough
‘In the course of the centuries the |cover of paraffine on the jar of jolly
remedy this, with tll<‘ aid of .otherj money by taxation to meet their
-material Issue changes. In the , or marmalade; others were found dur
library agencies, the Association aims ! obligations, but are continually print
tong-bow epoch of England’s military i ing the war period to be absolutely to bring the Dost of reading matter Jing additional notes to cover their
essential to industry on a large scale
strength the conservationist feared a !
within easy access of every man, j deficits. This only adds to the depreci
— for example, the heavy oil used in
- depletion of the yew wood, which m igh t:
ation of the currency, and if the
woman and child in the country.
tempering steel plates.
give the Teuton, backed up by his i
process continues too long, the* paper
Those
in
charge
of
the
collections
! “ It is when we think of the
larger forests, an obvious advantage in I
tokens will become worthless. A Ger
established
in
those
places
which
were
j mavelous growth of the automotive
light ordnance.
Later when Great I
man hanker predicts that some dav
j industry that we realize a future once saloons report a large demand
Britain’s naval power depended upon |
L ' iid marks can he bought for a dollar.
|demand for lubrication that staggers for hooks, both fiction and on technical
her wooden ships of war, the anxious
This should prove, a warning to all
subjects.
Persons
who
have
never
had
I even the prophetic statistician. With
4B*val chief foresaw a possible shortage
wlm imagine there is now a “ safe
j more than 6,000,000 pleasure auto- much acquaintance with hooks, are
•f the oak, which made the walls that i mobiles operated in the United States becoming regular patrons and the gamble” in low rates of exchange.
atood between
England and
her
To restore exchange to normal there
! ulone, we have an annual consumption I circulation i s constantly growing.
enemies.
must
he not only a huge increase in
estimated by the officials of the fore-: Promotion of this phase of spreading
“Today those who plan for the future
American
ideals
through
self-instruc
most company manufacturing high- j
prosperity of their nation realize the
Notice of First Meeting of Creditors
grade lubricants, at 120.000,000 gallons tion is one of the principal aims of
mrtent to which other raw materials
In
the District Court of the United States
the
American
Library
Association.
To
of lubricating oil, where 20 years ago ;
for the Northern Division of the Rfse ra essential to the general well-being
the demand for this purpose was . carry on the work, librarians, library
triet of Maine.
In Bankruptcy
tmd for some of these we can see no
trustees and friends of libraries are
practically nothing.”
In
the
matter
of
!
d
SCREAMING SHADOW.
adequate substitutes.
obtaining a fund of $2,000,000, but no \\<>n<lford
Sands
n Rankrupti-y
“Foremost among these most useful
intensive drive is being conducted.
Bankrupt.!
war a drop of blood.’

froffv.

and least abundant, If not Indeed irre
A CHANGE WITH THE TIMES
placeable commodities stands mineral
Cupboards and shelves behind the
all, or petroleum, and not only the con- j
glittering
mahogany bars, which once
narrative Briton, but the most optimis- J
tic American may well ask himself, j housed rows of variegated bottles,
•Where w ill my children and children’s j now shelter rows of books of all sorts.
children get the oil that they may j
The former saloon has become, in
need In ever-increasing amounts?’
many instances, the corner library for
“But while the United States has
contributed far more than half (61 per the service of the neighborhood.
cent.) o f the oil that the world has
In many places, former saloons
used for nearly 60 years, we have al have been turned into stores in which
ready reached the point where we are
have been installed collections of the
eonsumlng more oil than we produce,
best sort of reading matter as branches
this position of the world’s greatest
near of petroleum as safe as it is of the main public library or, as in
spectacular?
BANKRUPT’S PETITION FOR
“W e are the world’s greatest con
DISCHARGE
sumers of petroleum; but, impressive
|
aa are the 1918 figures of consumption In the matter of
Charles B. Carr
In Bankruptcy
— 413,077,113 barrels— no mind can
Bankrupt. |
anally grasp the Idea of that quantity. To the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of the
District Court of the United States for
Truly, it Is a flood of oil; for, if
the District of Maine.
spread over the 60 square miles of the
C H AR LES B.
CARR
of
Hodgdon
District o f Columbia these 413,000,000
In
the
County
of
Aroostook
and
Sorrels would cover the area to a State of Maine, in said District respect
fully represents that on the 22nd day of
depth of nearly a foot and a half.
he
w as
duly
“Beginning with four miles of iron M a y, last past,
adjudged bankrupt under the Acts of
pipe laid down in western Penn
Congress relating to Bankruptcy;
that
sylvania at the close of the civil war. he has duly surrendered all his property
system now embraces a huge n et- 1and rights of property, and has fully
work Of burled pipes from four to complied with all the requirements of

fa

wight Inches in diameter, trunk lines
and laterals, aggregating nearly 30,400 miles.
“When most o f us were in school,
toll’ meant kerosene, and gasoline or
benzine was something to be bought
to a bottle at the drug store or the
paint shop.
“Today oil has become the premier
motive power, not only on land and
•BNk but even In the heavens above
and the depths below— truly the best
servant o f M ars and Mercury.
“Marshal Foch Is quoted as saying
Notice of First Mooting of Creditors
la the District Court o f the United States

for the Northern Division of the Dis
trict of Maine.
In Bankruptcy,
to the matter of
I
D eary I. Rogers
| In Bankruptcy
Bankrupt
i
To the creditors of said Henry I. Rogers
o f Caribou in the county of Aroostook
MBd District aforesaid, bankrupt.
Motlce is hereby given that on the 13th
dag o f April. A. D.. 1920, the said Henry
f. Rogers was duly adjudicated banksapt and that the first meeting of creditors
vdB be held at the office Edwin L. Vail, in
Doalton. on the 8th d a y o f M a y ,
A Ik, 1980, at 18 o'clock in the forenoon
sd which time the said creditors may atprovw their claims, appoint a trusla examine the bankrupt and transact
Mh other b asin sea as may properly
tow before said meeting.
Dated at Houlton, April ltth. 1920.
B D W D f L. T A IL ,
in Barkruptey.

! WARNS GAMBLERS
IN FOREIGN EXCHANGE
It is not the dearth of imports alone
which puts the dollar at

a

Tilt1 matter of the quantities of foreign
situation.

There are now

Aroostook
rupt.

and

said Woodford
in the county

District

aforsaid,

(}.
of

bank-

Notice is hereby given that on tin- 1atk
day of April, A. D., 1920. tin* said W o o d 
ford <1. Sands was duly adjudicated

premium bankrupt and that tk« first meeting
* i creditors will be held at the office of

and foreign money at a big discount.
money in circulation also

T< > t In* < [■editors of
Sands of Woodland

affects

tin1

circulating

in Germany .about 19 times as

many

marks as before the world war; six
times as many francs in Franc**,

and

Edwin L. Vail, in Houlton, un the
8th day of May, A. 1*., 192'), at 10
•'clock in the forenoon, at which time
the said creditors may attend, prove
tfceir claims, appoint a trustee, examine
1t»e bankrupt, and transact such other
business as may properly come before
said meeting.

Dated at Houlton, April 12th. 192".

“THESCREAMINGSHADOW"
with

Ben W ilson and N eva G ebber
o f ‘ ‘M ystery Ship” F am e
A N e w Serial Pictu re that beats them a ll

Starts Friday, A pril 23 at The Dream

E D W IN L. VAIL,

said Acts and of the orders of Court
touching his bankruptcy.
Wherefore he prays, That he may be
decreed by the Court to have a full dis
charge from all debts provable against
his estate under said bankruptcy Acts,
except such debts a8 are excepted by
law from such discharge.
Dated this 7th day of July, A. !> , 1919
( 'HA RLKS 1 DARK.
Bankrupt.
ORDER OF NOTICE TH ER EO N
District of Maine, Northern Division, ss
On the 17th day of April, A. I>.
1920, on reading the foregoing petition,
tt is—
Ordered by the Court, That a hearing
be had upon the same on the 28th day of
of May, A. D., 1920, before said <\>urt
at Bangor In said District, Northern
Division at 10 o’clock in the forenoon;
and that notice thereof be published in
the Houlton Times, a newspaper printed
In said District, Northern Division, and
that all known creditors and other per
sons in interest, may appear at the said
time and place, and show cause, if any
they have, why the prayer of said peti
tioner should not he granted.
And it is Further Ordered by the Court,
That
the
Clerk
shall
send
by
mail to all known creditors copies of said
petition and this order, addressed to
them at their places of residence as
stated.
Witness the Honorable Clarence Hale, ,
Judge of the said Court, and the seal
thereof, at Bangor In the Northern Divi
sion of said District on the 17th day of ;
April, A. D., 1920.
<L. 8.)
IS A B E L SH E E H A N ,
Deputy Clerk.
A true copy of petition and order thereon
(L. 8.)
IS A B E L SH EEH AN.
Deputy Clerk

Remember when the first
automobile cameto town
ODAY there are more that we sold them to you.
T
than 7,000,000 of them
in the country. Pretty soon
U I

4 -8 -6 & 5 -8 -7
F e r t iliz e r
Best Quality con ta in in g

German Potash
200 Tons

Select ytmr tin e ao»
cording to the roads
they have to travel:
In sandy or hilly coun
try, wherever the going
Is apt to be heavy— The
U. S. Nobby.
For ordinary country
roads— The U. S. Chain
or Usco.
For front wheels— The
U. S. Plain.
For best results—
e v e r y w h e r e — U . S.
Royal Cords.

fo r Delivery between

---------now and M ay

1 s t ---------M m x o R D n m -Q m im & u m

First Come

First Served

Term s Strictly (Cash

U. S. Tires have a record
nearly everybody in this sec behind
them.
tion will be traveling around
They are built by the peo
in his own automobile.
ple who perfected the first
straight side automobile tire,
The first thing a man who
the first pneu
wants to know nowadays, maticproduced
truck tire.
when he starts out to buy a
Two of the greatest con
car, is how much it is going
to cost him to keep it run tributions to tire and m otor
economy ever made.
ning.
It’s all very well to take
IV
some dealer’s word about a
As representatives of the
tire—if you know who he is oldest and largest rubber con
and his object in selling it cern in the world, we have
to you.
a reputation to live up to.
Our object in selling U. S. W e can’t afford to substi
Tires is to have you come tute “just as good” tires for
back for more—and be glad tires of standard quality.
u

---------------------- A p p l y t o -----------------------

Richards&Bennett
P m F r U b ie lB lo c k ^ r d y io o r
"""o O ra r’G. W. Richards Co. Stoi*e| |

Houlton, m »lS t lp p p B

:
i

U n ite d S t a t e s T ir e s
Berry

&. Benn

H. M . Cates &|Son

Houlton, M aine

M aine
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INDUSTRIAL USES
OF THE POTATO
Potato Starch,

Ita Uses
facture

and

Manu

Tw o weeks ago the Industrial uses
of potatoes as potato flour, dehydrated
potatoes and as a source of industrial
alcohol and lactic were discussed

in

this series. There was little hope ex
pressed as a result of the studies made
by the Maine Agricultural Experiment
Station that these products would
make a more profitable disposiion o:
aa excess potato crop than is practiced
at present. For a generation in Aroos
took County, the surplus potato crop
when there has been one, and the
small and partly decayed potatoes,
have been utilized in making starch.

After careful study of all the condi I That does not mean, if the soviets
tions, including the prewar conditions offer real peace, and not an armistice
in Europe, the large starch manu for the purpose of spreading pro
facturers of Aroostook County who had paganda, we should not treat with
Yet we
asked the assistance of the Experi them in the same fashion.
ment Station in their study of the must remember the soviets have acted
situation were fored to the conclusion like barbarians.
that the chief industrial use of the
“ I think Roumania will act in ac
potatoes produced in Aroostook county cord with her neigiicors in the interest
would be limited to starch making, of the rest of Europe.
Roumania
and that one could not, because of the made great sacrifices in the. war, hut
competition of corn, look to growing charges that she has disregarded the
potatoes
primarily
for
industrial allies are untrue. This impression was
purposes. Potatoes will be continued due to the fact that she never indulg
to be grown, perhaps in increasing ed in propaganda.
amounts in Maine for food and for
“ We are suffering the same condi
seed. The starch making will be tions that prevail in every country in
secondary and for the chief purpose of Europe, but one of the worst condi
conserving the crop when there is an tions confronting us is that the people
over production and of furnishing a will not work. During the last live
cash outlet for culls.
years we have produced nothing and
CHAS. D. WOODS,
acquired a taste for higher standards
Director. of living. From an economic point of

There are three uses of starch. It is
used for the preparation of food, such
as puddings, confectionery and pastry
aad for stiffening ice cream, custard URGES ALLIANCE IN
and pie fillings; for laundry purposes;
EASTERN EUROPE
aid for manufacturing purposes such
Safety for Europe lies in an alliance
as weaving, dyeing and finishing
between Roumania, Poland, Czechoslo
textiles, the manufacture of dextrine,
selutfle starch and glucose and the vakia and Greece, in the opinion of
explosive nltrostarch. For these uses Take Jonesco, who, as an editor,
potato starch has to compete with ; financier and politician, has played a
ether kinds of starch and being more I prominent role in the national life of
expensive to produce than corn starch
' Roumania for a quarter of a century.
it is used in relatively small amounts j
J
far these purposes.
In the textile;i Talking with an Associated Press corindustry and in the manufacture of ; respondent recently, he expressed the
dextrine potato starch has certain!! hope to see such an alliance realized,
advantages over com starch
which j! and to see America taking an im
have permitted its being marketed a t !
portant part in the work of Balkan
a price above corn starch. The makers
1countries.
e f com starch have however recently
“ Unless America shows interest in
found ways to make a type of starch
Balkan
commerce," he continued, "it is
from corn that is suitable for many of
possible
we all will again fall into the
the purposes for which potato starch
was exclusively used and hence are hands of Germany, if only because of
offering increasingly severe competi the exchange situation.
“ Neither France nor England nor
tion.
Italy
can control the middle easi. It
The process of manufacture of
is
too
big a task; hut America, being
potato starch is vferv simple.
The

disinterested politically, could do

it.

2.307.185.95
oopeclally Japan, and the imports f o r | ^ et Unpaid Losses.
$
9,895,543.90
1917 and 1918 were back to about pre ; Unearned Premiums,
1,01.8.354.64
amounts. The same relative pre- All other Liabilities
1,500,000.00
Cash Capital,
prices between corn and potato
Surplus over all
starch still prevail, with of course
5.299,768.46
Liabilities,
meathly fluctuations. There is a pro
tective import duty of 1 cent per Total Liabilities and
$20,010,852.95
Surplus
gaaad. P rior to 1914 the duty was 1%
F R A N K A PEABO D Y, Agt.
eeato a pound.
Houlton, Me
315
Aside from its use in textile raanuNOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
feeture as a aw material potato starch
Public notice is hereby given that
takes high rank for the production of
dextrine. Dextrine is a gummy sub- George A. W right of Caribou in the
County of Aroostook, and State of
ataace produced by heating starch by Maine, by his mortgage deed dated
itself or wife a dilute acid. It is a June 16, 1919, and recorded in the
ssrt ef intermediate product between Southern District Aroostook Registry
ft aad glucose. It is soluble in of Deeds in Vol. 311 page 532, convey
to the Caribou National Bank, a
aad has high adhesive qualities. ed
national banking
association
and
It Is assd in over 70 different indus corporation organised and existing
tries but most extensively In textile under the laws of the United States
making. It is also largely used la the and located at said Caribou, the follow
ing described real estate with the j
pruparution of gummed labels, en buildings thereon, being a part of lot |
velopes sad postage stamps and as a numbered four in that part of the |
substitute tor natural gums in felt town and village of said C aribou ,
and In the manufacture of formerly “H ” township, to wit; lot
number six according to the survey j
fefc.
and plan of the Riley Addition made I
la regions largely devoted to potato and subdivided for Frank Riley in
graving tho malting of potato starch October 1912 by G. M. Hardison,
which plan of the Riley Addition to
win doubtless continue. The amount Caribou
village is filed in Vol. 6 page
tak Maine will depend upon the 87 of the Aroostook Registry of Deeds.
tor table and seed stock and The premises above described are a
the quality of the crop. W hile the small part of the premises conveyed ,
the said Frank Riley by Ann E.
price of starch will affect the amount to
Teague by her deed of warranty dated ,
made to a limited extent, this is August 24, 1912, and recorded in said 1
aeeeadary to the other conditions Registry In Vol. 266 page 382, and the :
cited. Starch factories do not Involve same premises conveyed to the said
A. W right by the said Frank
largo Investment of capital. And while George
Riley by his deed of warranty dated
there Is always deterioration in an January 9, 1913, and recorded in said
M ia plant, the overhead charges are Registry In Vol. 267, page 135.
That the condition in said mortgagei
not So great but that the factories will
broken, by reason whereof the said i
he hept up during years in which only is
Caribou National Bank claims a fore
amounts of starch are produced closure of said mortgage.
to utilise a large crop with
Dated at Caribou, Maine, April 9 ,j
'
rotative low prices or the culls in 1920.
C A R IB O U N A T IO N A L B A N K
|
yopfS hi which there Is a good deal of
by Its attorney,
|
'•loch.
319
John B. Roberts. '

under

rule, sets his feet

upon

plates that are normally a
the platform.

They

are

enough to be covered by a

the

slide and when the candidate stands with
with both heels on the ground
two metal his heels on the floor the plates are so
lamp stays lighted, but the mouiest
trifle above depressed that they make a contact lie raises either heed the smallest part
just large and form a circuit that lights a lamp
of an inch the contact is broken and
man's heels overhead. As long as the man stands the lamp goes out. So does he.

Preference for Buick Valve-in-Head
motor cars becomes more pronounced
each season—and this feworitism
shown by the motor car purchaser of
today has taxed the Buick factory9s
production to the limit.
Thousands are contented to await
their turn in Buick deliveries—for
Buick performance9 quality, service
and economy has completely won
their confidence.

view it was one long joy ride. War
means waste a n d also
laziness.
Soldiers in ;he trenches may he brave
but they come home idlers, even wast
ers. Our national debt is 25,000,090.000 lei, and the wonder is it is not
more.”

LIGHT DETECTS
HEIGHT CHEATERS
In Philadelphia the position of traffic
policeman is open only to men who
are six feet or more in height. Such
positions are so much sought after
that many applicants who fall short
of the required height by only a small
fraction of an inch are tempted t<>
(heat a little by rising on their heels.
An ingenious application of ele<-frir
ity is now m e<] to ri i vumvent
thi
trick, ami any allempi in re*:i.-ler a
fraudulent meas ur ement i- di-a-jn.-od
at once. Tlie applicant, a - he - ra in]

m uces

M> »1

K-M

- usM.00
-

I15SS.S0

Mmdml K-M -

mX.S0

Modal K-4T Modal K~4t Modal K-SO -

M4SS.00
lists. 00
I2SSS.00

F. O. B . Ftimt, M ick.
Pricoa R erised

*

April 1, 1920

The five hundred thousand Buick
*cars now in daily operation are mak
ing Buick history. Their efficiencyf
faithfulness and value have estab
lished this fact in the minds o f the
world— “ there is no s u b s t it u t e "
for B u ic k Valve-in-Head q u a lity
and service.

THE C O N T IN E N TA L I N S U R A N C E
COMPANY

potatoes are washed and then grated
SO Maiden Lane. New York
in a stream of running water which As America will not take a mandate,
flows into large vats. The heavy i another solution must be found. I advo
Assets Dec 31 191!*
cate sending Roumania troops to help
starch grains settle to the bottom and
$
1)95,000.110
Rea Estate
the allies in the present scheme of Mortgage Loans
11U.200.00
the lighter fiber and the soluble
neutralizing Constantinople and the Collateral Loans
(i
albuminoids pass off in the waste i
Stocks and Bonds, (Actual
wash water. The starch after being j Dardanells, as we have a greatei
Market Value Dec. 31,
farther purified by additional washing i interest in keeping open that outlet
1919
33,643,808.75
2,493.961.63
and sedimentation is removed from j to the sea. It must not be forgotten Cash in office and Bank
if the straits are left in the hands of a Agents’ Balances
2,434,311.65
ft a bottom of the vats, put on racks j
187,644.50
weak power, new Russia will push Bills Receivable
with steam coils below and dried. The ,
152,302.45
for Constantinople. For the present, Interest and Rents
dried product readily breaks up into j
All other Assets
0
Russia is in a state of anarchy, so the
fee finely divided product of com-j
Gross Assets
$39,730,248.98
marclal starch.
j actual situation, with the rest of i
105,872.74
Europe having neither war nor peace Deduct items not admitted
The yield of starch varies with the
nor diplomatic relations
is best.
alarch content of the potatoes. A s !
Admitted Assets
$39,624,376.24
•■fy small, frequently immature and
Liabilities Deo. 31. 1919
•Men partly decayed tubers are nor SPRINGFIELD FIRE A MARINE INS. Net Unpaid Losses
1,514,909.21
CO. SPRINGFIELD, MASS.
mally used in Aroostook County as
Unearned Premiums
14,854.827.66
All other Liabilities
1,889,815.OS
A SSE T S DEC. 31, 1919
■larch stock the yield is between from
10,000,090.00
$
335,000.00 Cash Capital
f t and 17 pounds per 100 pounds of Real Estate
2,584,970.00 Surplus over all
Mortgage Loans,
potatoes. The amount of #>tatoes that Stocks and Bonds,
Liabilities
11.364,824.29
10,468,433.50
a rt annually made into starch is Cash in Office and Bank
2,186,308.12
1,653.654.70 Total Liabilities and
determined largely by the demand for Agent’s Balance,
Surplus
146,425.73
$39,624,376.24
41m fresh tubers for food purposes, the Interest and Rents,
99,855.58
All other Assets,
F R A N K A. PEABODY,Agt.
price of starch and the quality o f the
Houlton. M*
potatoes grown.
Statistically t h e
$17,474,647.63
Gross Assets,
amount o f potatoes used for starch Deduct itemB not
171,510.99
admitted
■asms to be on the decline from 210
million pounds in 1909, to 170 millions
Admitted Assets,
$17,303,136.64
hi 1914 and still less since. But pro
L IA B IL IT IE S DEC. 31. 1919
$909,948.91
bably a marked falling off in the de- Net unpaid Losses,
9,149.276.65
mand for potatoes as food would Unearned Premiums,
765,000.00
All other Liabilities,
immediately Increase the amount used Cash Capital,
2,500,000.00
for starch. O f the about 90 American Surplus over all
3,978,911.05
Liabilities,
starch factories reported as doing
business In 1914, 51 were located in
Total Liabilities and
Maine. Aroostook County of this Stat9
$17,303,136.64
Surplus.
la the principal center of the potato
F R A N K A. PEABO D Y. Agt.
Houlton, Me
■torch Industry in the United States. 315
Tho potato starch annually produced j
prior to the w ar was about four per > FIREMAN’S FUND INSURANCE
COMPANY SAN FRANCISCO,
cent o f that from corn, but it has a
CALIFORNIA
rly double per pound value in the 1
A
SSE
T S DEC. 31. 1919
rket. That means that what limit
420,169.70
Real Estate.
$
ed market there is for potato starch Mortgage Loans,
1.872.814.35
makes it have a preferential value of Collateral Loans,
92.175. On
11.635 853.OS
about 100 per cent over corn starch.
I Stocks and Bonds,
2.736.705.01
Cash in Office and Bank
Before 1914 Germany was producing j Agents’ Balances,
3.934 "81.85
miflions of pounds of potato starch. <Bills Receivable,
18S,?‘U.53
193.7x1.03
The Importation of potato starch Into ! Interest and Rents,
8.48! .m;
this country was, prior to the war. All other Assets.
about 12 million pounds annually. In
$21.083.022.61
Gross Assets,
1911 this dropped because of the stop Deduct items not
1.072.169. fit:
admitted.
page of receipts from Germany to
about two million pounds.
But the
$20.01 0.852 *'f*
Admitted Assets
market appealed to other countries,
L IA B IL IT IE S DEC. .31. 1919

upon the platform

•-SS

] WHfegi better au to m o b iles a re built, B u ick w ill b u ild them~~|

L. S. Bean, Aroostook Co. Agt., Presque Isle

Tires for the Smaller Cars—
Built W ith Goodyear Methods
In using its immense resources and inventive
skill to build the highest relative value pos
sible into tires, this company has never made
its work more effective than in Goodyear
Tires for the smaller cars.
These have the full advantages of Goodyear

competence and care, plus the modern facili
ties of the factory we are devoting to the
world’s largest production of 30x3-, 30x3V2-,
and 31x4*inch sizes.

The sum of this extraordinary effort is avail*
able to you, as the owner of a Ford, Chevro
let, Dort, Maxwell, or other car using these
sizes, at the nearest Goodyear Service Station
Dealer’s place of business.
Go to this Service Station Dealer for these
tires, and for Goodyear Heavy Tourist Tubes.
He is ready to supply you.

\i

^

m
TSWUlfV;

10x3% Goodyear Double-Cure
Fabric, All-Weather Tread..... .
30x3% Goodyear Single-Cure
Fabric, Anri-Skid Tread_______

$23—
*21^2

Goodyear Heavy Tourist Tubes are thick, strong tubes t W
reinforce casings properly. W hy risk a good casing with a
cheap tube? Goodyear Heavy Tourist Tubes cost little more
than tubes of less merit. 30x3% size in water- $ A er>
proof bag_____________ _____ ___________________ ...
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U 1UKCH SERVICES
Free Baptist
Rev. Mr. Jenkins, Pastor.
Morning service at 10.80 A. M.
Sunday school at 12.00 M.
Young People’s meeting 6.00 P. M.
Evening service at 7.00 P. M.
Special music by choir.
Choir practice Monday nights.
Ail are cordially invited to come and
hear the Rev. Mr JenkinsTuesday night church prayer and
prtJse Service.

operating and the peasants are spin
ning only enough for their clothing,
raising just enough flax for their own
uses.
L a c k of T r a n s p o r t a t i o n

The report says that even if stocks
for export existed shipment of them
would be impossible because of the
lack of rail and water transportation.
The efficiency of the canal system,
which, before the war, was one of
Russia’s chief means of transportation
has so diminished that the canals now
are
carrying less than the railroads.
Church of the Good Shepherd
One reason why factory production
Rev. H. Scott Smith, Rector
in Russia is at its lowest ebb, accord
Sunday Services
ing to the report, is that there are no
Holy Communion at 8 a. m.
shipments of cotton from Turkestan,
Also on the first Sunday in the Another reason is the general deser
month at 10.30
tion of workers from all kinds ot
Morning Prayer and Sermon at 10.30 plants, owing to the refusal ot the
Evening Prayer and Sermon at 7
peasants to send food to the <ities. As
Sunday School at noon
a consequence the state of hunger
First Baptist
among the poorer classes in the cities
is worse than ever.
The wealthy
Court St.
‘ people, htftvever, are able to buy food,
Rev. Henry C. Speed, pastor10.30 morning worship with sermon. Mining in the south of Russia has
12.00 Bible School with classes for j ceased. the shafts and galleries having
men and women,
j been neglected since the war began,
4 P. M. Junior Christian Endeavor.1 The report concludes by saying
7.00 gospel song service and sermon. • statements of the Bolsheviki to the
8.00 Aftermeeting.
outside world are designed to deceive,
Tuesday evening at 7.30 mid-week 1Comparing his own observations with
prayer service.
the statements of the Bolsheviki, the
Choir rehearsal each Tuosday even- 1expert who compiled the report estiing at the close of the regular prayer j mates that the Bolsheviki declarations
meeting.
contain 25 per cent, of truth.
First Congregational
Rev. A. M. Thompson, pastor
Morning service at 10.30.
Sunday school at 12 o’clock, Bible
classes for men and women.
Yeung Peoples meeting at 6.15 p. m.
Evening service at 7 p. m.
Prayer meeting Tuesday evening at
7.30.

|NATIONAL DEBT GETS BIG CUT
’

A reduction of $705,000,000 in

the

national debt— more than double the
i amount by which the debt was lower
ed during any previous month

was

accomplished

tie

during

March.

treasury reported recently. The na
Methodist E p i s c o p a l
tional debt now stands at $2L69S,0imGConier School and Military Streets.
000.
Hev. Thomas Whiteside, Pastor.
Officials said this record could not
10.30 a. m Public Worship with sermon
12.00 m. Sunday School with Organ he used as a basis for forecasting
further monthly reductions.
They
ized and Graded Classes for all.
2.30 p. m. Junior League Meeting.
regarded it. however, “ as sound evi
3.00 p. m. Preparatory Members Class. dence” of the success of the treasury
0.18 p. m. Young Peoples’ meeting
post-war
under the auspices of the Epworth ; program for financing the
League.
i period when government expenditures
7.H p. m. Praise and Preaching service |still continue to run high.
with
vested
chorus
choir and
orchestra.
Organist, Miss Louise Buzzell.
Choir Master, Hon. W . S. Lewin.
Choir rehearsal from 7 to 8 Thursday

evenings.
General prayer meeting at 7.30 every
Tuesday evening.
Christian Science
Sunday Service
at Presbyterian
Church, 11 A. M.
FIRST CH U R C H OF H O U LT O N

478,000; December, $278,973,000; Jan
uary $168,689,000 and February, $264,
057,000. Heavy payments on the debt
in December and February both were
traceable to the retirement of certifi
cates of indebtedness, but the amount
of obligations retired each month;
although fluctuating has been on the
increase.
Future monthly reductions
will
hinge largely on new appropriations
and tax legislation, officials said. They
TO RULE EUROPE expected, however, that operation of
An expert report submitted to the the sinking fund would reflect more
American and British representatives and more on the gross national debt
None would
in W arsaw says that Nikolai Lenine, each month hereafter.
tke Russian Bolshevik premier, has venture a prediction as to the net

1XNINE HOPES

personal aspirations soon to become
the bead of a continental communistic
state, and that owing to these hopes
be is seriously endeavoring to bring
•rder throughout Russia, establish
peace with Poland, and eventually
create credits abroad for Russia.
The report describes Russia as be
ing without food or flax for export,
saying the peasants have disposed of
all the stocks they had hidden from
the Bolsheviki.
The mills are not

reduction for the calendar year.
As the public debt now stands it is
made up of $15.616,8bO,0nb comprising
four issues of liberty bonds. $4.422.Tim .000 of Victory short term notes, $2.667,220,000 in treasury certificate-;.
$820,000,000 in war saving certificates,
and approximately $1 .lain,non,non in
bonds issued prior to the world war.
The greatest single item among
these old bonds is the issue of consols
of 193n. which aggregate

-.oats

eveni ng of the 29tli ef April, in a e o n !
with

Ll oyd

pure

wh i t "

almost

NOT ON TIME AFTER ALL

as

"Gent ni aml i ng oflff <>rs must ‘sc]!' th"
new army First I " t h " ! ) i - " L rs, th":

agreement.

their commands and lastly to the com
munity in which they arc located.

but that9s a great cigarette >y

C w w b are told everywhere in scientifically sealed
packages o f 20 cigarettes; or ten packages (200
cigarettes) in a glassine-paper-covered carton. W e
Strongly recommend this carton for the home or office
ptippfy or when you trsveL

R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO CO.
Winston-Salem, N. C.

W

:•

Colds in the Chest or Bronchitis
An

O ld

F a m ily

D o c t o r ’s
F avorite
P rescription

chills
prepar-

BALLARD'S GOLDEN OIL
The best emergency remedy.
Have
a bottle always in the family medicine
closet.
Non-alcoholic.
Safe far
children. Sold everywhere.

H EARTBURN

MADE BY SCOTT & BOWNE
MAKERS OF SCOTT’S EMULSION
_________________ ___
19-.1*
Mmdm In High Gloss and Eggshell Gloss
READY FOR USE

The Highest Grade Enamel Possible to Produce
Here is a b'viut 'G:!, pure white finish made by a process that
makes it win c
v <j -tic and durable, ( ’an be used equally
well on wood, .
<>r plaster surfaces. Interior or F.xtcrior. and
will not crack, <
•j off. Lasily applied with a bru>h.

After you eat—always take

CARMOTE WHITE ENAMEL
Is the finest whit" tin •- Ii !’•w p.-:m;ma
llOOmS. )).. ’ L......
‘

J ( F O R Y O U R A C l P - S T O M A OEp

’ »■ fan Jy relieves Heartburn,Bloat*

W ■d.-.. H.

ed Gassy Feeling. Stops food souring,
repe Hirw, and all stomach miseries.

May bt <c

by O. F. F r e n c h

&

F

i/ijurihij tiiC jlTilsh.

O LD BY
HOULTON

GRANGE

STORE

H o u lt o n , M a i n e

box today. You will see.
F o r S a le

-,:G o

mg lb»onis. Hail-. 1> me
..tchcti-, i ‘ »n ala i
t'm‘tut urc.

u-tih

Ai :• V. ,. .on and appetite. Kee-pe stomach
mv .ami biroug. Increase’s Vitality and £*ep.
! VrONICan Jhebett remedy. Tens of thou; ,ore- wonderfully benefited. Only costs ncent
cr tw a any to me it. Positively guaranteed
to please or we will re fund money. Get a big
Son

H o u lt o n , M a i n e
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that it was clean, wouldn’t you? Just
so, we clean the wheat for

William Tell
Flour
W e scour the wheat six times, one
after another, so that it simply must
be clean.
Then we peel off the outside hull and
use only the fine, rich inside portion
of the grain.
Thus W IL L IA M T E L L is the best
of the wheat, and absolutely clean.

/letter tell your Grocer today —W i l U a m T e l l
It ooats )}o more to use the best

iMt&V;

Sure to bring colds, cought
grip or m nothing worse. 1
ed with

Kfmoids

: ’u a !

Camels have a mild mellowness that
is as new to you as it is delightful.
Yet, that desirable “body” is all there!
They are always refreshing—the}!
never tire your taste.
Camels leave no unpleasant cigaretty
aftertaste nor unpleasant cigaretty odor!
Your say-so about Camels will be:

GOLD MEDAL

pleasant to take, neutralize
a cidity and help restore
normal digestion.

“ When not harried and shot to
pieces in his habitats, white mountain
goats prefer to go in herds of from
six to 20 individuals; but specimens of
wandering pairs are common." says
Dr. William T. Hornadav, writing of
“ The Rocky Mountain Goat at Home"
in Boys’ Life. “ In altitude they are at
home anywhere from tidewater up to
1000 feet, both in thin timber, at tim
berline. and above the limit of treewhere the rocks are bare. Their ideal
and best-loved haunt- are m timberline and from 1'siu feet h"!n'.v to leer
above. In that memorable Septonho'
of 19u5 all save a few of the geatthat we saw were above timb"rlin".
These goats are visible at a distance
of half a mile, and me! ’■ seme row
ditions much more than that Fondly
however, we (ame upon our goal- at
ratlmr c.o.-" range.
“ Lsua!ly. we elim!w| up to t In-m '
but iii some cisc ",. mi t t hem (,p a
level and parted o: Gw .-q;ia>a

And, the way to prove that
statement is to compare Camels
puff-by-puff with any cigarette in
the world!

York City alone from kid
ney trouble last year. Don't aliow.
yourself to become a victim by
neglecting pains and aches. Guard
against this trouble by taking
in New

or heaviness after meals are
most annoying manifestations
of acid-dyspepsia.

WHITE GOATS FOUND
ABOVE TIMBERLINE

drew into your mouth!

1 6 7 9 9
D IE D

“ It can he said with absolute truth
and since) ity that the popular response
to tin' new spirit from those in civil
life who have been made acquainted
with it is unprecedented in its warmth
and encouragement.
“ It would he unpardonablv stupid of
the army not to use every means to

C

ce

spread this idea. The army, to drop
into the. vernacular, ‘has the goods,’
There is a. road in a western state
and it must find a certain and thorough
which
seems unable to form anything
m ‘tiled of displacing them.
“ The educational a.id vocational like an intimate relationship between
system now in operation throughout its trains and the advertised schedule.
the army, the elementary, secondary
These trains are so proverbially late
and trade schools which have been
established and the actual results that there is a mild celebration every
which have been already obtained time one reaches its destination on
must be brought forcibly to the atten time.
tion of the entire country. While other
Once the word was passed through
agencies may contribute a large share one little town thai No. 5 would get in
in the task of disseminating this : on time and a big crowd gathered at
information, it is certain that in the' the station. Some generous citizen
last analysis the army itself must go provided quantities of red fire and set
the greater part of the work.
it off along the track.

experi ence of i ho officer concerned.

George. I Te -ident W i L e n

A M E L S quality plus Camels ex
pert blend of choice Turkish and
choice Domestic tobaccos pass out the
most wonderful cigarette smoke you

T T » |

r,.

and <' l emeneeau tired nine: a d''titr.t"

'•at.*

& D O M ES T IC ]
BLEND

counGy,

“ What’s the trouble?" the conductor
C o n n e c t i o n s w it h O fficia ls
"Gordial and personal relations pri asked, when he jumped off the train.
“ Train's actually on time, explained
manly by commanding officer.-. but
sin ondurily by all officers of whatever tin* crowd.
‘Tilt out your tires, you idiots." th©
grade and on whatever duty should he
established with the Governor of the conductor snorted. Don’t you know’
state, the mayors of the cities and the that we’re just 24 hours late?"
municipal officers, with clergymen,
school heads, business men and with
the various civic, patriotic and frater
nal organizations. Each of these agen
cies should he made an active working
force for the upbuilding of the army
and each of these agencies is willing
to become such a force, if and when
the lasting benefit of the army's plan
is properly presented to them.
“ The educational, vocational, recrea
tional and character-building system
is not a temporary one. It has been
designed to form a permanent and ,
essential clement in the new army.
We must have faith in ourselves be
fore we can hope to secure the
confidence and mithusiatic support of
now
“ Y o u r observat i on is perfectly just. to tell about the new army. That will our civilian friends who stand
"The world’s standard remedy for kidney,
ready and willing to help u., in our
liver, bladder and uric acid troubles.
Hut it i mposes a ffiffb'ub problem. Get enabl e 1hi' scrvjf <> to
reap
hem litr
Holland's national remedy since 1696patriotic endeavor'-' to make the m w
us seek a solution."
that should s c e m e from suffi e o n t ml .
All druggists, three sizes. Guaranteed
arm?'
a
vital
part
of
th"
national
" T h i s search lasted
more
than
c such b c •11■iitn h.-ing iln- greater, thLook for the name Gold Med* l on every box
organism."
and accept no imitecion
we e k , " says
U.
Tardi mi.
" On
the hi gher i h" oo.-ition.
nymtal icn
an l

No prsmir.ms with
Camels

CI S A M

l imestone

BAKER RAPS LAX OFFICERS

No sir-ee, bob!

ever

that clean

cont ai ni ng no red or Ida k earth, tin'

An'e. e r|': nlieu
member of tin1 ’whi te a snow.' T h e b. t tw ( : Id
French peace commission, says that Billies that we collected seemed te
in April, 1010, President Wilson agreed me brilliantly white, as white and
the fluffy in pelage as cotton, This is the
with PremierClemenceau that
event of non ratification ot the Era neo- first thing that strongly impresses one,
American military
treaty.
France who secs wild goats for the first time.
should he entitled to indefinite occupa In countries when1 then? is much red
tion of the Rhine.
earth or black earth, it is said that
L ’lllustration published on Satur individuals sometimes are pale red, or
day an article by M. Tardieu explain dull black, as the cast' may be. Mr
ing the situation, lie has given out a 1Phillips tells of a black goat that lie
copy with permission to use it. It be ; S!|w, and of a blue one that for a few
gins by stating that a year ago Clemeii- i hours greatly excited one of his hunt
eeau forsaw the possibility ot the Sen ing companions.
ate not hacking Wilson and made pro
vision for that eventuality in order
that Franee should not suiter too
Secretary of War Barker has written
much.
a letter to Gen. IVyton G. March, chief
It was provided on ( ’lemeneeau i ot statt. relative to th" arms- in which
initial ive that after Urn in years fi ■
he asserts Unit there arc still a non
for tilt' end of the occupation, the occu
her of officers who arc not 'borough
pation might he continued it’ Germany
ly imbued with the spirit of the m v
(}jt] not keep Inn* engagements.. Hut
organization.
if Germany did keep her engagements.
Declaring there is no place in the
what about France’s future security?
army for obstructionists, the secretary
On April 23, in a private meeting. At
makes it plain that the salvation of
ciemeneeau put to President Wilson
tin1 organization depends on a proper
the following question:
ly coordinated development of the
“ The treaty as it is satisfies me from
educational, vocational, recreational
the viewpoint of guarantees. Hut the
■and character building systmn with
future is not in your hands, nor in
the American methods of military
mine. You have the Senate as 1 have
training.
a Parliament. Neither you nor I can
M u s t T e ll P u b l i c of N e w A r m y
be sure of what they will do lb years
from now. If. for example, the treaties
The secretary’s letter which is to be
with the United States and Great Brit read and studied by all officers, follows
ain are not ratified, what will hi1 the in part :
situation of France? What other guar
"I desire that if he
i mpressed
on
antee will be at her disposal?’
ever yone that it is his duty to go out
President Wilson replied:
amongst civilians and make occasi ons

“ It is that tit the end of 15 year-.
Jan. 10, 1025, the allied and assoeiated
governments would have to decide if
the guarantees against unprovoked ag
gression hv Germany were, or were
not. sufficient. In short, it was agreed
that if. failing ratification of the
R e t i r e D e b t C e r t i f ic a t e s
English and American treaties. France
March payments on the public debt
were confined almost wholly to retire had at the end of 15 years no other,
ment of certificates of indebtedness ; guarantee than the occupation of the
issued in anticipation of income and |
hank of the Rhine, that occ upation could be prolonged until there
proflt taxes.
Reductions by months since August existed other guarantees, that is to
say, until the two treaties or their
when the retirements began were:
equivalents
should come into force."
October, $15,533,000; November, $94-

Unitarian
Military Street at Kelleran
Preaching Service regularly every
alternate Sunday at 10:30 a. m.
In March on the 7th and 21st.
Sunday School every Sunday at 12:00
Dwight F. Mowery, Minister
114 Court Street
Tel. 186-W

"In

SAYS FRANCE MAY
STAY ON THE RHINE
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Would you like to

of

learn

to

live

WORE NO SHOES
Washington. D. C., is in town attend forever? See “ The Screaming Shad
FOR TWO YEARS ing Court,
ow,” Ben Wilson and Neva Berber's
Sam E. Connor of the Lewiston Jour latest and greatest serial.
l.o s A n ge le s W o m an Lived In Bed and nal is among the prominent out of
Pillow ed C h a ir U n til She
town men attending Court.

CLASSIFIED

W a n t e dd— A s e c o n d h a n d b a b y carriacfe

Call 427-2;;.

no

M e n ’s

B lue

O v e ra lls

ADS

$1.95 at

CLASSIFIED

Ander

son’s Shoe Store.

C a p a b l e g irl w a n t e d fo r g e n e r a l h o u s e  W o m e n ’s $10.00 k id o x f o r d s f o r $8.25

work. Apply to Mrs. J. F. Burnham,
13 Pleasant St.
11U

Started on T an lac

Hon. Leonard A. Pierce and son of
Portland arrived in town Tuesday. Mr.
‘‘I had to be cared for just like a Pierce having business before the S.
baby before I began taking Tanlac,” J. Court.

CLASSIFIED a d s

Used Cars

at Anderson's Shoe Store.

tf

H a v e y o u r old R i n g s m a d e o v e r to s u it

Farms on Salt
W ater

F a rm s a t $2,000, $3,900, $5,500, $7,500
iP rlce t to su it all.

HU'I! t to on*- inter.Tin:<M-■ Pub'i filing 1

\|,!.,|v

; <■

terms. ('. W. Snell, 174 Main street,
.Madison, Maim415p

W E

ON

Yes!

FOX BROS. COMPANY

T.

N et at all astounding, not at all unbe
lievable, one remedy can releive a dozdifferent ailments. A great many
Indications of illness are directly ;
traceable to a disorganized condition of j
tfee liver and bowels and one prepara -1
Mm correctly designed to obviate this ;
M M aid in the relief of every ailment j
R e e l e d by such cause. Munro’s Im -!
-graved Liver Pills are simply wonder-1
M for constipation, biliousness, sal |
low skin pimple face, coated tongue, j
7tad taste, yellow spots in the eyes, diz
ziness, headaches, indigestion and bad I
blood. Try them for the results they
will surely give. Easy to take, quick ,
*to act, complete in results.

Ms peculiar how one little corn with
’4li agonizing aches can incapcitate the
MM of a foot or limb and in fact distisas the entire body. Every corn can
$ • easily releired by using Munro’s
•Gfeasohroat which has the double ben*
of taking out the ache almost im: araiiately and4after a very few appll*
><2MKIoas, altovipg t^e removal of the
»€0ra Itself. When the corn Is gone the
; |M i doesn’t come hack in a hurry. As
I

}

ho16’

rttim andsaMf Thy i f

•Munro’s W est End
D rug Store
I

(

have to buy coupon books for type
writer ribbons. Buy your ribbons at
the TIMES office as you need them
B an k

Book No. 17474 issued by the

Houlton Savings Bank is reported
lost, and this notice is given, as
required by law, that aduplicate
book may be issued. L. O. Ludwig,
Treas., April I, 1920.
314
We

buy,

raise

and

sell

fur-bearing

rabbits and other fur-bearing animals
Place your order with us, and list
what ever stock you have with us.
stating lowest flat prices on large
shipments. Address515 517
N. P.
Ave.. Fargo, N. J)
414»
For

S a le — Farm

of 45

acres

T ir c s

******

For S a le — Farm

175 acres, 70 tillage

free from stone, rest in wood and
pasture. Good drainage, plenty of
water, 1 mile from ear line, 3 miles
from Gardiner, 8 room house, large
shed all newly painted and shingled,
barn 105 feet, tieup 75 feet. Address
R. T. Lunt, Gardiner Maine.
316p

To Let- -Comfortable, furnished rooms G i r l s W a n t e d f o r c l o t h e s p in f a c t o r y
in tin- Hugln*- bon.- o. M>-raIb‘d, with
at Davidson, (food wages and steady
hot wnfnr h»*ut. **]•*< trie lights, bath,
work. Inquire at office of Summit
Eumber Go., Houlton or write to
min. wulk from Post Otlioo,
above company at Davidson.
tf
Highland Av>- and Pb-asant
i:t f
W an ted — Sh ip yard workers. U n s k ill
L a d y o r G e n t l e m a n a g e n t s w a n t e d in
ed able bodied men are paid $.58
Houlton for Watkins famous pro
F o r S a l e — W o o d l o c k F a r m . Benedict.!,
per hour and upwards at the start.
ducts. Wutkin's goods known every
.Maine, 25u acres, lmi .-icri-s
Interesting and steady employment.
wh e r e .
Kig profits.
Write today.
Good stand of l umber,
pulp
He.
We can use experienced Steel Ship
Watkins Company. 51 Winona, Minn.
Bargai n for sonwom' . For part iruktrs
Builders of any craft. 98% of our
414p
appl y to Elislm S. p o wr r s . Houlton.
riveting is on piece work. Call at
Maim.41 r,
the
Employment
Bureau,
Th«
F o u n d on S a t u r d a y b e t w e e n M a r k e t
Atlantic Gorporation, Portsmouth, N.
Square and the B. <L* A. depot, a
L o c a l R e p r e s e n t a t i v e w a n t e d by the
H.
814
pasteboard box containing a pair of
E q u i t a b l e Li f t- A . - s u r a n o - S o c i e t y o f
'■v
—
boots. Owner may recover same by For S a le — 80 acre farm only eight
tli»‘ I n i t i a l St at e s.
Li beral contrast
proving property and paying for this
miles from the two cities of Lewis
l o r t h e r i g ht ma n . W . 'I'. Pat ch<*l bn
tub at t'o-- TIMES office.
ton and Auburn, located on State
M i ' l i m t M a n a g e r . Ext i m a g e
Build
Road and electric carline. Only 1*/*
i ng. G a n g e r . M a i n e ,
215
miles from two villages and three
F o r S a l e — F a r m of tw o h u n d r e d fifteen
railroad stations.
About forty-five
acres on State road leading from
.\V\a
acres in good tillage1, frpe from
Skowbegan to Farmington, five miles
rocks: balance acreage in pasture
from Norridgewook village.
two
land, with wood and timber for home
miles from Mercer village and four
use*; small orchard. Buildings con
miles from Smithfield. Near school.
In-m sist of e-olonial style house, nine
Mail left at door. Fifty acres tillage
na in-:, e-or.nected with barn 40 x 7b
balance wood and pasture. Quite a
by <!1 ami shed. Barn has silo, and
quantity of soft wood lumber, thou
extra gooel tie-up for sixteen cows.
-mnd <onls hard wood, three hundred
CARD OF TH A N K S
Running wate-r to all buildings. The
-mrar map!'--, small orchard, good
I w:
t hank my fim-mP and
owner eif this place1 wants to move
building.', ice house, hen house for
m inhm.r tor Gmir kindness .and
to the city, and if sold at once will
one hundred hens, store house, hlack
-ympa’ hy 10 :m in my recent bereave
-mith shop, etc. An extra fine house
give* extra good trade. This would
im-nt I especially wi-fii to thank my
make an excellent potato farm. For
on farm finished throughout. This
neighbor- Mr. and Mrs. Rob’t. Hender
further particulars, or descriptions
is a fine farm for a live man to make
son. the Methodist L a d i e s ' Aid.
and
of othe*r attractive trades in farms,
money on. Price only $3500. Reason
Miss Josephine Peabody for beautiful
call or write Thurston-Bickford Co.
for selling, have another large farm.
flowcl'-:
Real Estate and Auctioneers, 17
Inquire of G E Brown, Norridgewock
1Pip
M RS. E. I ». PRAY
Maine Stage del.
ltfp Court St., Auburn.
318

CLEVELAND

HZ.

TTT

!j i :

JOB?

eve

S P A I N

T ul30s

Have your Tires and Tubes carefully inspected
and put in first class condition for the season.
A complete line of accessories, pricer* reasonable

Take a Real Ride in the Cleveland,

Satisfactory Work Guaranteed

and You’ll Know What a Car It Is

Houlton Steam Vulcanizing Co.

T h e Cleveland Six, the sensation of the year am ong
light sixes, is selling itself to thousands w h o use discrim
ination in picking out the car they want.

Poone 361-m

Fear Their.

Apotheoartss

Barber Shop

tfrJt-ganrynjn i

Joseph C. Lincoln’s
New Book

“The Portygee”

To attempt to describe the qualities
of the Cleveland Six is no easy tash.
You must ride in it to know it. Take
a real ride and you begin to under
stand that here is a better light six,
very much better. It has an enclosed
over-head valve motor, of exclusive
Cleveland design and manufacture and
tested in road work for three years
before being offered the public, that
gives performance unsurpassed.

A real ride will show you, better than
can be told you, that the Cleveland
has power and pick-up and flexibility
and ease of driving that do not come
with many other cars. Low-hung
spring suspension and splendidly up
holstered cushions wipe out the roadbumps. Beautiful body lines place
the Cleveland above the usual plane
in appearance. Upholstery is of
genuine hand-buffed leather.

Com e le t us show you what a car the Cleveland is
Touring Car (Five Passengers) $1385
Sedan (F ire Passengers)
$2195

Roadster (Three Passenger*) $1335
Coupe (F ou r Passengers) - $2195

(Price* F. O. B. Cleveland)

HOVEY & COMPANY

To any address in Maine
$2.00 Postpaid

Dillingham’s, Stationers

(good

potato land l with buildings, electric
lights in house and barn, located 1
mile from Houlton village, and short
distance to school. This place is
fully equipped with machinery and
stock. For further particulars phone
332-1
215p

•W U -JV W .-.’.

T h a t Acher
o f Corns

M

M erch an ts and Pro fessio nal men do not

who ha-; serv“ d you durmg th-- pa f
IS months and who will continue on
' 0 i■' i dual g 192:1

O n e Remedy Can
Relieve a Dozen
Ailments

m achine*

as well as Carbon Paper made byWebster--There’s none better. Call
or send to TIMES Office.

With the same old reliable line that
the J. R. Watkins Go. has sold for
more than 50 yea-s, mail orders
promptly eared for and personal
deliveries made anywhere in Southern
Aroostook day or night.

LEO

Houlton, M ain e

T H E

valued subscriber sa y s “ E ve ry
time that I have used these columns
for selling articles, they have been
successful." Try them.

T ypew riter R ibbons for all

HibbaV‘l*Bros.

R e al E state and Insurance

• a m la

A

12tf

SEAL ESTATE
Hom e# at $1,700, $3,200, $2,500

Coupons for typew riters ribbons m ay
be exchanged at the TIM ES office

for any machine.
the prevailing styles by Osgood.
running order; paint and tires good.
Geo. AleGinley, Tel. 434-5.
it; P a t r o n iz e the F o u r M a n W a t c h R e p a i r Vote for Theodore J. Fox fo r Sheriff
Shop, Osgeod s. You’ll come again
at the Republican primiaries June
too.
W a n t e d — A c a p a b le g irl f o r g e n e r a l
21, 1920. Try a business man.
housework in a small family. Apply
O s g o o d s Hand Made W e dd ing R in gs
to Mrs. F. P. Berry, Tel. 355-M
are more durable than machine made Su b scrip tio n s for any M agazin e or
Newspaper may be left at the
rings.
F o r S a le H o m e C l a r i o n k it c h e n r a n g e
TIM ES Office, where the lowest
For particulars apply to Mrs. Isobelle
price can be obtained.
W a n te d — Capable
g irl
for
g e n e ra l
Hall, 38 Highland Ave., Tel. 219-1
housework. Apply to Joe Bernstein
151f
Tel. 142 J.

C. L. Douglas

A R E

i to Osgood the Jeweler and get them
| back next day.

Bangor St. G arage

,-d Di'.qa*.
with cellar, hen house, wood shed and
Highway 1 i-minl.-sio ,. Auai.w...
; carriage house all in good condition.
, fo;- baili ling four ( : ■
TEMPLE THEATRE NOTES
; An elegant place to take summer
i* Highwa; ,• in the I'itias 0f Wr.-tThe price for the Fairbanks special ; hoarders, has shore frontage of 15 or brook. 3.92 mile s, Belfast, 2.54 mifi":
4.71 111i In-and the1* towns 0
off Newport,
Newpr
Wednesday is 25 cents, one price for 20 rods.
Perrv and Pembroke. .i.D miles, will
all.
•
1 Farm number D 119, in Brunswick. be received until Wednesday. May ath.
Get your tickets early for the High
at eleven o’clock A. M.; and tor build
3 miles out. $3500. 2 miles to electric ing live la)
sections ot road in
School
play
on
Thursday
night.
Marguerite Clark picture starts at road, 1-3 mile to school. 100 acres, fin Falmouth and Cumberland. 7.24 miles.
in as fine a field as lays outside for Grav, 7.OS miles. Wilton and Farming
€.46 sharp; play at 8 .
potatoes or hay, 75 nice apple trees, s ton. t;.i’>3 miles, Sherman and Crystal
N ow Friday evening you certainly
5.X7 miles, Island Falls and Dyer
will enjoy Viola Dana in “ Willow room house. 40x50 barn, 2o.\4o garage, Brook. 2.09 miles, until Tuesday. May
hen house, all painted in excellent 11 til. at eleven o'clock A. M-. each
Tree.” People who have seen It say
shape, cuts 35 tons hay.
This is a endorsed with the name of tin* Town,
they never saw a picture more beauti
real bargain.
Two miles from salt and at that lime and place publicly
fully staged. This special at regular
opened and read.
water.
The sections in Westbrook. Belfast
prices, don’t fail to see.
will
be
built
of
Farm number 115, on Casco Bay, and Newport
T h e Champlin Stock Co., who playbituminous macadam; Falmouth. ( unn
9 4 all last week at the Haines theatre, Freeport, a bargain $5700, 4 miles out.
berland and Gray of r**nu*nt i onrn-t.
■Waterville^ have made their date one school V2 mile, 150 acres, 50M lumber or bituminous macadam: Pei ry. Pen:
week later for Houlton, coming here wood home use, 85 acres clear field, broke, Wilton, Farmington. Sherman
50 acres pasture, cuts 100 tons hays, Crystal. Islam Kalb tun i )v, r !iro<>k
tor the week of May 3.
of gravel.
D o u g la s F a irb a n k s in h is latest pic apples, pears and plums, 11 room houseEach proposal must be made
tu re “W h e n the C lo u d s R oll By,” at one large and one small barn.
a blank form provide•d by tile C
of which one do
th e Tem ple, W ednesday, A p ril 21.
Farm number 135, centrally located, mission, for copy
will be required. and niU'-t be
near three large towns, 3 miles from eompanied by a ceililieii 1bei k tor
Federal Highway on good road, $2o.- im;; 0f the amount bid. payable to the
OFFICIAL VISITATION
Til000, 500 acres land, one million ft. of Treasurer of State of MaimDISTRICT GOVERNOR
certified check will be returned tn Hu*
black growth, 1000 to 2000 cords of
bidder mile--- nut- in-d
OF ROTARY CLUBS maketable wood, cuts 100 tons hay, unsuccessful
under the conditions stipulated
Chas. W . Lovett of Lynn. Mass., buildings fitted up as a gentleman s
A surety company bond satisfactory
Governor of the Second District of In residence with all conveniences, good to the Commission, of not le-> ilia ,
ternatlonal A ss’n of Rotary Clubs water supply in house and barn, gar one-fourth nor more than one-hall ot
the amount of the contract, will be re
(N ew England) is in town on his offi age, small tenant house and barn, all
quired. Plans may be examined and
cial visitation to the Houlton Rotary buildings nearly new, land in high copy of specifications ami contract
<Ctvb, on his return from his visitation state of cultivation.
Potato Farmer, may he obtained at the olhee of tin*
to the Conference of the Rotary Clubs your chance.
You can auto to this Commission, Augusta, Maine.
The right is reserved to reject any
•of the First District (Maratine Pro place 9 to 12 months in the year.
or all proposals
vinces).
W IL L IA M M. AYER. Chairman
The meeting was held at Elmcroft
P H IL IP J. DFKRING.
F RA N K A. PEABODY.
a t 6.16 Tuesday evening.
State Highway Commission.
Real E state B o u gh t and Sold
PA U L D. SARGENT, Chief Eng in m
O dd F e llow s Block, Brunsw ick, M aine
Dated at Augusta. Maine, April 13.
You can Make Your Own Terms
1920.
•
316

FOX BROS. COMPANY

i M ail your W a tch and Jew elry repairs

F o r S a l e — F o r d T o u r i n g C a r, in go od

said Mrs. Alice
Murphy,
of
1501
Pennsylvania Ave., Los Angeles, Cal.
Ben Wilson and Neva Gerber
•‘Two years ago I had a very severe
acknowledged the most popular of all
K.
attack of muscular rheumatism,” she
serial stars, will be seen in their
•continued, “and no one knows the
latest vehicle, “ The1 Screaming Shad
pain and torture I have suffered since.
ow."
My hands swelled until I could hardly
F o r S a l e — T w o la rg e d w e l l i n g h o u s e s
work my fingers and I haven’t been
and several bouse lots on Leonard W i l l sell m y f a r m s in H o d g d o n . F o r
D o u gla s F a irb an k s in his latest pic
able to put on a pair of shoes because
particulars apply to Wm. Berry Tel
street. Enquire of P. C. Newbygin.
ture
“W
hen
the
C
lo
u
d
s
Roll
By,”
at
my feet were swollen so. I had sharp
408-13, R F. I). 2
415p
pains through my back so bad that at the Temple, W ednesday, April 21.
F o r S a l e — R o b b i n s P la n t e r, w it h la rg e W a n t e d — A w o m a n to d o L a u n d r y
times 1 simply could not keep from
Fertilizer tank attached, in
unnd
work
the Aroostook
Hospital.
in good
screaming. Sometimes I got so dizzy
Aply to Matron.
condition. Inquire at TIMES office.
ODD FELLOWS WILL .
everything seemed to spin around and
151r' F o r S a l e — A p a i r of D r a f t H o r s e s or
ATTEND CHURCH
then I would have sharp pains and a
uakp *,. »
q |
will exchange for cattle. Apply to
All branches of the Odd Fellows will
•chilly feeling afterwards. I was so
H o r s e s f o r Sale . W e i g h t a b o u t t w e lv e
Alfred Pottle Tel ‘H 9-9
l'ltf
hundred pounds, kind, good w.>rker , _ „
J.
“ „
_
helpless that 1 lived propped up with attend the First Baptist chruch, Sun
fair roader. Will sell cheap. J. E. W a t c h o u t f o r the d ate of th e s a le of
pillows in a chair or in bed all the day, April 25.
Robinson.
215p
household furniture at 11 Kelleran
Odd Fellows and Itebekahs will
time and had to be helped from one
street by William Mcllroy.
tf
meet at the hall at 9.JO. Bring cap
F o r S a l e — L u n c h ro o m f i x t u r e s a n d
place to another.
'-took at a bargain if sold at once. F o r S a l e — A n A s p i n w a l l p la n te r, been
"I tried every medicine or treatment and gloves. A large attendance is
used only two years, in fine shape.
W. P. Cronkite. Bowlodrome Lunch,
desired
as
this
is
the
101st
anniversary
we could hear of, but it was money
Houlton, .Me.
njp
Apply to H. E. Tingley. Tel 424-31
thrown away and I got so blue I did of the order.
not care to live. Then my husband
F a r m fo r rent. K n o w n a s th e O s b o r n e F o r S a l e — S e c o n d - h a n d w a g o n , p u ng,
robe and blankets. Grace Clark. Tel.
taiin; about 5o acres in cultivation.
read in the papers about Tanlac and j
I 1-4 or inquire at Clark's Hoetl.
2o
acres
plowed
for
potatoes,
balance
by the time I had taken it four or five j
l?itf
in hay. George W. Auber.
31t;
days I saw it was helping me. Now, (
For
S a le — 1
Robb ins
P la n t e r,
1
after taking several bottles, I can’t
F i v e room flat on G r e e n s tre e t fo r rent
Aspinwall Planter. Both in good
oil one year lease. Only those wish
praise Tanlac enough. My nerves are
condition. Apply L. G. Ludwig. Tol.
Farm number loo. in
Arrowi-i. .
ing first class rent need apply, 81-2.
so much better I sleep like a child all
21 f,
$200, 47 acres, good pasture, quite a Mitchell and Chevrolet Cars
f rank' W. Khoda, Tel. 2<ui-L
night long. I am already doing my
j lot of hard and soft wood, small orW a n t e d — A go o d re lia b le m a n to w o r k
Bangor St., Houlton
housework again and it is the first
F o r S a l e — A w o o d lot a b o u t 4 m il e s
on a Dairy Farm. 0110 who is a good
; chard, 8 room house, big cellar, fair
Irem Houlton on the Canadian side,
time in two years I have been able to
milker. For particulars apply to
sized barn.
t^vewea* KWKf-i
\ppb at the Kirlin homestead on
TIMES office or call phone 40i-3.
get around at all and wear my shoes.”
t lie Kirlin and Berrv Road
2 1.51»
9tf
Tanlac is sold in Houlton by Munro’s : Farm number 101. in llarpswell.
•
$3,000.
one
mile
from
boat
landing
'West End Drug Store; Island Falls by
Wnnted- •An e x p e r ie n c e d B o o k k e e p e r F a r m B a r g a i n s — W r i t e fo r C a t a l o g u e
NO'i i C E TO C O N T R A C VC
■".Ml 1vnisi. >-ir!ii*r nab ■ or ti'imil"
(b '- ribing many dairy, fruit and
$. R. Crabtree; Ft. Kent by Stanley shore. 22 acres, good pasture, some
>
.
■
Com
'
3
h
Late I ! i'j!
(haul wage-, chain'
general farms for sub' on easy
or :'i!' :11■i- apple trees, 10 room house, good barn
murrill; Littleton. L. F. Hall. Adv.
a Is
: '* ! ;o t ha*

One 11) IS Saxon Car (»i)
equipped with S. Tires, new
ly painted and in good condition
$700.00.
One 1017 Mitchell (0) thor
oughly overhauled, $000.00
One 1917 Mitchell 7 passen
ger. wire wheel thor., overhaul
ed, newly painted, equipped with
Cord Tires. $1,200.00.
One 191S Mitchell, f> passen ger, newly painted, overhauled,
in good condition. $1.1;>0.00.
These are but a few of tin'
many bargains, we have.
Terms : Part Cash and easy
payments.

ADS

M A R S H IL L , M A I N E

r

.

'

‘i*t -VP. '' "* - i

CLEVELAND AUTOMOBILE COMPANY, CLEVELAND, OHIO

Bangor, Maine

$1385

-

,

>

.
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PAGE SEVEN

j PORTLAND GIRL EXPERT
IN MOTOR MECHANICS

County

Sunday
a two
days meeting here in the Methodist
j Tht' following from a Boston paper
! church, May 2(5-27.
j Rev. Thos. Whiteside left Tuesday will interest the; many Houlton friends
' for Brewer. Me. to attend the Metho- 1of Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Bailey,
' Harold C. Calhon spent Sunday in i (list Conference. Then1 will be no i Miss Ethel Bailey of Portland, Me..
Subscribers should bear in
*
town with his family, returning to ! service in the church Sunday, except I
: at presemt attached to the bureau of
mind that all subscriptions are Bangor, Monday.
|the Sunday
school and Epwcith
, construction and repair of tht' navy
payable in advance and the pa
Guy Carroll, who is employed in Ft. ; League meetings.
per will be discontinued at ex Fairfield, spent the week-end in town ' Mr. and Mrs. Fred E. Stephenson. |department, is recognized as one of the
who have been spending tin* winter in foremost expe'rts among women in
piration. Notice of such expi ra with his parents.
Mrs. E. P. Henderson left on Satur |Florida, returned home on Monday, |aeronautical engineering in the ser
tten will be sent out the First of
day evening’s train for Boston, where i coming by rail to New York, and from vice. What she does not know about
each month .
there to Augusta. Me. by auto, where airplane
j she will visit friends.
motors is
a
negligible
| Miss Josie Willett of Bar Harbor ! on account of the poor condition of the* (plant ity.
In addition, she; has a
Eroeat T. McLaughflln ol P resQ ue.js visitlng hel. s|8tL.ri j lrs
Thmnu, , roads they were obliged to leave their
natural bent for mechanics, raised to
tele waa in town Pridajr on business., Monoha„ Fl0rPnce Avt,
j car and return by train,
a high degree of efficiency by close*
Mrs. Ernest McFarl&ne of Davidson
Mrs. J. A. Donovan and young j Leo T. Spain, the Watkins man, 1ms study and much practice, until the*
« U doing business in Houlton, Satur daughter left Saturday night for a |renewed his contract with that eon: most involved and complicated probday.
i corn for 1920 and will continue to ; lems of motor mechanics are* as
visit with relatives in Boston.
CapL Farmer of the Salvation Army
Mrs. W. S. Blake accompanied by : serve his customers in the Southern ! simple to her as her A B ('.
w as in Sherman Mills. Thursday, on her mother, Mrs. Martin, returned I Aroostook territory as lie has during
; Miss Bailey is the only woman who
easiness.
home Friday from a visit in Boston.
>the past year and a half.
t even* ran a test of the famous Liberty
W . P. Mansur went to Boston, Fri
Please don't forget the Sale at the ' 12 airplane engine; is the only woman
Leon Coldbath and Gerald Golwell
day, where he will join his wife and left Thursday night for Waterbury Ct. I Congregational chruch, on \\ ednesda>,
! to undertake the calibration of club
daughter.
where they both have secured posi i April 28th. There will lx1 on sale, use- , propellers for testing purposes, and so
A large number of our citizens were tions.
j ful and fancy articles, a table of cook- far as is known, is the only woman
in Presque Isle Thursday, to attend
Mr. James Abemethv is seriously ! <>d food, and refreshments will be w h o
1i ; im t a k e n
lip
a e r o n a u t ie a 1
a Republican committee meeting.
ill with pneumonia at the home of his 1served during the afternoon.
engineering as a profession.
H. W . Hughes is moving from North j brother. Charles, on the Callaghan
Henry Dow. Ass t Train -Master.
Sin* is, at tin* present time*, acting as
street, to the house on Pleasant street \Road.
(Northern I)iv., who was injured last "mechanical assistant to the head of
formerly occupied by Percy Flinton.
Fred Mooers of Somerville, Mass., winter by the overturning of a snow the specification section of tin* bureau
Oeo. B. Dunn left last week for j a former resident of this town, spent
plow, wont to Bangor Monday to of construction and repair." although
Boston, where he attended the wed several days here last week on busi
consult, a physician in regard to bis her official rank is more* simply stilted
ding o f Miss Marjorie Dunn of Presque ! ness.
arm which fails to respond to the as "first-class draftsman." This is an
Isle.
\
| A large number of Attorneys from
accurate description as far as it goes,
treatment he has been taking.
The Unitarian Alliance will meet j all parts of the county are in Houlton,
Frank Rice, employed at Anderson's but it does not go nearly far enough.
with Mrs. W illiam C. Donnell this! attending the opening of the S. J.
In 1918 Miss Bailey was Doited
Shot1
Hospital, who recently under
Wednesday afternoon at the usual j Court.
went a serious operation at the Aroos State's army inspector in charge* of
time.
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. E. Thorne of took hospital, has sufficiently recover the1 test field office* and calibration
Charles Berry received two carloads , Island Falls spent (he Week-end with
ed to return to his rooms on Mechanic work of the* Nordyke-Mavmon Company
o f heavy team horses Thursday, among j Tyjrs Thorne’s parents, Mr. and Mrs.
street, and expends to return to bL of Indianapolis, which was e*ngag**d in

j School Association will hold

OF L O C A L I N T E R E S T

which were some splendid

matched . Jaok p orter

work in the course* of another week.

W. C. T. U.

who has lived here in Houlton some
15 years, left last week for Boston,
where he will locate; his family will
join him In a few weeks.
The regular meeting of the Rotary
«ta b at Elmcroft was observed as
Ladle’s night* and the wives of memor a lady were guests for the
■ M tin c . A »e ry Interesting program)
wan provided . . .

field. New Limerick, an Oakland car.
Christian Science services hold each
Sunday at 11 A. M., Presbyterian
church. April 25th, subject:
Proba
tion After Death. Wednesday at 7.8tt
F. M., Testimonial service.
Cordial

, |ayed f0r gome (our hours at Davidson.

Mrs., Deborah Chapman, who has
heen the guest of her parents, Mr. and
and Mrs. Geo. B. Dunn on Military
street, left Wednesday for Ashland,
where she will visit her sister, Mrs.
8awyer fqr fi few days before return
ing to her home in Bangor.
The aaptaei, Senior Play of Houlton
High School will be presented at the
Tem ple theatre on Thursday evening,
A p ril 22. The play Is a three-act
comedy "Engaged By Wednesday, ’
and to opa o t the best selections that
fcae ever been presented. The cast is
-eseeptkmally strong and is being

FOR
THE

IN F O R M A T IO N
NEAL

’ORTLAND

OVERCOME

TREATMENT.

Make Your Plana Ta Be Thera.
Write for literature about
thi»—Maine’* greatest event, (aao)
S T A T E o f M A INE C E N T E N N IA L
Publicity Dept.—City Hall—Portland, Me.

AT

I N S T I T U T E , 166
PORTLAND,

No. 133. On good street five
minutes walk from town, 7
rooms, bath, electric lights, fur
nace, shed and stable, good wall
and cellar with vegetable depart
ment, large piazza, nice dry lot
4x10 rods in fine location.
Don’t make any mistakes, come
at once.
J A C K IN S &

J A C K IN S

Real Estate Dealers
Houlton,
Maine

Singing

Talking

Dancing

Babe M illar

B.F. A.

Mrs. Thornton

C IG A R

The Tokio Girls Co.

Modern Methods
m Optometry
W H E N T H E ABOVE IS SAID IT IS

Prima Donna

ABOUT

lt*s the universal choice
o f all sm okers w h o relish
a good sm oke— A ll

ALL

ANY

REPUTABLE

OPTOM E TRIST C A N SA Y
W E W I L L GO A L IT T L E F A R T H E R
ND SAY

IF

THAT

YEA R S

T W E N T Y -F IV E

E X P E R IE N C E

IN

F IT T IN G

G LASSES C O U N TS FOR A N Y T H IN G

Prices 15, 25, 35c

THAT

OUR

STORE

IS

A

SAFE

PLACE TO COME TO

Plus the Tax

dealers.

FARMERS
are you getting
your milk?

all

the'

butte;

non;

;7

THE SHARPLES SEPARATORS
— skims clean at varying speed.
— has only one piece In the bowl to
wash.
! — has least parts to get out of order.
— has knee low supply tank
needs oiling only once a month.
Machine on sale at

HAMILTON GRANT CO.’S STORE
or by

LEONARD P. BERRY,

Phone 437-.! 1
613

Employment

Agency

------- ---------------------K en d a ll St.

l

H ig h G r a d e M en W a n te d as

?

Security Salesmen

i
<m our

11Ilf V selling for

tine.

are* twei or threw open
positions as sal
•n position.;ie*n for olde*r tip :i of the* right
W e s p e e d y older* men
i)e e a list*

sort.
they

will not lie considered.

Ships M en to all Parts o f M a in e— Best o f W a g e s

500 M en W anted
Farm ers H e lp a Specialty
J. F. F itzgerald, Prop.

NOTICE
Having taken over the F A R M E R S R E S T A U R A N T
on the corner of Military and Kendall Streets, I
wcml^
(ugvp my pldr patrons and a good
nutny new ones call onj*?e, where they (can get a
good squafe meal

R. P. JfclcNALLY

.Jt u ' d r r a n d ( >/>to m< { r i f f
.1fnrket St/.. Houlton

ill

To make pood at. this work, a man
must

lie aide to meet

terms.

Yet

fie must

D. P erry

What kind of corn are you going to

plant this year.

work need not apply.
tin*

people of our communi ti es

<{

NEAL

Comedians

Me>i under

*t

ABSOLUTELY

THE

to JULY5I

Moore & Mortimer

Men over :;<i who eanneit stand ban!

i <

of !

G E O R G E S. H O S K I N , A g e n t

pn>\<* more suece.ssful in our work.

Aroostook

BY

A Brilliant and Prettily Cos
tumed Chorus of Six Girls

passengers to visit their modern mill,
turning what would otherwise have
( been a very tedious delay into a pleasj ant occasion.— Commercial.
|
...... ■

Fean.

H A B IT

5

Cyclone Buck Dancer

Jspeak appreciatively of the kindness
j displayed toward the passengers by
Qra Gilpatrick and his brother E. E.
I Gilpatrick. They had coffee, milk,
|crackers, cheese, cookies and other
j cosmetibles brought to the train and
of fed all on board and also invited the

circle

If You are Interested in a Nice
Home, Read This

In addition to the Regular
Feature Pictures
Vaudeville Changed Daily

So ’s the

Ladle’s day at the Elks was a delghtffcl occasion at the regular April
Meeting.
A delicious supper was
served at « o’clock and at 8 o’clock
dancing was enjoyed until midnight,
when about fifty couples participated,

Mr. and Mrs. Ray Emerson
Island F alls were the guests of friends
In town for a few days last week.
Mrs. Emerfebn tvgi formerly Miss Doris
Prlde of this .toejbt and a teacher of
arasic tn the public schools for a few

_s

t

make this show the biggest and most

Drink-Drug

and S a t u r d a y
c

not

very
on

You like green corn,

of course, but perhaps you

best

have

had much success in raising it.

equal

is so. then you have not

he too good

to call on anyone*, teio edegant to work

seed.

not

If this

planted

my

I have a yellow and also a white

hard and steadily at all hours, under

sweet corn which has never failed to

all we*athe*r conditions, ove*r all kinds

nature for me

of roads, in big towns and small.

years.

Knowle*dg<> of securities not requireel. Selling experience desirable* hut
not. absolutely ('ssemtial.
The candidate' must have* a cle*an
record and must have.' proved on previous jobs that he was a WORKER.
If you are this sort of a man and you
want a position that entails plenty of
hard work, but pays expenses, a small
salary and a fair commssion—-but has
a real fu ture-w rite us giving full
facts about yourself.
Remember— to succeed on this job
the man must be high grade and will
ing to punish himself with work. The
position offers not only good payv but,
but a chance for advancement.
Send your application to the Securities Department,

Central Maine Power Company
Augusta, M ain e

to

attractive that has ever been held in

Jack Stillman

Spring is Here

welcome to all.
Bangor people, who were passengers
on „ & A traln that was recently de.

m e m b e r ot' ;i large* social

Thursday, Friday

a

are

young people in that city. She* is well
known in Boston and is a non-resident j
member of the* Business Women’s (Tub
and a member of the* Washington Busi
ness ;md Professional Women’s (Tub.

Vaudeville
5

The committees in charge

Miss Bailey is the* daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Walter B. Bailey of Glenwood j
avenue, Portland, and is a popular |

P IE A S A N T
AVENUE,
M E . P H O N E 4216.

D r e a m
T h e a tre

A p r i l 27, 28, 29, 30, M a y 1, 1920.

appointment to the* naval service. She ; Request for space may be addressed
is also carrying on special studies in , to Charles Abbott, Space Committee,
the George Washington University of i Fort Fairfield, Maine, and must be In
Wa hington in connection with aero-j not later than April 17th.
nautical engineering,.

ONCE.

Europe, ndurned liome* Saturday, word
Miss Hazel Porter, who is attending
having
beem n'ceived of the* improve1Aroostook State Normal School in
ment in her condition.
Presque Isle, was in town, at her home,
for the week-end.
Clyde Bell of Silver Ridge was in
town for a few days last week, the
On Thursday, April 8th, tin* meeting
guest of Mr. and Mrs. N. C. Estabrooke of the W. C. T. U. was well attended
Bxchange Hotel at Ashland and took ( Hey wood street.
and of much interest. A reading on
possession Monday morning.
John Stewart, who is employed in "How to Vote*” was both interesting
Friends of Thos. Monohan, Florence Portland, spent several days last week
and profitable*. The president gave* a
Ave., will regret to learn that he Is with his family, returning Monday to
brief talk on Red Letter Days.
■till confined to his home by illness, resume his duties.
The next regular meeting will be
and is trader constant care of his
S. L. White was in Portland last held with Mrs. C. B. Bonn. «Bowdoiu
physician.
week to attend a meeting of the street.
Robert H. Williams, who is a Executive committee of the Maine
student at the Harvard Law School, i Pharmeutical Assn.
GEO. INMAN
Arrived home Saturday to spend
a
The Circle of the Congregational
The body of Geo. Inman, who elie el
week’s vacation with his father, Dr. j ladies will meet this Wednesday P.
C. E. Williams.
j M. with Mrs. Frank Clark. Pleasant in Somerville, Mass., a former re*siele*nt
J. E. Robinson Company have added street. A good attendance' is hoped of this town, will be* brought to Houl
ton Wednesday, for burial which will
a new and up-to-date street peanut for.
and pop corn machine, which will be
Hibbard Bros, have just received lie* under the* direction ot Monument
A. M.. of which lie* was a
a great improvemet over the one four carloads of Mitchell ears, which Lodge* F.
formerly used.
they have unloaded and are* now on me'mbec.
W . P. Mansur has purchased of Mrs. exhibition at their show rooms on
Mr. Inman for many years wes
John Watson, her brick residence on Bangor street.
employed by the late John M Rice,
Charles street and will occupy it when
Hand and Harrington, the Mechanic in the* furniture* business.
he gives up his present home, which 8treet Ato (lea W s haV( recently sold
He* le*ave*s a widow, who was before
Mrs. Watson purchased.
marriage.
Blame
Bedyeu
of
to Ward Hand. New
Limerick, a her
Mr. W . A. Connolly of Grove street, Studebaker six. and to Williard Hat Montieello.
father.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Cassidy " ^
move this week to their new home on
North street, which he purchased
from H. W . Hughes.
W . R. Tyrell, who has been running
the hotel at Mars Hill, has leased the

FORT FAIRFIELD AUTOMOBILE
SHOW REED'S GARAGE

this section of the state. There will
j be a variety of entertainment and
i music. Latest models of motor cars,
: trucks, accessories, and tractors will
i be shown. Fancy booths of other dis
! plays and refreshments will be In
After the* discontinuance* of Liberty ; evidence. Special trains will be run
motor manufacture*, due to the* ending j and the big crowd will be there. Many
of the war, Miss Bailey entered the special features are being considered
employment of the Cadillac Auto- ; and everything will be done to make
mobile Company, in its Boston branch j the visitors have the time of their
where she remained until her recent} lives.

W R IT E

P*!**8J Sheriff Chas. E. Dunn is planning to
Douglas Wilson, who was called to
Miss Marian Williams, who is teach- 1put a ban on seujnR gasoline on Suning at the Aroostook Central Institute i
j llst w jien ^ Will g() jnto offtx t New York on account of the illness ot
his sister, Mrs. A. L.
Humbert
in
at Mars Hill, spent Saturday with h e r ! jt js not known

i
j

the* manufacture of Liberty airplane
engines for tin* United States aviation
service*.
The Deering high school of Port hind
where she took a scientific course, has
thi' credit of having given the prelimi
nary training to Miss Bailey’s mechani
eally gifti'd mind. She afterward studi
eel at a school for physical education
in Boston and at the* Michigan state
automobile school in Detroit.
Her
record at Detroit led to her acceptance
by the* government in the aircraft
production department.

during

the

past

nine

The ears are large and sweet

and the yield is abundant.
yu to try some of the seed

I advise
this

year

and enjoy your fill of corn.
Just a word about my wax pod pole
bean.

This makes the best for table

and can bean

on

the

market.

The

flavor is delicious and the pod is ab
solutely stringless.

Seeds of this are

scarce so get yours early.
Everything garden add flower seeds.

J®
Chadwick
Conservatories 16 H igh Str.
Houlton, Maine

F I o r i li t
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PAGE SIX

Again when he said, " I ’d rather depart
sues. It may be ignored, it may be the material world. Men and women
AFTER DEATH WHAT
and he with Christ which is far belter"
on
earth
are
attracted
by
their
own
put aside, but it persists.
What is
he intended to teach that, the con
REV. J. A. FORD EXPLAIN? it but the soul, the real man, asking kind.

nection between the departure of tlm
soul from the body and the arrive 1 in
Paradise with Christ was swift and
immediate. The same thing is true
with regard to the impenitent dead.
To summarize: The text proves that
soul
a
soul
that
Jesus
came
to
save1
.
life
all
the
conditio
s
of
a
wretched
Every normal man is concerned
the soul at death goes at once to the
but
a
soul
that
refused
His
divine
existence.
He
pa
n
ml
in
to
eternity
about what lies before him when body
unseen world of spirits. The condition
and soul are separated at death, and ministry of love and passed impeni with the sin disease u p o n him and sin
of
the soul then1 is determined by its
the spirit faces new and strange reali tent to its doom. That is a tragedy by its very nature brings pain and reattitude
towards the divine Christ in
morse.
Lazarus,
the
poor
beggar,
was
ties. Death is the one great certainty. over which angels might weep.
this world. Death hits not changed the
carried
by
angels
to
Abraham's
bos
W ith relentless foot he pursues us till j
P a s s e s to S p i r i t L a n d
om, a symbol of rest and protection soul itself. Tile one thing changed is
the last dread moment when he leaves
| Notice that our Lord promised tin* He was comforted and blessed, not be the sphere of activity. It is the same
us still and cold— a bit of lifeless clay.
penitent thief to meet him that day cause he was pool1, hut bormisr liD soul only transformed to another
But is that the end? Is the grave the
in Paradise. The original Greek here life had evidently prepared him for region. If thw soul preferred to live
final home of humanity? Have all our
is very simple and lends itself to no better things on the other side. Ju without Christ on mirth death will not
ambitions, plans and hopes no better
other meaning than that Christ, on das Iscariot went to "his own place'' alter that preference. I will live with
fruitage than a dismal mound in the
that very day, when the death scene bocanse there was no other place ter out Christ for all eternity. If the soul
cemetery? Surely not. All history, all
was over, would meet the penitent him. For three1 years In* had lived in whilo Imre, amid a thousand Christian
experience, all aspirations point to
thief in the spirit land. Efforts have tile holiest atmosphere tin* eoni pni influences, chose to ignore them all
another and a higher destiny for men.
been made to give this language a ionship of Jesus hut it made no vi and carry its burden of unpardoimd
God made man a living soul. That
different significance in tin* interests tal change in him. He lived and died sin into the spirit world, it will con
living soul is not a part of the bodily
of some favorite theory, hut as long a thief. For a sin-stained soul like tinue to he the unhappy victim of its
organism, but as distinct and separate
as reverend scholarship puts honest his Paradise1 would hold out no altr.m own mad choice. Our choices and
a » the pianist is from the instrument
interpretation above denominational tion. The1 young man on the cross affinities Imre and now point
with
on which he plays.
prejudice that passage will stand in went to Paradise1 because1 in the l a c 1 certainty to w hat will lie our sit tui
But after death what? That is the
support of the continuous, conscious of a howling mob he dareal to eon tion in tlm spirit world. Tim greatest
Question which like Banquo’s ghost,
existence of the soul after death. Not fess Christ and secure1 in that hour of problem of the hour then is a changed
will not down. It haunts men in their
at some indefinite date far in the horror the only sure remedy for sin
life, a now horn soul, one ready for til11
gayest hours. It Intrudes upon their
future, but on that very day in which thee pardoning powe'r and love1 ot ' awful issues of the spirit world. T h i s 1
pleasure and their business.
Like
the promise was given, Jesus and the
was why Jesus said to Nicodemus. the
Christ.
Poe’s Raven, it croaks its dismal mes
pardoned thief at His side, met in that
sage in the solitude of midnight and
But wheno and what is Paradise1 self righteous Jewish rabbi, "Marvel
place of happiness and security call
in the secret chamber. Some it drives
The* original word is of Pe rsian ori not that 1 said unto you, you must he
ed Paradise.
This passage then
to madness and suicide, and some to
gin and means a beautiful park plant horn again." Rev. J. A. Ford.
teaches definitely and absolutely that
penltense and a better life. But there
ed with tree's and carefully p r o b 'd -.
the moment the soul leaves the body
It stands— that awful interrogation
eed. The idea is cleu-r. Christ want
it passes at once to the spirit land, and
point, what Is there for me after life’s
eed the penitent thie*f to know that
Its happiness or misery is determin
fitful fever Is over?
they would mend that vt'ry day when
ed, not by its location, hut hut hv its
death had done; its work, in Paradise,
Only One Authority
previous spiritual condition.
a place1 of dedight and peace and eon
In attempting to answer the
This is a vital point. And right hero ge'nial fellowship. From this it would
tion there is only one reliable guide, j many men are pathetically misled. It
WAR SAYINGS STAMPS
appear that Paradise m not the tins!
.ISSUES BY THE
and that is the Bible. It is the great- js not what, is done for us through rit«'
liee;ive1n of the1 tode'emie'd, hut a plae.U N IT E D ST A T ES
est, indeed the only authority on the j or ceremony, however beautiful, it is
GOVERNMENT
where1 the1 re'de'emed . it! perfect 1<1' i
future of the soul. When our Lord not our obedience to mere human law
city, pass the time led woe-n death and
said to the penitent thief, "This day or our connection with any human
the resumed ion. It is rln1 region it:
shalt thou be with me in Paradise," society that fits us for happiness in
Hades or the- unseen world where U n 
he swept away by a single sentence the other land, hut it is what we are
happy dead await the- hour when the
all the quibbles and guesses of mere in ourselves--our obedience to the
lvsurre-ded anel glorifies! bodies and
human philosophy. In clear and def gospel of Jesus and the law of love.
the redeeuneel spirits are reunited
inite language he announced to all That, and that alone, makes life in the
and gathere'd te> tlrnir final heaven t o
the ages the fact of a future existence spirit land an experience of unending
THE WAY ONE LADY FEELS AFTr.fi
he fo iw e r with the Lord.
beyond the confines of death.
joy. The law of fitness is as infiexibb1
SUFFERING TWO YEARS
S o u ls Do N o t L in g e r
The tragedy of the cross was mov as the law of gravitation.
No unfit
ing towards Its awful climax.
The soul can enter paradise. Indeed, no
Tee suppose* that souls of the tlead
R. F. D. No. 1,
mob was watching the scene with fer unfit soul would want to enter it. linge'r some'where here1 on earth till
ocious interest when suddenly two Conscious unfitness on earth makes the1 resurrection is to suppose some*
o f the young men who hung on up- the companionship of the righteous thing without scripture1 basis. When
reared crosses side by side exchang unattractive
to
their
impenitent Paul said "Absent from the body,
ed swift words of Entreaty and prom friends. There is nothing in the mere present with the* Lord,” he1 meant an
ise. The penitent thief dimly realiz act of dying to alter this lack of instantaneous act. If not then the
ing the kindly character of the Divine spiritual affinity, and affinity in the simple language of the scripture does
Sufferer by hfs side, rose above tho spirit w’orld is as rigorous as it is in not
carry any definite meaning.
At the request of a subscriber, we with awful apprehension, about its
publish herewith a sermon preached own future home. There are trage
by Rev. J. A. Ford of American Falls,
Idaho, who for 10 years was pastor of dies in human life too horrible often
the Court street Baptist church in to be described, but after all there is
Houlton.
no tragedy like the tragedy of a lost

The same law pervails in the other
life. Each one gravitates to his own
place. The rich worlding went to a
place of anguish an misery and car
ried with him acro- the boundary of

ws.s.

ques-

Cannot Praise this
Remedy too Higiiiy

terrors of the mob and the bitter
sting of thirst and pain and said, "Lord
remember me when Thou comest in
thy kingdom.” It was his first and la3t
opportunity, and he grasped it like
a drowning swimmer would seize a
ttfo buoy, and the answer was hearty
and immediate, "This day shalt thou
be with Me in Paradise.” So here on
the cross the question— the one vital,
burning question of the hour between
into young men was the soul and its
deetiny. A ll down the path of his
tory the same qustion In some form
er other has trembled from the lips
at men face to face with eternal is

" T h e y m ay talk about their n e w fan gled

There’s Nothing So Good As

drinks but

TEAS
Formosa Oolong and India
Orange Pekoe and Ceylon

Convenient packages. Premium coupon in each.
Your neighborhood dealer sells them.
219
Thurston & Kingsbury Co., Portland, Maine

Judging from her letter, the mis
ery and wretchedness endured by
Mrs. Charlie Taylor,
Box 144, Dillon, S. C., must have
been terrible. No one, after read
ing her letter, can continue to
doubt the great healing power
of PE-RU-NA for troubles due
to catarrh or catarrhal conditions
in any part of the body. Her
letter is an inspiration to every
sick and suffering man or woman
anywhere. Here it is: “I suffered
two years with catarrh of the head,
stomach and bowels. Tried two of
the best doctors, who gave me up.
I then took PE-RU-NA and can
truthfully say I am well. When I
began to use PE-RU-NA, I weighed
one hundred pounds. My weight
now Is one hundred and fifty. I
cannot praise PE-RU-NA too
highly, for it was a Godsend to me.
I got relief from the first half
bottle and twelve bottles cared me.
I advise all ufferers to take
TE-RU-NA”
As an emergency remedy in the
home, there is nothing quite the
equal of this reliable, time-tried
medicine, PE-RU-NA. Thousands
place their sole dependence on it
l^r coughs, colds, stomach and
bowel trouble, constipation, rheu
matism, pains in the back, side and
loins and to prevent the grip and
Spanish Flu. To keep the blood
pure and maintain bodily streneJi
and robustness, take PE-RU-NA.
You can buy P E -R U -N A anyvhere in cit her tablet or liquid
: crm.

Just Where and How
Is the Money
to be Spent?

T

A businesslike A nswer to
a businesslike Question

HIRTY denominations cooperating in the Inter
church World Movement have budgeted their
needs. No business could have done it more scientifi
cally.
They have united to prevent the possibility of duplica
tion or waste. At least a million dollars will be saved
by the fact that thirty individual campaigns are joined
in one united effort.
Each denomination has arranged its budget under six
main heads:
I FOR T H E C H UR CH' S W O R K
I A T H O M K . A ■ o r e <A i t e m s c o m e
under this lieud. Consi der onl y one.
1-ive and a hal f mi l l i on peopl e i n i l i e
Uni ted ,S t at es c annot •ver. rend and
wr i t e the KnttIi• 11 l ; mc uag e. W h o is
tc our r v f o r w a r d this va s t w o r k
Ai ne r u c. i eat i on
t he

if

r.ot>

of
c hurch docs

F O R H O S P I T A L S A N D HOME S .
E v e r y y e u r t h e n a. d s o f men and
wo/r en serious] v ill a re t ur ned a w a y
f rom Church hospi t al s because of
lack o f room. T h e children' s homes
are c o mpe l l e d to t urn a w a y mor e
chi l dren t han t h e y can receive.

2

R H IG H ER E D U CA TIO N . Of
3FO
the 450,Of*1 American students in

in stitu tio n s of higher irrade, onehalf are in in stitu tio n s founded and
supported by th e C h u rc h e s M a n y of
these institutions have had nogreat

endowment campaigns, but their
needs are just as pressing as the
needs of larger schools; and you
have only to read their list of alum
ni and alumnae tomeasurethe value
of their contribution to America.

FO R RELIG IO U S TRA IN IN G . At
4least
12,000,000 children a .id y o u n g

people u n d e r 25 y e a rs of age are e n 
terin g A m erican life w ith o u t a n y
religious tra in in g at all. R e m em ber
ing the faith of W a s h in g to n an d
Lincoln, do you th in k t h a t A m erica
will co n tin u e to produce W a s h i n g 
tons a n d L in c o ln s if faith dies o u t
of ti e h e a rts of its vouth?
C I-OR T H E CH U R C H 'S W O R K
O ABROAD. Influenza c am e first
from th e O rient th irty y e a r s ago;
n e arly all plugim- are O rie n ta l
plagues. So l ong as Chi na has only
one physician to every 400,000people
the O rient will contin u e to be a
m enace. So long as one-third ofthe
b abies of India die before their sec
ond y e ar our own ba b ie s are not
safe. A Christian doctor or teacher
sent a broad is w orking for A m erica
a s tru ly as though he worked at

home.

PREACHERS' SAL AR IES. The
preacher is called the “forgotten
6
m a n ,” and well he may be. Eight

out of ten preachers are[paid lees
than $20 a week I

Each denomination has its own detailed budget, an d
will administer its own funds. Your pastor has copies
of the budget: examine them for yourself. In the week of
April 25th-May 2nd you will be given your opportunity
to help. You can do it with the full satisfaction of know
ing that every dollar of your gift has its post assigned
to it in advance.
E very dollar for better Am erica and a better world.

When your church calls on you give—and give with
your heart as well as your pocket-book.
United
Financial
Campaign

m
MM

cM NTERCHURCH
^forld Movement
‘”

ofShforth cAmerica
•• •*"'

f

advertisem ent is madt possible t ’s rou^’- the oepe*-jtion
of rb.v.'v denomination!.

nnn.noo

The results are aJ£
in favor of the car
owner:

T>1■iT; 1 v . : ' m i l 1 .Hid
.i -i ;c't i l i / n! <'i q . m i / . a i i o ’ i v.- ts
I n - c ! Ii. r

it he r ed
to

make

i his ; ire e x r l u s i v e l y.

B IG -SIX

Such specialization
is

T

H E whole appearance of the
BlG-SlX gives, unmistakably,
an id ea o f the beau ty and
strength that have been put into
it, and the well-nigh unlimited
power it is ready to produce at
command.

t y p i c a l

of

3

H t in c h

Firestone.
The plant capacity
is 16,000 a day.

T i r e

All Studebaker cars are equipped with
Cord Tires—another Studebaker precedent

HAND & HARRINGTON
CATE8' GARAGE
Mechanic Street

HOULTON

Most miles per dollar is a Firestone pledge to the big
owner as rveil as to owners o f light cars. See the
tier/' standard oversize Firestone Cord.

Quality at low cost;
strength and scien
tific balance; car
protection ; l o n g
life; most miles per
dollar.
Stop tire shopping..
Buy Firestones.

60*H. P. detachable-head motor; intermediate
transmission; 126-inch wheelbase, providing
ample room for seven adults.

“ This is a Studebaker Year’ 9

April 25th
to
May 2nd

car
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, Company and an object

of

pride

to

houses on the Canadian side of the
Skowhegan people.
boundary line. The result is that
The high water the last week of
CANADIAN BORDER TOWNS merchants in St. Stephen and MillMarc
h cam > and -vent without koine
The exchange situation is bringing i town N. B. arc doing a hitherto in-

THE EXCHANGE HELPS

any damage to tin construction work

renewed prosperity to towns on

the henrd of volu.no of business."
already completed. During February
“1 have just sold lour times as many
the heavy snows tied up the gravel
Canadian side of the New Brunswick
goods on one trip to St. Stephen and
Maine border and is having a depress- Milltown> N n.. as 1 sold all last shipments for making concrete, ami

T

the men on the job were sent to Ban
out the

effect upon the American bound year," declared a well-known
com
gor and other places to dig
mercial
traveller
during
a
discussion
ary line centres.
gravel needed so badly.
Just as rapidly as accommodations on the exchange situation at the Bar-

The gravel was dug out and put into
e«D be secured families are moving t kt!r House lasl evening. That gives
concrete construction just in time.
from the towns on the American 3l(l<> «
indication or the prosperity
On Monday, March 28, the river rose
has been
actually
shifted
of the border along the St. Croix which
to within a few inches of the top oi
across the boundary into New Bruns across the border and which many tile protecting cofferdam and tinally
wick and it looks as if the days were now believe will never go back again.
forced a leak through it. The, coffer
aver when the majority of the em* *on- Cleanei.
dam gradually filled with water, but
ployees at the industrial institutions
the concrete power units No. 1 and 2
St. Stephen and Milltown, N.
wer?1 finished above the water mark
would trek across the bridge with
D S f K P F R I T Y F A I ^F and no damage was dome
their bulging pay envelopes to spend
r R W r E W ll rA W t
Though the water was high for
their money in the United States.
America has entered an era of talse
several days, the thick ice above tie*
Taking advantage of the high rate prosperity, Frank A. Vanderlip, formSkowhegan dam did not go out ami
• f exchange many people have with- ly president of the National City Bank has not yet broken up. For a peculiar
drawn their savings from banks in >of New York, declared. Mr. Vanderlip ; reason, the ice above the Skowhegan
various parts of New England, and enroute to Japan, where in connection j
dam always goes out on a Sunday.
transferred the money into banks in j with a committee of financiers, he will j
This is because the mills shut down
New Brunswick, where their deposits j investigate conditions governing trade j
on that day and the water backs up
have thus been swelled. This has n o t ! relations between the United States
above the dam and forces the ice to
•■ly been done by people employed j and the Orient.
j
break up and starts it down stream
te the border Industries, but also in j "There are three things upon which i
The cofferdam has once more been
some cases by persons who have re- i real prosperity must be based," he
pumped out and work on power Uni;
tired upon their means. One man, for j said.
"These are ample
capital, j
No. 3 is under way.
The engineers
instance, transferred $115,000 from efficient labor and an application of i
report they an1 well along with their
Massachusetts to a bank in St. Ste-! sound economic principles. W e are :
work and, barring unforseen difficul
phen, bought a fine residence there, j prosperous today in face of all three I
ties the station should be completed

at

Do not leave

j fundamentals and our prosperity is and tur ni ng out p o w e r by Oct obe r 1.
false as well as dangerous,
1 “Incomes today are larger than ever
before. Profits are larger. Yet fresh

so

important

duty

to

guess work call and examine our nice
display

of

stones in the

Monuments

and

different

designs

Head
and

finish.

^DECLARES AMERICA’S

paid all the expenses of moving his
family and then had considerably
more Canadian dollars in the bank at
St. Stephen than he had American dollars there.
'There are a lot of banks along the
harder In the Maine towns which are
absolutely wobbling just now us a re
sult of the withdrawal of deposits,"
declared the manager of one of the
biggest industrial plants along the St.
•ro ix river when in Fredericton the
ether day. “So many
withdrawals
have been made by people wishing to
take advantage of the exchange situ
ation that it is questionable whether
all of the banks and trust companies
will be able to stand the strain. At
■hatport, Me., for instance, the fisher
men from Canadian islands, who have
hitherto kept their accounts at Eastpart, are now being paid in American
•■rrency there and are taking tbe
meney back to St. Andrew’s and other
tpwns in New Brunswick and depositig the funds in Canadian banks, thus
benefiting from the exchange situiN m . W ith a discount on the Cana
dian dollar charged by the stores in
fM a ia and Milltown, Me., our emp b y w i are now spending their pay
M i
the merchants and business

H E selection of a monument
from a picture is often very un
satisfactory when marie by the
unexperienced.

You will find it more

satisfactory

to

select tbe material by seeing it made
up then from a small sample and the
size that best suits your requirements

H oulton G ranite &
M arble W orks

can be better understood.
Our prices are the lowest when mea
sured by the quality of our work and

Show Room, Bangor St.
W. H. Watts
Telephone

service rendered.

Opening evenings from 7 to 8.30.

J

E

M
’J W

U litA S

capital for business enterprise is les>
available than ever before. The chief
reason for this is t hi > go vermnent
taxes.
"But even were taxes redu red. th”
situation would not iu soui;d. Tl- ■
consens us is that abor is CD Pel' cent
efficient . There is no non employment
today. And yet. d< spite t lis fact. our

product ivity is low-er tli in it has ■vetbeen.

"The inflation of our Cl ire ncy

and

of bank credit has more tl an anvt hing
else been responsible for th* 25 per
cent rb e in prices in the last six
years."

CENTRAL MAINE POWER CO.
John Calvin Stevens of Portland
has been appointed consulting archi
tect for the Central Maine
Power
Company to design the power-house
that Is to be built at Skowhegan and
he is already at work on the plans
for making the station building a
structure of beautiful and dignified
lines that will make it a credit to the
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have arrived, and are on exhibition at

■

our Sales Rooms. W e cordially invite
you to inspect them, even if you do
not intend to buy, also the F B ami 490
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Chevrolets and Trucks.
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Used cars at bargain
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The Determining Influence
Among Motor Cars
NLY things of acknowledged worth can acquire and
retain the prestige of leadership. The world is not dis
posed to patronize failures; but it is quick to emulate success.
Consider the recent marked changes in the design and con
struction of motor cars. Then recall which car it was that
first introduced these striking advancements.

O

r

C o le Creations Strike N e w N o te

Hibbard
Bangor

panel; the high Acknowledged as the sponsor o f the pres
corners at the rear; the ent vogue in motor car design as well as
valanced top; the keen aeroline from stem a leader in mechanical achievement, the
tt> item have become the outstanding
Cole cAero-ElGHT is seasons ahead.
characteristics o f motor car designing.
Its prestige is being retortified again and
All o f these trace their origin to the Qole again by the determining influence it con
cAero-ElGHT.
tinues to exercise over the works o f its
T h e low bevel-edged body

Bros.

cowl; the square

St. G orage, H oulton

Aspinwall No. 3
Potato Planter

Aerotype construction with its attendant

contemporaries, who have accepted Cole

r5*ooo miles on tires; its wealth o f reserve

standards as the ones to w h ich they,

power, its tenacious road adherence; its

themselves, would build.

increased gasoline economy; its swift ac
celeration and wide range o f performance

W ith new

Fertilizer

first

any amount of fertilizer de

posited beneath the seed.
jury to plant life.

A n d with the ow nership o f the QoU qA ctwpossession o f a thing w hose worth is ac

And eurotype construction was
applied
to the automobile by Qole engineers.

Attachment,
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E i g h t goes that feeling o f pride in the

have elevated automobile standards.

io w i

ifsavasaastaasii

ilMiaiBMMaaai

know ledged by the eagerness o f others as
follow its example.

No in

H. G. DIBBLEE

Aspinwall Plant

Houlton

er saves— the time, the necessity,
the labor, the expense of one man

(DOLE MOTOR CAR COMPANY, INDIANAPOLIS, U. S

every day

Call and Look It O ver

T h e r e >s A T o u c h O f T o m o r r o w I n A l l C o l b D o e s .T a p a X

John N. Adams, Agent

•!•••••!
•••■•(

14 Heywood Street
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There is to be no Movement of Northern Baptists, which luck,'' and I saw him stop to fling
pecuniary reward, but that matters I will be furthered by the fund, are some of his dinner on the ground. in their good moods they protect idiot
child ren.
P D i F N n A k in c n c neutralized and soon s ot tired of'
rKIC»nil Aflll rUCi;fighting the never-ceasing intrigues. little, for Mount Holyoke girls are ac- Christian work among the foreignborn His companions did the same. Thus My landlady one day, when I put the
editor of Vorwaerts our Republican Leaders’ League grew customed to give their services free ; of the United States, expansion of the*y prop’ tated fate. For your Cornish
loaf of bread upside down on the plat
i religious and educational institutions minor is superstitious.
id founder of the “ Republican Mili- stronger every day, but unfortunately for many causes.
ter, rushed forward, put it right, an i
When
the
Episcopal
home
needed
!
supported
by
the
denomination,
A horseshoo placed on machinery
turjr Leaders' League,” gave
the nearly all our members were retired,
said
with a horrified tone. “ Oh, mi&s,
shingling, they were at once ready for increased salaries and pensions for and touched by each worker four
following explanation of the present not active, officers.
and you’d firing a ships to distress!”
tin'
task,
and
they
did
it.
All
their
ministers
and
missionaries
and
enlargtimes in succession will bring luck.
Strong in Only Three Places
•confused situation:
— London Mail.
To trace* a cross on the side* of a nnne
“ Only in three places were our mem spare time they spent on the roof of ed foreign mission work,
Only yesterday 90 per cent of the
that home until they had made it
M o r e than
three-quarters of the
why, no one knows is unlucky: and
German people fought shoulder to bers in commanding positions. Ham
Notice of First Meeting of Creditors
waterproof.
When
influenza
came,
fund,
or
$7(5,000,000,
will be spent in if a black goat or white rabbit be
burg.
Meklenburg-Strelitz,
and
Schwer
shoulder against reaction.
Then
In the District Court of the United States
when
the
farm
labor
shortage
became
this
country
during
the
next
five
seen,
then
an
accident
is
ne*ar.
in.
Col.
Lange,
who
was
commanding
suddenly, as Kapp and other conspira
for the Northern Division of the Dis
acute, again they worked and often years and. of this amount, $110,000,000
To go underground with shoes on
tors disappeared, arose the Bolshevist in Schwerin, read a telegram from
trict of Maine.
In Bankruptcy.
for
no
recompense
excet
the
pleasure
lms
be*eu
sot
aside
for
the
elevelopthey say, drives all the mineral out of In the matter of
danger. Here the ways of Social Luettwltz two days before the revolt
of assisting others.
ment of 49 Baptist schools am! colleges the* mine.
Whistling in the mine John FI. Whiteneek
In Bankruptcy
Democrats and Republicans generally asking him to report immediately in
The reason for the present shortage Of the* $24,000,001) allotted to the vexes “ the* knockers” spirits who
Bankrupt
|
Berlin.
In
this
way,
which
they
tried
parted from those of the Independent
of feminine help is, of course, largely foreign mission field, a large part will once were Jews and, having e rue-ifie'd
To the creditors of said John H. WhiteSocialists and Communists with whom successfully in several other cases,
a result of the college's inhaiiity to be* e*xpe*nded in providing adequate* Je'sus, were doomed to work in these* neck of Caribou in the conty of
r a ly yesterday they faced a common they hoped to put Col. Lange out of
Aroostook and District aforesaid bankrupt
the way; but, arriving in Berlin, he compete in wages with the factories hospitals, schools and institutions for tin mines anel knock endlessly at tieeaemy.
Notice is hereby given that on the lTth
got wind of Kapp’s plan, returned to of Holyoke ami Springfield. In the case natives in Far East and Africa.
walls of their prisons. You may hear day of April. A. I). 1920, the said John
4Dec la red Enemies of People'
Dr. John Y. Aitehison, director them sing carols on Christmas morn H. Whiteneek was duly adjudicat
Schwerin by airplane and held the of male* labor the- situation
-•■*-'*•-— is even
"‘But the situation became still more
ed bankrupt and that the first meeting ®f
worse. Ground tenders and firemen, gem*ral of the* nation-wide movement J ings.
#
city
against
the
monarchist
conspiracy.
complicated. Some troops, like Col. |
creditors will be held at the office of FJ4who
already
are
paid
amounts
equal
with
headquarters
in
New
York,
stai
“ Since the monarchist outbreak the
The* Cornish fisherman, too, has win c. Vail, in Houlton. on the 8th dap
Srhardt’s Balticuni forces were de-1
to tlu* salaries of instructors and ed recently that “ Christianity faces as 1
weird beliefs. Specter ships shrouded of May, A. I).. 1920, at 10 o'clock in the
•clared enemies of the people, having j members of the Republican Leaders'
associate professors often leave* the* great a e*risis today as the* Uniteal
in mist, they will tell you even today, forenoon at which time the said crediters
•enlisted under von Kapp’s flag for a army will be thoroughly reorganized
may attend, prove their claims, appoint a
college. The ground tenders finel that States elid in April, 1917. Thf*re> is no
and
only
such
officers
and
men
may
are always seen before a wreck, and trustee examine the bankrupt and trans
monarchy. These troops had provoked
at
Holyoke,
a
nearby
city,
they
can
solution
for
the
world’s
ills except spirits
act such other business as may properly
the masses to such a degree that continue to serve who absolutely re
get 90 cents a day more for doing odd straight-from-the-shoulder unmeKlifi<*d
fused
to
serve
under
Luttwitz
for
come before said meeting.
storms and dangers coating.
their hatred turned against all uni
jobs than the* college pays them.
Christianity.
Dated at Houlton, April 17th 1920.
forms. W h o was to tell them. ‘These Kapp. Already the government of
Mermaids are believed in, and it is
It will not be surprising if those
E D W IN L. VAIL.
Stuttgart
has
taken
steps
to
reform
men are your friends or at least not
said their combs charm away disease.
Referee in Bankruptcy.
girls who line* up each morning before
the
army,
which
will
be
its
first
and
your enemies and those are serfs of
their
cedle'ge*
hem
se*
bulletins
to
see
monarchy and reaction.’ The hatred principal task on returning to Berlin.''
whose turn it is to care* for the rooms,
K»f the people could not distinguish
and whose* to elust the* halls, anel
Carrying lanthorns
anel
lunch,
*nd that is why here and there the
whose* to te*nd the* door it will not be* baskets, four Cornish miners passed
masses even attacked
bodies o f
surprising if those* girls who shingle*el my home* in the bleak light of one*
soldiers that had undertaken to defend
home*, become* this morning recently and suddenly one*
Mt. Holyoke Girls Shingle Roof, Cook the* Episcopal
them against bolshevism. The sudden
spring the volunteer lawn mowers for exclaimed, “ A snail! Well, Imre's for
and Sweep
•change of front in two directions
the* college*. They may get no pay.
When the cooks walk out of the
against bolshevism and the Balticum
but they will have the* satisfaction of
B A N K R U P T 'S PETITION FOR
was too much for the people, whose kitchen at Mount Holyoke College the
DISCHARGE
knowing that whatever they can save*
college
girls
walk
in.
Even
the
house
political trainings are too new yet.
In the matter of
[
for the* (*olle*ge* will go into the $.'1,000,- H a r r y B. Ht vwc r
Iri Bankr upt o y
'The Stuttgart government, the So maid is becoming a member of an ex
000 (*ndowim*nt and building fund of
Bankrupt |
•cial Democratic party and regular tinct species in this place, th<* seat of
their alma mate*r, the* oldest edima- To the Hon Clarence Hale, Judge of the
District Court of the United States for
trade unions all declared the strike the college. The college girl is her
tioaal r v f i t ’it’V"! for women of its
the!district of Maine.
•over, but the Bolshevist elements in own maid and her own waitress -even
KAItltV
B. B R E W E R
of
Houlton
kind in tlie* country.
in
the
county
of
Aroostook,
and
the labor organizations spread hand- her own cook.
State of Maine, in said District respect
In spite of the added work, the
-bills by millions
fully represents that on tin* .'.th day ot
BAPT?SI CAMPAIGN
twos declaring
; Mount Holyoke girl thinks she has hit
November, 1919, last past, in- was duiy
Central Maine Power Company 7
Henry
('.
G
;
m
*
i
of
H
<
ulto
*,
ii.r.
I
k
i
adjudged bankrupt under the Acts ot
Unne till ntllltary
j upon the ideal condition.
No more
Congress relating to Bankruptcy; that
per cent Cumulative Preferred Stock
•dafsated and till all
1does she have to set her chamber in apjn inted d im ior in Aroostook county he has duly si irrendered all his property
of
the
campaign
in
which
Baptist
=
and
rights of property, and has fully
lions were replaced
This ; order before the maid enters in the
complied witn all the requirements of
pays 6 1-2 per cent net.
bolshSYlst maneuvre
large 1morning as was her custom in the throughout, the north and west seek said Acts and of the orders of Court
touching
his
bankruptcy.
IF to the general
'
for she used to feel so ashamed to raise $100,000,009 between April 2a
Wherefore he prays, That he may lie
To 2,600 investors, 95 per cent of
as the people think
' her books and papers were careless and May 2nd. He is organizing local decreed by the Court to have a full disu
charge
from all debts provable against
churches
much
the
same
as
communi
wen in the Berlin
j ly strewn about the desk or articles
them in Maine, that rate of return
his estate under said bankruptcy Acts,
such debts as are excepted by
anridence that a
j clothing on the furniture that, fie ties were organized during the great except
law from such discharge.
seems just about right—safety, taxreaUy exists.
|
she admitted the chamber-maid, war work drives.
Dated this 9th day of DnceMb.r. A In.
Among the aims of the New World 1919
day* the paralysis
o f ' it was her custom to clean the room,
officers In the army were

K R U N MIXES

completely come necessary.

Herr Kuttner.

of lost sailors give warning of

WEIRD BELIEFS OF
CORNISH MINERS

LABOR SCARCITY
HITS COLLEGES

Savings Bank Safety and
62 per cent Net.

with forged signa
the strike must condictatorship was
military organizaby civilians.
contributes
confusion, especially past,
the officers and if
streets are ample
military dictatorship of
However, within a few fore
of all ways
•communication will be over and we ! But the maid is going. The college
shall have convinced the people the ; is already short 24 women for dormi•daager of reaction Is conquered and j tory service. The latest exodus has
that they may go to wortf again. The ! been among the cooks. The college
railways are starting, even now, and girl has not had previous experience
postal employes are returning to their as a cook, but of her own volition she
desks. The newspapers will b e is getting it now. Into the kitchen she
'published soon. They would have has strayed, and with the desserts she
been out before if it wasn’t for a meets her initiation. Whatever she
'partial strike for wages,
which can do takes just so much burden from
•coincided with the general strike the house superintendent who recently
against reaction.
Fighting Not Serious

mfleers?"

Bankrupt.

ORDER OF NOTICE THEREON
•Wsttict of Maine. Northern Division, ss
Oa the 17th day of April, A. I)..
rttM, «a reading the foregoing petition,
it to—
•Ordered_ by the Court, That a hearing
be had upon the same on the 28th day of
1920, before said Court
sy> A
A.. D.,
I
■ay.
aagov la said District, Northern
mt
at 10 o’olock lu the forenoon;
Mivtoton*at
notice thereof be published In
id _
J u t ao
i M• HouHon Times, a newspaper printed
ra said District, Northern Division, and
that all known creditors and other peria Interest, may appear at the said
and show cause, If any
O o have, why the prayer of said petl
l auar should not be grant ‘
the Court,
Farther Ordered
i
Clerk
to all1 known creditors copies of aal<
and
this order, addressed to
jad thl
at their places of residence

bI

the Honorable Clarenoe Hale,
of the sold Court, and the seal
i, at Bangor In the Northern Divlof aaid District on the 17th day of
AffB, A. D„ 1920.
Oa t )

_________S H E E H A N ,

T L & r fiS 3 K * l l S i ^

of

First

Meeting

of

Creditor*

In the matter of
(toorge B. Bat 1 ersen

|
i

B;t n k rii] >ti•v

Bankrupt, f
Ti ) tin- i■ivdit i*rs nt .-;i id <L K<- B.
terson m]
EiistMii in tli*
c'"-iiit y Mt
Aroostook and District aforesaid, h 'i nk -

rupt.
Notice is hert-bv giv> u that on t

171!;

meeting of creditors will he held at the

Hall and Towles office of Edwi n L. Vail, in Houlton. on
Lodge as co-operative houses, doing the Nth day of May. A. D.. I!'.'", at
virtually all the work. They are allow 10.00 o'clock in the forenoon at which
ed a rebate of $80 a year in their time the said creditors may attend
college expenses for doing one hour's prove their claims, appoint a trustee,
examine the bankrupt and transact such
work a day. In other halls about 30 other business as may properly come be
girls are employed as waitresses, fore said meeting
Dated at Houlton. April I 7:11 192".
earning about $60 a year. But these
E D W IN L. VAIL,
are examples of girls earning a part
Referee in Bankruptcy
of their college expenses and not of a
lack of hired help.
At the present time all the girls art*
cleaning their own rooms. Whatever
maids there are do the scrubbing and
the heavier work of cleaning halls and
verandas.
Cooking i s a modern
achievement for the girls, pre< ipated
by the loss of the cook in Wood bridge
Hall. As a labor of love for the head
of their house the girls at once
volunteered 100 per cent, strong to do
their best to relieve the situation.
Not only do they care for their
rooms and, neatly aproned in white
9erve the meals, but they wash the
silverware and serve as a mobile j
emergency force ready to direct their j
efforts to the kitchen or any place
where assistance may suddenly be-

Not a

Moving Picture

B

BREWER,

Bankrupt
ORDER

OF

NOTICE

THEREON

District of Maine, Northern Division, ss
<ui tin- 17th day of April,
A
D .
192('i, on i-t-ading the foregoing petition,
it is Ordered by the Court,
That a hearing
be had upon the same on tin* JMh day of
May, A. D., 1920, hefor*- said • 'o
at
Bangor in said District, Northern
Division at 10 o'clock in the forenoon
and that notice thereof be published ir
the Houlton Times, a newspaper p r i n t e d
in said District, Northern Division, and
that all known creditors and other p e r 
sons, in interest, may appear at tin* said
time and place, and show cause, if an-,
they have, why the prayer of said peti
tioner should not lie granted.
And it is Further Ordered by the Court
That
the
<Merk
spall
send
bv
mail to all known creditors copies of s.-p"
petition
and this order, addressed t them
at their places of residence a>
stated.
Witness the Honorable Clarence I ) ad
j ud ge of the said Dourt. and tin* seal
thereof, at Bangor in the Northern Divi
sion of said District on the 17th d a y ■,(
April. A. D , 192".
(L. S.)
ISABEL SHEEHAN.
Deputy Clerk
A true copv of petition and order thereon
Attest: I S A B E L S H E E H A N ,
Deputy Clerk

exemption and other things considered.

€jj After all is n’t 6 1-2 per cent a fair
return, when you can feel sure of get
ting it, A L W A Y S ?
<J If savings bank safety and 6 1-2
per cent net interest you, why not
drop a card for more information?

Central Maine Power Co.
Augusta, Maine
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FISHER'S l ATEST ^GREATEST SUCCESS

fT ~ >

Not a
M oving Picture

Hey wood Theatre - Wednesday, Apr. 21, J20.

B A N K R U P T '8 P E T IT I O N

FO R

T w o and O n e-H alf Hoursjof'Prolonged "G iggles” with assorted Screams

D I8 C H A R G E
In the matter of
1
John W. Clark
In Bankruptcy
Bankrupt.

"There were plenty, but when other
•afleers and 1 formed the Republican To the Hon. Clarence Hale, Jufltro of the
District Court of the United States for
■llltary Leaders' League the unrealiz the District of Maine.
ed reaction was already so strongly
JOHN W. CLARK of Presque M<*
entrenched that few of the Republican In the County of Aroostook,
and
BANKRUPT'S PETIltON FOR
. DISCHARGE
la (he matter of
I
■well 1. Knapp
| In Bankruptcy
Bankrupt |
To the Hon Clarence Hale, Judge of the
District Court of the United States for
the District of Maine.
KLWBLL
I.
KNAPP
of
Ea.ston
Ha the county o f Aroostook,
and
•State of Maine, In said District respect
fully represents that on the 21st day of
February, 1920, last past, he was duly
-adjudged bankrupt under the Acts of
•Coiurrees relating to Bankruptcy; that
be baa duly surrendered all his property
:and rights of property, and has fully
•compiled with all the requirements of
rssid Acte and of the orders o f Court
-.touching his bankruptcy.
Wherefore be prays, Th at he may be
•decreed by the Court to have a full dls<h*rge from all debts provable against
This estate under said bankruptcy Acts
•excent such debts as are excepted by
•law from suoh discharge.
Dated this 14th day of April, A. IX. 1920.
ELWELL I. KNAPP,

Notice

Tn tlit* District Court of the United States
for the Northern Division of the Dis
trict of Maine. In Bankruptcy.

had to become cook for one of the day of April, A. D. 192". tli
said
college dining halls.
Cit-orge B. Batt**rson
\\n.~. duly
ad
For a long time Mount Holyoke judicated bankrupt; and that the first

reports
suburbs, j Sir\s have run Safford

‘According to the latest
from Berlin districts and
there is still fighting between troops
and crowds bat not serious. W e hope
to have the capital sufficiently under
control to guarantee the safety of life
and property. The same may be said
•of most of the provincial cities except
the Ruhr district, where bloody battles
ago being sought. But unless unforseen trouble arises bolshevism in Ger
many will share the fate of mon
archism."
"W ill Noske continue as war minilster?” Herr Kuttner was asked.
"Noske connot remain, because his
•own party unanimously demands his
retirement. He had been warned by
myself and many o f his own officers,
■•t he believed his generals had got
erase enough to realize that any such
movement as that of Luettwitz was
%otmd to share the fate of the
Korniloff rising in Russia, which end
e d with bolshevism. Just in the nick
e f time Kapp conspirators were de
feated and we are still convinced we
ehall be able to save Germany from
Btaeln's fate, but we have only just
reached the top of the crisis and it is
by no means over."
"Why did Noeke select only Luett'will, Belltzes and Belows for high
places? Were there no Republican

HARRV

State of Maine, in said District resppei fully represents, that no the 2Gth day - f
December, last
past,
he was
duly
adjudged bankrupt as aforesaid
under
the Acts of Congress relating to Bank
ruptcy; that he has duly surrendered
all his property and rights of property,
and has fully complied with all the re
quirements of said Acts and
of
the
orders of Court touching his bank
ruptcy.
Wherefore he prays, That he may lie
decreed by the Court to have a full dis
charge from all debts provable a g a i n s t
his estate under said bankruptcy Acts,
except such debts as are excepted by
law from such discharge
Dated this 7fh day pf April. A. !>.. pc’ii.

Lively, Catchy Music— a bevy of Pretty
Chorus Girls who can both sing and dance.
A company of clever Comedians and the
w o r l d ’s famous Cartoon Creations
them
selves, “ Mutt and Jeff” in an entirely New
Comedy which i:; truly a t< rnado of mer
riment.
Bud Fisher’s latest and best series of his
famous Cartoons will be the next attract
ion ' a bo seen at this theatre.
L is r a i d to b e o n e o f t he g r e a t e s t l a u g h ,nr

“ C i r h e ” /how.-;

son

Deputy Clerk.
A true eopy of petition and order thereon
Attest:
ISABEL SHEEHAN
Deputy Clerk.

here

t h his

sea

MUTT and JEFF IN NEW GUISE
'even se a so n s o f v e r i t a b l e t r i u m p h
b f o r th
c o m e s h a cr•k
Ninth Season

JOHN' w . <m ,.\h ::

Iiankrup!
ORDER OF NOTICE THEREON
District of Maine, Northern Divisinn. on the 17th day • f A* t il.
\
1920, on reading the foregoing 1 >•-• i*i* •:
it In Ordered by the Court, That a b e a r i n '
be* had upon the same on the 2Sth day «‘f
May, A. D., 1920, before said C o u r t
at Bangor In said District,
Northern
Division at 10 o’clock in the forenoon
and that notice thereof be published In
the Houlton Times, a newspaper printed
In said District, Northern Division, and
that all known creditors and other per- j
sons in Interest, may appear at the said !
time and place, and show cause, if any
they have, why the prayer of said peti- |
tloner should not be granted.
And it Is Further Ordered by the Court, :
That
the
Clerk
shall
send
by ,
mail to all known creditors copies of said !
petition and this order, addressed to j
them at their places of residence as [
stated.
!
W itness the Honorable Clarence Hale. |
Ju£ge o f the said Court, and the seal .
thereof, at Bangor in the Northern Pivl- 1
sion of said District on the 17th day of |
April, A. D„ 1920.
!
(L. 8.)
ISA B E L SHEEH AN.

i ooked

h -i:

po ien n ial success “ M u tt and J e f f ”

enJre new dress, entitled “ M u t t a m i
Jeff’s Dream” which will form a b .el:
ground ior Bud Fisher’s inimitable char.“ c.ers, which easily assume the credit of
the greatest and most durable success in
the Cartoon World. The new production
:'n an

is an innovation emboding
the thrill of the melodrama,
harmonious art of musical
equipment, are absolutely
All in all, “ Mutt and Jeff's
show world.

about a..
. . ...a t'' of standard amusement,
the side split ng situations of farce comedy and the
comedy. The story, music, costumes, lyrics and scenic
new and the company is one of the best ever offered.
Dream” will give up to the title of the one big hit of the

Prices 50c., 75c., $1. plus the tax
Heywood Theatre, Wednesday, Apr. 21, *20.
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1 AGE NINE

but that of all others, whether taxed ! its Quantity, our consumption inereas- jng triumph in a well-conceived creaor not. and with which, at first sight, i ed by universal luxury, and the tion. The savory especially is imit seems to have no manner of connee-, «»PPlies. which we used to receive portant as the grand finale. No true

FINANCIAL NEWS
C x m w T a x es Destroy Enterprise

MAKE PHONOGRAPH
HEARD TWO MILES OFF

The instrument is known
“ Stentorphone”—after

as

Stentor,

the
the

Greek herald, who had a voice like
tion Thus, for instance, a tax on ; *>•<>»» poorer countries now also grown ; epicure would eat dessert after it.
Increased production, extravagance
A British engineer, with more
candles must raise the price of a coat,; i'i(‘h, greatly diminished, the present
-What, is the most delicious food?
thunder.
eradicated, and more thrift, are the
of all the necessaries Well. everybody to his taste, although application than mercy, has invited
Compressed air and a patent sand
leading subjects, of public addresses, or a pair of breeches; because, out of |oxorbititnt price
no wonder.’
many people would find it hard to an a phonograph the volume of sound of
and the crying need for them is being these, all the taxes on the candles of j ot hfe (‘an ,K
box
are the secrets of the invention.
J. S. HAT HE & ( ’ (). swer the question offhand. A good cut which, it is asserted, will equal that
drilled into people on every occasion, the wool-comber, weaver and t h e !
off a joint roasted in old English of Sousa's orchestra the night the The air is supplied by an electric
bat it is like publicly calling upon a tailor, must be paid. A duty upon ale
motor, and when it passes through a
fashion on a spit what could he
starving man to work harder. Enter must raise the price of shoes, because
States went dry; reproduce a lifelike
better?
small valve controlled by the gram
prise, which is the only source of from them all the taxes upon ale drank
impression of a modern battle or make
“
A
slice
of
undercut
of
sirloin
of
hoof
by
the
tanner,
leather-dresser,
and
ophone needle- ordinary records and
increased production, is being bled
Dining out may or may not become
possible an Ulsterman's speech at a
needles are used— it expands and
white of capital, and capital is the shoemaker, which is not a little, must a lost art in a country bone-dry by done in a turn with its proper accompaniments.
not
forgetting
horse-radish
Sinn
Feil1
meeting.
Excess
j
be
refunded.
No
tax
is
immediately
creates
a burst of noise that in the
bta-blood of enterprise. The
constitutional amendment. But dinner
sauce and Yorkshire pudding (which
The latest and loudest form of mu case of vocal selections far surpasses
Profits tax and hug© surtaxes are j laid upon corn, but the price of it
, giving will persist for a while at least,
licking up, In a great flame, the sur- Jmust necessarily be advanced, because from mere force of habit. And while alas! so few cooks out of Yoskshire sical horror is tin* invention of PI. A. the original.
make really well), a saddle of mutton
p b u earnings of big people and cor- j out of that, all the innumerable taxes
The most entertaining result was
it does, the selection of the food is
Gaydon, a member of the staff of the
or lamb, sizzling hot, a loin of young
poratlons who have always heretofore paid by the farmer on windows, soap,
obtained when a vocal record was
i even more important than .1 used to be
pork with crisp cracklings, a suckling Creed Cable Company. • He tried it out turned on. The artist was Sir Harry
tarnished the funds for enterprise and |candles, malt, hops, leather, salt and
when the thirst was artfully entertain
a
suckling pig, roast goose with sage on his surprised neighbors in a Lon Lauder and the song “W e Parted on
fo r enterprises, new and old. B u sl-) a thousand others, must be repaid: So
ed with alcohol. A writer in the Lon
and
onions, a pretty little duckling don suburb. The tune played was the Shore”—and it sounded like the
that
corn
is
as
effectually
taxed
as
if
extravagance (witness the huge
don Daily Mail has this to say:
served
with green peas— any of these recognized more , than two miles monster voice of the biggest giant who
a
duty
by
the
bushel
had
been
primari
advertising spaces) Is being encourag
“ The table d’hote dinner supplied at
are
the
right thing in the right place. ! ,
ly
laid
upon
it;
for
taxes,
like
the
ever walked in the fairy tales.
ed because large earnings, thus ex
a wav.
restaurants is the refuge of the gas■‘But in a restaurant where there is !
I It is contended, indeed, that the
pended, would otherwise drop into the various streams which form a general tronomically unimaginative. It is a
capacious knapsack of the tax col inundation, by whatever channels they poor compliment to your friends, if you j French or Italian cooking you will : i:omriaints came showering in from machine can be used as a drill aerlector who would turn them over to separately find admission, unite, at come to think it out, to take them to i eschew these, with the exception o f ! the same distance. The objectors |geant, giving the words of command
tbe Government, thus encouraging f last, and overwhelm the whole. The a dinner which has been prepared for |the duckling, in which you will be a l l , begged to have Gaydon removed from j before playing the marching accomright anywhere.
Government extravagance left as a man, therefore, who sold sand upon all and sundry.
the neighborhood. So a well know paniment, or that if necessary it can
“ In fish, sole is the safest: Many
deliver the speeches of famous states
heritage o f the w ar and still uncheck an ass, and raised the price of it dur
theatrical manager decided to take
‘‘Of course it saves trouble and prob
restaurants have their own particular
ing the late war, though abused for
men in a way that will baffle the
ed.
ably expense, but the person who
the machine for his vaudeville houses
obstructive methods of the loudest
The Interest of bankers all over the an imposition, most certainly acted ! gives dinners ought not to consider way of service and garnishing it. You
as a popular form of amusement.
upon
right
reasons;
for
though
there
can
have
it
fried,
grilled
or
boiled,
sole
voiced
heckler.
. country has been aroused by the
either for the time being, or he ought
fiache Review advocating a Tax on were no new' taxes then imposed not to give dinners. He should confine eolbert, sole au gratin, sole a la Russe,
Seles to replace the vicious Excess either on sand or asses, yet he found himself to providing food quite an filets de sole vin blano, and numerous
other varieties. There is a sole au
Profits tax, and by the Special Edition by experience, that, from the taxes other matter.
laid
on
almost
all
other
things,
he
gratin,
a specially de la maison of a
« f the Review devoted entirely to this
‘‘It used to he narrated of a famous
fcould
neither
maintain
himself,
his
certain
restaurant the mere sight of
subject. The volume and strength of
gourmet in Paris that when giving a
approval Is great and the influence of wife, nor his ass, as cheap as former dinner he would carefully weigh up which would give appetite to the most
eonntry bankers’ opinion is of much ly: He was, therefore, under a neces the characters and dispositions of his jaded, and oh! the taste!
“ As for meat, the most delicious
Importance among the people and sity of advancing the price of his guests. He would then, after eonsulasand,
out
of
which
alone
all
the
taxes
thing,
if you c;:n get it. is a little loin
with Congress.
'
tion with tin* chef, thoughtfully and
which he paid must he refunded. Thus
of pauilluc, that baby lamb which melts
lovingly compile his menu.
Ftatues of a Consumption Tax
the increase of taxes must increase
in the mouth and almost brings tears
“ Thu main art in o r der i ng a dinnur
It should be clearly understood that the price of everything whether tax
to the eyes, because it is so delicate.
TH E YOUNG MAN
the tax on gross sales D an entirely ed or not; and this is one principal ...and it is an art consists in study Then, there is a fledging chicken, a
different matter from the consumption cause of the present extraordinary ing the tastes of the guests. It would . poussin, tender and sweet to the taste
W H O IS A M B I T I O U S
tax, which it Is proposed to put in advance of provisions, and all the he absurd to provide the same menu, or a quail or snipe nicely browned,
does not say “ It can’t be done”— but
say. for
force to raise a soldier bonus.
necessaries of life.”
served on toast."
remarks “ I will” . He puts his energy
(a) A maiden aunt from the pro
This last mentioned tax falls direct
to full working power by depositing
Inflation Then and N ow
vinces.
ly upon the consumer, is In fact,
his
money regularly with the Houlton
The philosophy of that day has not
(M The girl whom you love.
collected of him in minute sums each
Trust Company.
changed
in
the
153
years
that
have
(c)
An
epieureau
uncle
from
whom
time he hnys anything. It thus be
comes obnoxious and vexatious, and passed. This, on inflation, has a you have expectations,
The s:tlvation of France lies in main
<d) A party of schoolboys,
should never be put in force. It would familiar sound: "The first, and most'
taining
her alliance with the Anglot.e) Half a dozen old “pals,"
Checking Accounts are solicited.
he a means of introducing widespread obvious effect of the increase of
Saxon
peoples
-Great Britain and the
<f) A theatre party where time is of
Inconvenience, would foster universal money is the decrease of its value,,
United States 'Andre Tardieu, former
resentment, and would become a like that of all other commodities, for the essence of the contract
money being but a commodity, its ^ “ There are menus to be thought out French commissioner to the Unite
public nuisance.
In the tax on gross sales, which we value must be relative, that is, depend-j which not only show but actually Suites, declared in ;i lecture on
advocate, the tax is paid by the seller, ing upon the quantity of itself, and the i inspin; love Unconscious, perhaps, of
"France and Her Allies." He added
a&d the consumer is never confronted quantity of the things to be purchased i tht cause, the fail’ consumer of them
that
France, and Belgium had common
with it obnoxiously. Under certain with it. In every country where there ; is predisposed in favor of the pre
great
plenty
of
provisions,
and
but
vider.
No
magic
love
potion
can
be
interests which made a union between
circumstances, it is true that it, or a j
port of it, would be paid by the con little money, there provisions must be ! more effective than a properly chose" them vitally necessary.
sumer. But that would happen mainly j cheap, that is, a great deal of them dinner. But I don’t think I must give
Fj'itnee. he said, had retri eved much
•only when production was low and d e -! will be exchanged for a little money; away my favorite love menus.
of her lossi-s by hard work. He ga ve
maud heavy. This condition of under- j on the contrary, where there are but
“ The courses should not exceed live
production, now existing, Is an a b - j little provisions in proportion to the or six, even when time is no object. figures to show that Ger many, having
normal one and is bound not to p re - 1number of eonsmers, and a great Many dinners are spoiled by their resumed work, was in a position to pa>
the indemniti es demanded.
▼all lo n g,'as every effbrt is being j Plenty of money, or what passes for length.
m ade In the world to bring about : money, there they will inevitably he
" A U our efforts must tend
toward,
“ The gargantaun banquet
with a
Increased production.
j dear, that is. a great deal of money sorbet in the middle of j; is indefen
execution of tile peace
treaty. "
he
i must be given to purchase them. * * *
Not tho Same a . a Tax on Sales
|The increa3e o( „10m>y „oes ,lot <mly s i b l e artistically. Tho. aim should be continued. " Let us not
forget
th;ir
variety, pleasantly diversified not only
pcae.- will lie what we make it
and
Under conditions where the supply j operate on the price of provisions by
in choice of viand but also in mod" cf
that the b o mb
bet ween
the
al iie-o f -Ihings equals, or nearly equals o r j t h e diminution of its own value, but
cooking, color, and flavor.
must be strengt hened continually.
It
exceeds, the demand, the seller can - 1jjy enabling more people to purchase,
"A white soup should not be follow must not he supposed that the u n d e r 
noti'ln competition with other sellers, ancj consequently to consume thorn;
.add the tax to his product any more -which must
unavoidably
likewise ed by a ladled fish, roast should not standi ng will he mai ns tai ned a u t o 
matically. O u r utmost e nd e a vo r s must
than he can arbitrarily add any other ( increase their scarcity, and that must succeed roast, nor brown, brown.
“ The sweet and savory should intro be, exerted to assur e the stability of
Competition with other sellers s^u a(j^ more to their price."
It necessary for him to cut his , The extravagance of those times, duce a new idea and prove the crown- this union,"
profits to a point where his goods will brought about from the same causes
soil,,and in this process the tax he as in these; the right to work little or
on sales becomes a part of his be idle, while, if denied, incited re
general expense. The amount of his hellion; all these are duplications of

URGES THOUGHT IN
PREPARING MENU

J

FRANCE MUST KEEP
UP TIES WITH ALLIES

Houlton Tru st Co.
H o u Jito r? ,M a in e

Is

profit which he adds, is regulated by the present situation.

the keenness of competition and has

H o u l t o n Sa v in g s J & £ n k

“ The consumption of everything is
t’rdm the
wealth in our metropolis, and indeed
High Prices and Taxes in 1767
H ie Menormons expenses and un- In every corner of this kingdom; and
patalleled success of tho late w ar” is the manner of living throughout all
the reason given for high prices and ranks and conditions of m**n, is no
extravagance n the London Magazine less amazingly altered. * * * * The
o r Gentleman’s Monthly Intelligencer shopkeeper, who used to be well
tar the year 1767, in an article which contented with one dish of meat, one
the American Exchange National Bank fire, and one maid, has now two or
here does good service in reprinting in three times as many of each; his wife
iphlet form. It Is interesting to has her tea, her card parties and her
ipare the situation then and now dessing room; and his apprentice has
to find how similar conditions of i climbed from the kitchen fire to the
fact and thought were a century and j front boxes at the playhouse. The
» half ago.
j lowest manufacturer and the mean's!
Tne writer says that “whoever mechanic will touch nothing but tin
remembers the many millions annual very best pieces of meat and the finest
ly borrowed, funded, and expended, white bread; and, if he cannot obtain
fiprlng the the last w ar” can be under double the wages for being idb\ tn
a o difficulty to account for the high what he formerly received for work
prices of provisions, etc., and he shows ing hard, he thinks he has a right to
how the Interest on these borrowed seek for a redress of his grievances
funds and the new taxes every year by riot and rebellion. Sir.ce then th ■
Imposed “must unavoidably increase value of our money is decreased by
n o relation to his expenses.

also amazingly increased

Perm anent 3rd L ib e rty
Bonds
W e w ill exchange these fo r Tem porary
Bonds now in circulation, free o f charge
for the service

prices” ;
"Ftor,” he says, “a duty laid on any
commodity does not only add the value
o f that duty to that commodity, but
the dealer ill it must advance the
price double or treble times that sum •
fo r he mdst not only repay himself
the original tax, but must have com
pensatlon for his losses in trade by
hod debts, and loss of interest by his
Increased capital. Besides this, every
new tax does not only affect the price
-of the commodity on which it is laid,

Hood’s
SarsAparilla
Makes Food
Taste Good
% -Creates an Appetite
Aids Digestion
Purifies the Blood
Ptanotee assimilation so as to se
e m full nutritive value of food,
and to give strength to the whole
system. A well-known Justice of
the Peaas in Indiana says Hood’s
ftim rariUt made “ food taste
f~ood,** as after taking three botl Isa ho oats three hearty meals a
day, merits hard and sleeps well.
It w ill help you to do this. Fifty
y e a r s 9 phenomenal sales prove its
Merit.
Prepared by educated
pharm acists. Get a bottle today.

F,r s t

Real Potash-Real Fertilizers

We have a liberal supply of 4-8-4
fertilizer now on hand in prime
mechanical condition with the Potash
derived from the highest grade Her
man Potash only. The Potash from
Germany contains nothing injurious
to crops. Owing to the good demand,
we urge the necessity of placing your
order NOW before the supply of this
high graae fertilizer is exhausted.
Besides, there is a car shortage which
will seriously affect late orders.
Turn your ordinary crops into Big
Profit Crops, and keep them paying
big, with Lowell Fertilizers and Ger
man Potash. You can’ keep your soil
rich and strong without food. And
Lowell Fertilizers are its natural de
pendable food, made from Bone.
Blood, Meat and the proper chemi
cals.
Get the right idea about your land.
Beat old “FatherTime”to it and make
“Mother Earth” give you two pota
toes where she only gave one before.
Progressive farmers buy Lowell

National Bank
oi Houlton, M aine

Fertilizers. They write us every sea
son telling about their crops, how
they’re growing growing all tlm
time. One men says “ In one day with
two digg'-rs Vo- dug out POO barrels of
potatoe-;’’ That’s good hut not e\traordinary when you use our Animal
You can do as well, and
bMter.

Fertilizers.

“ We used 47 ions of your 4-8-.1
fertilizer the past season, using one
ton per acre. The Green Mountain
variety potatoes averaged at heist
per acre.
one day with
900 barrels
to pick
the

150 barrels
In
two diggers we dug out
My potato pickers averaged
up 100 barrels per day during
digging which will give you a good
idea of how good my crop was.
Murphy Bros., Aroostook County,
Me.”
We have an illustrated book on
Fertilizers and High Priced crops that
every farmer should have. Write for
it today. It will pay you.
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page tw e lve

participate in our due proportions in
Do you know that monkey glands,
D o u a l a s F a i r b a n k s in h i s latest pic
the result of the Interchurch financial
transplanted into human beings, re
canvass; and it will he recalled that
juvenate old men? See "The Scream- tu re “ W h e n th e C l o u d s R o ll *. By,” at
Mrs. Minnie Van Tassel Ingraham in determining the proportion of the
j th e T e m p le , W e d n e s d a y , A p r i l 21
died at the Aroostook hospital^ March ^ |
>
y
o
r
t
? i n g Shadow.
i»v*
•
*
*
*
i"-”
r: '
l*»! "**2R,*TdifWli# h“eiyJ1iifSMt[?l,,r mi^" ‘fteorgo ; entitled to count not only money p4id
„
,
-V- a*'
' -js -v
fc i - A - i
Ingraham and four children, also an ■jn on our $8,000,000 Emergency Fund,
aged mother, two brothers1 and two imt also our payments on our regular
///•T
..^ubsorilders should bear in
sisters.
j Apportionment Fund and on the
Mr. John Little has sold hi farm to
Mrs. lngrah^mv*\*asv
woman of j Pilgrim Memoffaf*fpumlT
y.
mind that all subscriptions ar
Mr. Cecil-Bjfttes of Patten.
many
go&rt
qualities,
'having
manyThe
quota
of
the$U>ulton
Congregapayable in advance and the p4
Mrt. Bertie Cordoroy of Houlton 'is-j
friends who regretted her death, but j tional church is $&00, and the drive
visiting
her
mother,
Mrs.
Hadley.
per will be discontinued at exMFPDavid T. Sawyer spent Saturday her loss is most keenly felt in her will lx-gin April 25 to May 2.
pi ration. Notice 6f such $xpjra$ and Sunday in Houlton with relatives.
home.
—----------------Miss Marion French of Houlton is '
tion will be sent out the First-o|
One less on earth’ its*'bain, its sorrow
visiting Mr. Wilbur Bither and family.
and its toil to share
each month
>]
Mrs. Jewett Adams and little son !
Everybody wants to be sure and
One less the pilgrims cross to hear. see the Senior play "Engaged by Wed
' |are visiting Mr. ami Mrs.
H. E.
$i Kimball.
One more the Crown''of the blest to nesday," which is going to he given
Miss Ruth Bither of Houlton spent j
ought to have
-Weathet,"
bear
Thursday, April 22, in the Temple
Fred Mills has traded farms with several days the past week with her '
after
the snn
At home in heaven.
Rex Mills and Is moving this week.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Delbert Bither.
theatre. The tickets will he on reserve
did
Rev. G. H. Taylor leaves this week
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Adams and
Wednesday afternoon and all (lav
to attend the M. E. Conf erence at daughter Jessie have moved here on !
Thursday.
the farm, after spending the winter in j
Brewer.
The Juniors had chapel this week.
Albert Smith has bought the farm Houlton.
lately owned by Moses Mills on the
Many friends here of W endell'
Miss Mary Burpee honored tin* High
Willard S. Ilass of Wilton, stair
Sharp, a former Linneus hoy. are glad
Folsom road.
School
with- a vocal selection.
We
Francis Lowry* and friend from to know he is recovering from a >director of the Congregational World }
Presque Isle are in town for the week severe illness in the Aroostook hospi Movement, has issued a statement to also had the privilege of listening to
tal.
end, at Mrs. Mattie Stanley’s.
the Congregational churches in Maine, Miss Eugena Murray. Tin* scholars of
A few automobiles have made their
, the High School did their part in the
Why be decrepit? The secret of headed “ The Congregational World programs of these chapels.
appearance on our streets, coming
over the State road from Bridgewater. eternal youth is thrillingly revealed in ' Movement and the Interchurch World
Mrs. Lydia Hodgins, representing
A U other roads are in bad condition.
Movement." Mr. Bass, in his state
“ The Screaming Shadow.’’
the Woman’s Club, visited chapel and
Announcements have been received
ment
says:
A cry in the dark—-what does that
of the wedding of Glen J. Porter to
, gave the High School $50 towards a
of
Gertrude Folsom, which took place on mean to you? “ The Cry in the Dark" ' "The connection between the two f victrola. The Times gave us $10. also
Wednesday of last week at the is the title of the first episode of Movements in our heading is just as
indi-!
Uieiv'er and we are very grateful
Methodist church, only the relatives
Ben Wilson’s greatest serial. "The vital as the similarity in name
for
the
offerings. The High School will
being in attendance.
cates.
If
The School play entitled “A Case of Screaming Shadow.”
not he long earning the rest of the
“ The Interchurch World Movement
Suspension," given by the pupils of
required sum.
the Grammar school in the Grange
had its inception in December, 1918.
Tile Woman’s Club gave $125
H all on Saturday evening, was well
The first suggestion leading to its
M.
A.
Randall
returned
Saturday
towards (he salary for a school nurse.
attended, the Hall being filled. Music
organization came through the South
from Florenceville, N. B.
by the Montlcello orchestra.
The nurse will lie a great benefit to
Nettie Hartley of ‘Springfield. Mass. ern Presbyterians, who found fhe task
The noon train on the B. & A.
tin* school.
Is
at
home
for
the
summer.
beginning this week, will be greatly
befre their Missionary Boards greater
Thomas Huntington is moving his
Mrs. S. L.
White visited
High
appreciated by our townspeople, as it
than their resources, and who made
has been very inconvenient for those family to Richmond to live.
School, representing the Woman’s
Mrs. Mary Merrill and young son the suggestion to the other Boards
of
having business in Houlton to have
Club. The club gave High School $10
♦hat by working together in certain
to remain all day and part of the are guests at H. G. Stackpoles
Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Milliken of Houl lines the efficiency and usefulness of for the Sophmore contest. She repre
night, some times, for a train going
ton have been in town a few days.
sented herself when she said she
north.
Errick Brown of Centerville. N. B. all could he increased.
would give $5.0(1 to the best speller
is in town and will he employed at
“ The Movement has had tin* sympa in High Seliool. Her husband, Mr. S.
Action, mystery, thrills and romance
Allen Boone’s this season.
thy and co-operation of our Congrega L. White, made an offer of $8.00 to the
are found in the superlative in “ The
Daddy Long Legs will he shown at
Of second best speller, and $2.no to the
the Bridgewater theatre. May loth, in tional leaders from the outset.
Screaming Shadow."
course, in so large a movement, some third best speller. We hope that the
the afternoon and evening.
Ethel Stackpole was called home policies have been adopted and sonic*
scholars will all work for the prizes
from her school in Mass., owing to the measures taken contrary to the judg
and
thilt High School will have a
illness of her sister. Miss Cora.
Dorothy Sheain Is suffering with a
Mrs. Judson Burtt and M^s. Elmer ment and wishes of our denomination. good record in spelling.
felon on her right hand .
Fulton were called to Centerville, N. So large a co-operative movement
Miss Cooper from Presque Isle visit
Earl Crosby has returned from a B. last Friday by the serious illness of necessarily demands sacrifice on the
ed
chapel Friday.
business trip to Gardiner.
their mother.
part of everyone, and the Movement
We have been busy taking the
Mr. A. Z. McBride went to Mars Hill
Mr. Albion Stitham, who had his leg
is the tim e to fe e d V e te rin a ry
last Wednesday on business.
injured in an auto accident a few years was cordially endorsed at our Nation exams this week.
Mr. O. V. Jenkins was a business ago, is having trouble from it and al Council at Grand Rapids.
Rem edies. W e are sole a g e n ti
enller in N ew Limerick one day last expects to have it amputated.
“ The Congregational World Move
fo r A v a lo n Farm s R em edies and h ave a com p lete
A Clear B r a i n and healthy body arc
week.
ment was formally launched at the essential for success. Business men,
Mrs. Don Bubar and little daughter
line. W e especially recom m end their H o g T o n e.
are visiting friends and relatives in
National Council in Grand Rapids. Its teachers, students, housewives, and
other workers say Hood’s Sarsaparilla
Watch for the Watkins man.
Du&focth.
M o re pork fo r less m oney. L e t us show it to you
financial goal for 1920 is $3,000,000
gives them appetite and strength, and
The Ladies’ Aid will meet at Mrs.
Miss Ruth Reece of Mars Hill was
needed
to
care
for
emergencies
in
our
makes
their
work
seem
easy.
It
over
the guest of her sister, Mrs. G. M. Fred A. Barton, Wednesday the 28th.
W e see quite a lot of men smiling Missionary and Educational work at comes that tired feeling.
Noble, last week.
The infant daughter of Mrs. Gladys at the $10.00 per barrel potato market. home and abroad.

IN MEMORY OF
MRS. G. L .INGRAHAM

S U R ROU ND I N G

TOWNS
LINNEUS
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H. H. S. NOTES

WoausaiditT

MONTICELLO

“W hen the clouds roll by we
said the Captam of the Ark. And
shine,

CONGREGATIONAL AND
INTERCHURCH MOVEMENT!

good
forty dcy.

DOUGLAS
FAIRBANKS
is the same sort optimist. Yet he ha* all ’of Mes
troubles—and then some, including even a flood that will
sweep you away with its excitement and realism, it’s all
in Doug s newest picture

WHEN THE CLOUDS
RO LL B Y

BRIDGEWATER

a snappy romance of youth and love, lull
happiness, thrills and daring.

laughter and

A t the T E M P L E , W ednesday, A pril 21
Admission 25 cents to all

LITTLETON

Now

EAST HODGDON

Day, who has been quite ill, is slightly
better at this writing.
Maxine, the little daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. George Hobbs is recovering
from the prevailing epidemic.
W n . Tilley, who recently sold bis
term, has bought a place in Mars Hill
and expects to move in about two
weeks.
Mrs. Casaie Gray has returned to her
home In Presque Isle, after spending
a few days in town the guest of Mr.
and Mrs. R. E. Hone.
Friends of Mrs. Stephen Crane will
be glad to know she has returned from
the Aroostook hospital, where she has
been 111 for a number of weeks with
pneumonia.
Mrs. Owen Libby and children, who
have been spending the winter in So.
Paris, Me. with Mrs. Libby’s parents
Rev. and Mrs. J. L. Wilson, have re
turned home.
Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Bamford left
here last week for Gardiner, where
they have purchased a new home.
Mr. and Mrs. Bamford made many
friends while living here who regret
their departure.
It will be pleasing news to the
friends of Mrs. O. V. ffenkins to learn
she Is recovering satisfactorily from
her recent operation at the Madigan
hospital, and that she expects to be
able to leave there some time during
the week.

Mrs. Ida Pelkey was the week-end
“ The Interchurch World Movement
guest of Mrs. Benj. London in Houl
also deserves our hearty support.
ton.
Mrs. John Grant was the week-end Officially we are co-operating denomin
D IA M O N D
BRAND
guest of Mrs. Alex Gumming in Houl ation. With the other denominations
e
S
ton.
Mrs. Emerson Dickinson, Union we receive the benefit of the Inter
Corner, was visiting her mother Mrs. church Survey, a work so extensive
Herbert Crane, Sunday.
and so thorough that our Secretary
Mrs. Maud Thompkins of Sherman Burton say that it alone would justify
LADIES t
Aik f a r **t m flii for CIII-CHES-TER
is visiting her mother, Mrs. John
D
IA
M O N D B RA N D r l U . S i n R k d a n d
the
entire
expense
and
labor
of
the
London and other relatives.
G o ld metallic boxes, acaled with Blu
Mrs. Thomas Henderson was the whole organization.
Ribbon. T a e i n o o t h x h . B ay •/
Drag*(■* tad aak for CHI.CHlta.TCR
guest of her daughter, Mrs.
Miles
"W e have had the inspiration of the P I A llO HD B R A HD P I I. La, for twentr-flve
Caldwell in Mars Hill, the past week. |
years ret-arded as Best,Safest. Always Reliable.
Mrs. Harold Reese of Houlton, who I Interchurch Campaign for Evangelism,
has been so ill all winter, is visiting I Stewardship, Life, Service and Mis
TIM K
her daughter, Mrs. Robert Henderson. sionary Education. Lastly, we shall
TR IK D

CHICHESTER SPILLS

Mr. C. W . Taylor is ill at his resi
dence on the Calais Road.
The Assessors have been in session
at the Town Hall the past week.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Betts of Doaktown. N. B. were guests of relatives in
town last week.
Several are planning to attend the
E a s t e r n Maine M. E. Conference
at
Brewer this week.
A young daughter arrived at the
home of M r and Mrs. Byron McQuarrie
m m day last week.
Mr. Herbert W lggin has recently
returned from Boston, where he has
been receiving throat treatment.
A large crowd attended the Ice
m u m and Maple Candy Social at the
Cimmunity House on Friday evening.
The following have had ’phones
installed recently: Byron McQuarrie,
Royal, J. M. Hunter and Dell
Mrs. Cora B. McLean, who has spent
the winter in the Southern part of the
returned to her home in
She w as taken ill on her

wnf home, hut la now much improved
N l iN iM d chile from her friends.
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Drug

SOL'D BY ALL DRUGGISTS m Pays interest of 2 per cent on
EVERYWHERE S t ™ m Daily Balances of $500 or over

Does the supernatual awe
or
mystify you? “The Screaming Shad
ow,” in which the popular players,
Ben W ilson and Neva Gerber have the
greatest roles of their careers, reveals
the secret of eternal youth and deals
in a thrilling and Intelligent manner
with the supernatural.

The school children enjoyed a holi
day, Monday, April 19.
Mrs. A. E. Thompson visited Mrs.
O. L. Thompson. Thursday.
Mrs. Frank Jordan and son Lawrence
visited Mrs. James W ebb. Thursday.
Thggett, Gartley and Thomas Co.
purchased a fine work horse last week.
Mrs. Clyde Thomas spent Thursday
afternoon with Mrs. James Longstaff.
Master Herschel W eb b spent Mon
day with his sister Mrs. Frank Jordan
o f Honlton.
Miss Mary Hand and Miss Dorothy
Folsom of R. C. I., spent the week-end
with Mrs. Edith Hand.
The conditon of Mr. Fred War-man,
who has been 111 for the past week, is
considered very serious.
Miss V era Thompson of the R. C. I.
faculty spent a few days with her
parents Mr. and Mrs. Owen Thompson.
Mr. Hastings McGown was operated
on tor appendicitis at the Madigan
hospital, Monday. His condition seems
favorable for an early recovery.

Bridgew ater

W EDNESDAY

S P E C IA L

S P E C IA L

Douglas Fairbanks
---------------- i n --------------

toys D u b b e l b il t Clothes

NO MENDING FOR 6 MONTHS
“Dubbelbilt” Clothes are made with double thickness
o f cloth wherever w ear comes— double stitching and
other distinctive Dubbelbilt features.
These make possible the famous Dubbelbilt guarant y
“Six months w ear without! rip, hole or tear,
or suit will be repaired free”
Good style, too.

Price $10.75

“W H E N T H E C L O U D S R O L L B Y ”
This production is among the best laugh-creators this sea
son. The story is unusually funny and the trick photogra
phy adds to the pictures’s merriment. You won’t want to
miss the flood scene vhich cost thousands of dollars!

CHESTER O U TING ond W EEKLY.

ONE PRICE 2 5 ct*-

THURSDAY

M A R G U E R IT E C L A R K
---------------- i n --------------

“Easy to Get”
That it is a Clark picture and her newest one, is enough to*
say! Also the 8enior Class of Houlton High School pre

sents a Three act Farce Entitled

“E N C A G E D B Y W E D N k S D A Y ”
Pictures at 6.45 sharp. Play at 8.00..
Prices 50c and 75c to Play and Pictures
FRIDAY

V IO L A D A N A
-------------i n --------------

“Willow Tree”
One of the delights of the Japanese people and one of their
charming assets is their belief in old legends. It is this
belief in the old fairy tales that forms the basis for this
charming screen drama and in it you will find a feast for
the eyes. Seldom has a more beautiful picture been staged.
If you love the beautiful, don’t miss this.

EDUCATIONAL REEL

HOOLIGAN K ID *
SATURDAY

M A D L A IN E T R A V E R S E
---------------- in --------------

L. S. P U R I N G T O N
H O U L T O N

“W hat Would You do?”
A society drama that has been well staged. The gowns of
Miss Traverse are pleasing to the eye.
MUTT and JEFF.

W EE K LY and Two reel 8ennett comedy “Ladiee Tailor”

The Big New York 8tock Company all the week beginning
May 3rd.. A rare treat for Moulton Theatre goers.. YouTS
Bay Be. Prices 50c, 75c and B14ML

